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People have varied opinions about who Jesus is. This is nothing new—they always 

have. Jesus once asked His disciples, “Who do the crowds say that I am?” (Luke 9:18). 

They replied that some thought He was John the Baptist, others thought He was Elijah 

or some other ancient prophet. While each of those answers reflected a high opinion 

about Jesus, they all fell short of Jesus’ true identity and mission.

Because it’s not enough to know what others are saying about Him, Jesus asked His 

disciples: “But you … who do you say that I am?” (Luke 9:20). After affirming Peter’s 

reply that Jesus was “God’s Messiah,” He taught them His mission would involve 

suffering—a cross. Jesus’ death on the cross, however, wouldn’t be an accident nor 

a tragedy; it would be the fulfillment of God’s eternal plan for our salvation. Jesus 

added that the cross would not be the final word, but He would be raised on the 

third day.

Who do you say Jesus is, and what will you do with Him? He said, “I am the way, the 

truth, and the life. No one comes to the Father except through me” (John 14:6). Right 

now, He is waiting for you. 

• Admit to God that you are a sinner. Repent, turning away from your sin.

•  By faith receive Jesus Christ as God’s Son and accept Jesus’ gift of 

forgiveness from sin. He took the penalty for your sin by dying on the cross.

•  Confess your faith in Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord. You may pray a prayer 

similar to this as you call on God to save you: “Dear God, I know that You love 

me. I confess my sin and need of salvation. I turn away from my sin and place 

my faith in Jesus as my Savior and Lord.  

In Jesus’ name I pray, amen.”

After you have received Jesus Christ into your life, tell a pastor or another Christian 

about your decision. Show others your faith in Christ by asking for baptism by 

immersion in your local church as a public expression of your faith.

WHO IS JESUS?
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Jerusalem in Jesus’ Day

This map is adapted from  
“Jerusalem in the New Testament  
Period,” Holman Bible Atlas 
(Nashville: Holman Reference,  
2014), 229. Used by permission.
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Jere Phillips wrote the Bible commentary for this study of 
Luke 1–9. Dr. Phillips holds degrees from Union University (B.A.) 
and New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary (M.Div., Ph.D). 
A frequent contributor to Explore the Bible, he also authored 
Managing Stress in the Christian Family and The Missionary Family: 
Managing Stress Effectively. Jere and his wife are members of 
Germantown Baptist Church near Memphis, Tennessee.

Donna McKinney wrote the group plans for sessions 1–7. She 
teaches adult Bible study in the “Empty Nesters” group at Salem 
Baptist Church in Apex, North Carolina. Donna is retired from 
the federal government and is a freelance science writer. She has 
two adult children and two brown dogs. Grandchildren are her 
favorite thing. She holds degrees from Campbell University and 
George Mason University.

Becky Carr Imhauser wrote the group plans for sessions 8–13. 
She is an author, conference leader, and frequent contributor to 
LifeWay publications. Becky and her husband, Bill, are Bible study 
leaders at First Baptist Church, Sedalia, Missouri. Becky holds a 
Doctor of Educational Ministry degree from Midwestern Baptist 
Theological Seminary.
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Truth seems to be a rare commodity at times. We don’t know exactly who to trust or 
what to trust. We may not even trust ourselves at times when it comes to the truth. 
How many times have we failed to tell the truth for fear of getting labeled, of being 
questioned, or worse?

Luke stated in the prologue to his Gospel account that his goal in writing was so that 
Theophilus might know the truth (1:4). To accomplish his goal, Luke told about people who 
discovered the truth. We are told about a young lawyer who discovered that a Samaritan 
was the example of a neighbor. We are also told about a tax collector who was willing to 
climb a tree so he could discover the truth.

Remember those times we have failed to tell the truth? Luke tells us of Peter being in 
the same boat, failing to tell the truth as Jesus faced a tribunal. We are told about a 
criminal who discovered the truth while being executed. We find a group of women who 
find the truth in the form of an empty tomb. Peter also discovers that same tomb and is 
commissioned to tell that truth in the future.

During our study of Luke 10–24, we will examine these encounters and others as people 
sought the truth. We will discover along with them that Jesus is the Truth and He offers 
Himself to any who will believe in Him. Our prayer is that we will have our faith affirmed 
and strengthened so that we too can know the truth with confidence and boldness.

In His service,

Dwayne McCrary

Dwayne.McCrary@lifeway.com

A WORD FROM THE TEAM LEADER
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Bethany—town about two miles southeast of Jerusalem, on the eastern slope of the 
Mount of Olives; home of Mary, Martha, and Lazarus

Bethphage [BETH fayj]—small village located on the Mount of Olives near Bethany; 
place where Jesus instructed two disciples to finding the colt on which He would ride into 
Jerusalem for His triumphal entry

Cleopas [KLEE oh puhs]—one of the two disciples to whom the resurrected Jesus 
appeared while traveling on the road to Emmaus (Luke 24:13-35)

Elders—members of the Sanhedrin, the ruling council of the Jews; often mentioned in 
conjunction with chief priests and scribes (Luke 20:1; 22:52)

Jericho—ancient city located in the Jordan River valley; in the Old Testament known as 
the first city conquered under Joshua (Josh. 7); in the New Testament known as the home 
of Zacchaeus (Luke 19:1-10)

Levites—descendants of Levi; assisted the priests by performing duties in the tabernacle 
and the temple

Mount of Olives—two-and-a-half mile mountain ridge on the eastern side of Jerusalem, 
heavily covered with olive trees; several key events in the life of Jesus happened there 
(Matt. 26:30; Mark 11:1-2; Luke 19:37; 21:37; 22:39-46; Acts 1:9-12)

Parables—stories, especially those told by Jesus; the word means to put alongside for the 
purpose of comparison and understanding

Pharisees—the largest and most important religious group in New Testament times; the 
term means “separated ones.” They strictly observed the oral traditions of the scribes and 
opposed Jesus because He refused to accept their interpretations of the law. 

Samaritans—descendants of Jews who intermarried with non-Jews; Jews did not 
associate with Samaritans (John 4:9)

Son of Man—Jesus’ favorite way of referring to Himself; it implied both His messianic 
mission and His humanity; the term is used in the Old Testament as a synonym for man or 
human (Ps. 8:4; Ezek. 2:1) and as a reference to the Messiah (Dan. 7:13). 

Terms listed here are identified in the Bible commentary with a dot (•).

WORD WISE
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BIBLE READING PLAN
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USING THIS GUIDE TO LEAD

BEFORE THE GROUP TIME

1. Study the core passage. 
Start preparing early. Read the passage, 
listing people, places, key words, key 
phrases, and actions taken. Use the 
commentary included in the Explore 
the Bible Leader Guide and the Explore 
the Bible Adult Commentary to discover 
information about the items you listed. 
Write a summary of the main idea you 
discovered using the statement printed 
under the session title of each session as a 
starting place. 

2. Create a group time plan. 
Craft a group plan that helps the group 
discover and respond to the main idea. 
Consult the Group Plans in the Explore the 
Bible Leader Guide (includes ideas for using 
the Personal Study Guide). Identify ways to 
focus the group’s attention, explore the 
text, summarize the lesson, and challenge 
the group.

For additional ideas or questions, consult 
QuickSource and Explore the Bible Extra 
(identifies a current event to introduce 
and conclude the lesson, found at 
goExploreTheBible.com/LeaderExtras). 
Review the Explore the Bible Leader Pack 
items. Look at the LifeWay Sunday School 
blog and Groups Ministry blog for helps on 
leading an ongoing Bible study group.

3. Gather and review. 
Use the list under Gather on the first 
page of each session. Make sure you have 
additional copies of the Explore the Bible 
Personal Study Guide for anticipated guests.   

DURING THE GROUP TIME

4. Arrive early. 
Make sure you are the first person to 
arrive. Pray as you set up the area. Greet 
everyone as participants arrive and focus 
their attention on the Bible study. 

5.  Lead the group in a time  
of Bible study. 

Use the plan you created, recording notes 
of how the group responded. Remember, 
every group experience takes a few 
unexpected twists and turns; be flexible.

AFTER THE GROUP TIME

6. Evaluate and Record. 
Review the Reinforce idea to encourage 
the group to put into practice the truths 
discovered. Record prayer requests and 
other insights you gained about the group 
and specific participants. Use these notes to 
help you be a better teacher in the future.

7.  Start preparing to lead  
the next group time.

© 2020 LifeWay Christian Resources
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Commentary
Provides additional insight into 
the passages studied. 

QuickSource
Resource for leaders, providing 
additional discussion questions, 
an object lesson, and dig deeper 
feature. Also provides a tool for 
an individual called on to step in to 
lead the group on short notice. 

Leader Pack
Resource filled with posters, 
masters for informative handouts, 
and access to a digital leader pack 
(includes DOC files of the Leader 
Guide commentary, group plans, 
the pack items in PDF format, and 
other helps for the leader).

Daily Discipleship Guide
Resource for both the group 
members and the group leader. 
An alternative to the Personal 
Study Guide/Leader Guide model. 
Includes key words, commentary 
and questions for the group, daily 
Bible readings for personal study 
after the group time, and ideas 
for smaller groups to discuss the 
study. Leader helps with targeted 
teaching plans included in back. 

Personal Study Guide
Resource for the group members 
to help them prepare for and 
study during the group time.

Leader Guide
Resource for leaders of groups 
using the Personal Study Guide. 
Includes commentary and 
teaching plans.

CORE RESOURCES
Use the Daily Discipleship Guide or Personal 
Study Guide & Leader Guide as the core resource 
for your group.

Find out more or order at goExploreTheBible.com

MEETING THE EXPLORE THE BIBLE  
FAMILY OF ADULT RESOURCES

Additional Leader Helps

© 2020 LifeWay Christian Resources
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INTRODUCTION TO LUKE

WRITER

Although Luke never identified himself 
as the writer, the internal evidence of this 
Gospel, combined with Acts, strongly argues 
for Luke as the writer. The writings of the 
post-apostolic church fathers also refer to 
Luke as the writer of the third Gospel. 

Luke was unique among the Gospel 
writers. He was not one of the Twelve who 
followed Jesus. In fact, he was a Gentile. As 
such, Luke wrote his letter to Theophilus in 
such a way that appealed to the Hellenistic 
people (non-Jews who were strongly 
influenced by Greek language and culture). 
He may have become a believer through 
Paul’s ministry in Troas. 

Luke often traveled with Paul on his 
missionary journeys. In Acts, we can 
identify events shared by Paul and Luke as 
pronouns change back and forth between 
references to “he” and “we” (Acts 16:6-10). 
He even accompanied Paul on that fateful 
voyage to Rome (Acts 27:1). Luke alone was 
present when Paul wrote his final letter to 
Timothy (2 Tim. 4:11).

Paul called Luke “the dearly loved 
physician” (Col. 4:14). Scholars identify 
various places in his writings that appear 
to use medical terminology. Having the 
mindset of a doctor caused Luke to look 
at events in an orderly fashion. He wanted 
to lay out for Theophilus a methodical 
narrative to confirm what Theophilus had 
been taught about Jesus. Although he did 
not try to produce a comprehensive history 
of Jesus’ life, Luke traced those aspects of 
Christ’s biography that were most important 
to his purpose.

Luke interviewed numerous people who 
were part of the gospel story. The narrative 
includes significant details of Jesus’ birth 
from Mary’s perspective. Therefore, Luke 
may have spent time with Jesus’ mother, 

a concept consistent with his reference 
to eyewitnesses (Luke 1:2). Luke was 
also acquainted with many leaders of the 
apostolic church and gained invaluable 
information from them. Ultimately, 
however, Luke was inspired by the Holy 
Spirit, making his Gospel authentic and 
trustworthy. 

RECIPIENTS

Strictly speaking, the book of Luke is 
an epistle. He wrote it to one person, 
Theophilus (Luke 1:3), although the letter 
later circulated throughout the Christian 
church. We don’t know who Theophilus 
was or even if this was his real name. 
Theophilus is a compound word meaning 
“Friend of God.” This reference could relate 
to “God-fearers”—Gentiles who believed in 
the Hebrew God but did not know Jesus. 
Scholars have conjectured that the recipient 
was a prominent Gentile since Luke calls 
him “honorable.” 

DATE

Luke’s Gospel was written prior to Acts, 
his second epistle to Theophilus (Acts 1:1). 
Since most scholars date Acts at around 
AD 64, the Gospel of Luke may have been 
written around AD 62 or 63. However, if 
Theophilus was a Roman official that Luke 
encountered during Paul’s imprisonment, 
the two works could have been written more 
closely in time. 

Matthew and Mark are likely included 
in Luke’s reference to the other accounts of 
the gospel narrative in existence at the time 
of his writing (Luke 1:1). Thus, the date of 
Luke’s Gospel would have to follow dates of 
Matthew and Mark. Since Acts concludes 
before Paul’s execution, Acts (and thus 
Luke) was written prior to AD 67. 

© 2020 LifeWay Christian Resources
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PURPOSE

Theophilus had been instructed about Jesus, 
but Luke wanted his reader to understand 
the “certainty” of what he had been taught 
(Luke 1:4). Luke’s intention was not merely 
to add to the Gospel accounts that had 
already been circulated. He specifically 
wanted this man to know the facts of Jesus’ 
life, death, and resurrection. Luke’s Gospel 
concludes in the same way that Acts begins, 
with Jesus’ ascension (24:50-53). 

If Theophilus was not a believer, Luke 
shared this narrative in order to lead him 
to faith in Christ. Some scholars argue that 
Luke’s Gospel was an effort to confirm the 
beliefs of a man who had already become 
a Christian. The Holy Spirit had a larger 
purpose, as this Gospel became part of the 
canon of Scripture cherished by the church 
throughout the ages.

KEY THEMES

• Son of God and Son of Man—Jesus’ birth 
was the result of God’s supernatural 
miracle through a virgin called Mary. 
Throughout Luke’s Gospel, Jesus’ words 
and deeds attest to His oneness with God. 
At the same time, Jesus most frequently 
referred to Himself as the Son of Man 
(11:30; 12:8,10,40; 17:22,30; 18:8,31; 
19:10; 21:27,36; 22:48,69; 24:7). This 
title was a direct claim to be the Messiah, 
but it also demonstrated Jesus’ identity 
with humanity.

• Proof of the Messiah—Miracles abound 
in the earlier chapters of Luke, but the 
second half of Luke does not contain 
as many miracles as Jesus shifted to 
an emphasis on teaching. In fact, this 
section only includes three miracles 
(11:14-20; 13:10-13; 18:35-43).

• Practical and Ethical Teaching—Chapters 
10–24 contain many episodes of 
Jesus’ teaching His disciples and the 
multitudes about practical and ethical 
applications of Scriptural truth. Often 
using parables, Jesus taught about 
loving God and being a good neighbor 
(10:25-37), the importance of persistent 
prayer (11:2-13), the danger of hypocrisy 
(12:1-3), and many other topics.

• Preparation and warnings regarding the 
future—Luke described how Jesus 
prepared men to lead the church in the 
future. Along the way, Jesus warned 
about what would happen at the end of 
the age (11:29-32; 12:35-40; 13:34-35). 

• The Kingdom of God—While Luke did not 
include as many kingdom parables as 
Matthew, he described Jesus’ preaching 
about the kingdom of God (13:18-21; 
17:21-35). Like He sent the apostles 
earlier, Jesus later sent out seventy 
disciples to preach about the kingdom 
(10:1-12). In His presence was found the 
nearness of the kingdom (10:9-11).

• The availability of the kingdom for believers 
from all ethnicities—Luke emphasized 
Jesus’ statements and deeds that 
demonstrate the kingdom of God is 
not for Jews alone but is available to 
everyone who will repent and believe 
(10:33; 17:16; 24:44-49).

• The Future Judgment and the urgency of 
commitment—Because God’s judgment 
is inevitable, commitment to Jesus is 
imperative. People who are not willing 
to make an irrevocable decision to follow 
Him are not worthy of God’s kingdom 
(20:9-19; 21:5-28).
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OUTLINE OF LUKE

ON THE COVER

Sycamore trees, also called 
fig-mulberries or sycamore figs 
(ficus sycomorus), are commonplace 
in Israel. Often planted along 
roadways for their shade, their short 
trunks and wide branches make them 
easy to climb. Zacchaeus climbed a 
sycamore tree to get a better view of 
Jesus. (See Session 6.) 

 I.  Preparation for the Ministry of Jesus (1:1–4:13)

 II.  Jesus’ Ministry in Galilee (4:14–9:50)

 III.  Jesus’ Ministry in Judea and Perea (9:51–19:44)

  A. Setting out toward Jerusalem (9:51–13:21)

  B. Continuing toward Jerusalem (13:22–18:30)

  C. Final approach to Jerusalem (18:31–19:27)

 IV.  Climax of Jesus’ Ministry in Jerusalem (19:28–24:53)

  A. Arrival in Jerusalem (19:28-44)

  B. Controversies and teaching (19:45–21:38)

  C. Events of Jesus’ final Passover (22:1-46)

  D. Betrayal, arrest, and trials (22:47–23:25)

  E. Crucifixion and burial (23:26-56)

  F. Resurrection, Great Commission, and ascension (24:1-53)
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1
Neighbors?
Believers demonstrate their love for God by extending grace to others.

LUKE 10:25-37
MEMORY VERSE: LUKE 10:27

S E S S I O N  1

STUDY Luke 10:25-37, noting how Jesus 

exposed the man’s attempt to justify himself. 

Use Explore the Text on pages 15–19 to gain 

insight into how the questions Jesus asked 

revealed the man’s true motives and challenged 

the man’s ideas about who deserves love.

CREATE a teaching plan for your group using 

the ideas on pages 20–22. Focus on helping the 

group see that we truly demonstrate our love 

for God when our words and actions show that 

all people deserve God’s love. Consider ways to 

use the Maps Idea (p. 22) in the group time.

GATHER the following items:

   Personal Study Guides (PSGs) for each 
group member

Prepare to display:

   Pack Item 1 (Map: Jerusalem in Jesus’ Day)

   Pack Item 2 (Outline of Luke)

Make copies of:

   Pack Item 7 (Handout: Luke Time Line)

   Pack Item 8 (Handout: Memory 
Verses Bookmark)

CONSULT the weekly Explore the Bible adult 

podcast to gain insights on the go about this 

week’s study on Ministry Grid, Apple Podcasts, 

Stitcher, Spotify, LifeWay’s Digital Pass, or at 

goExploreTheBible.com/adults-training. 

REINFORCE the session, making sure every 

group member has a copy of the Personal Study 

Guide (PSG) for this study. Use the opportunity 

to encourage everyone to be an active part of 

the group.
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FIRST THOUGHTS
One of the most difficult demands of Jesus is to love our enemies. Now 
consider Jesus’ command to love our neighbors; that seems more plausible 
right? This is especially true if our concept of love is nothing more than 
social politeness. Yet, Jesus’ command to love our neighbor goes beyond 
the social norms. The type of love Jesus requires involves sacrifice and 
willingness to treat others with the same amount of attention we would 
typically reserve for ourselves. This is the Christian mandate of love. 
Believers demonstrate their love for God by extending grace to others.

(In PSG, p . 10) Whom do you regard as your neighbor? What motivates you to 
love them regardless of their attitudes toward you?

UNDERSTAND THE CONTEXT
LUKE 10:1–13:21

Jesus’ encounter with a lawyer occurred as He journeyed toward Jerusalem 
for the culmination of His earthly ministry. He always knew what would 
happen and tried to prepare the disciples as they traveled south from 
Galilee, through Samaria, and into Judea. Each of the incidents in the 
context passage builds toward the climax in Jerusalem.

Just as Jesus sent out the Twelve at the beginning of chapter 9, 
chapter 10 opens with His sending seventy-two disciples to prepare the 
way for Him. Like the Twelve, they exercised power given by Jesus and 
were amazed by the results.  

While Jesus increasingly confronted the hypocrisy of the Pharisees 
and scribes, He continued to prepare His followers for the future. His 
description of His approaching death was a prelude to prophecy that 
was veiled as a parable about His resurrection and future return. Jesus’ 
disciples should not worry about opposition but be prepared for a day of 
accountability in which rewards and punishment will follow. 

Jesus urged the unbelieving Jews to repent in view of the coming 
judgment. Like a loving gardener whose fig tree had not produced fruit, God 
delayed bringing final punishment on their nation to give them time to 
repent. Unless they recognized the value of the kingdom of God and repented, 
they would perish. Jesus offered examples of people who died tragically and 
warned that whoever did not turn to God would suffer a similar fate.

In a series of “woe” statements, Jesus spoke against people whose idea 
of religious fidelity was wrapped up in ritual rather than a right relationship 
with God. He specifically pointed out ways they claimed religious privilege 

KEY DOCTRINE

The Christian and 
Social Order
Christians should work to provide 
for the orphaned, the needy, the 
abused, the aged, the helpless, 
and the sick (Jas. 1:27).

BIBLE SKILL

Read, reflect on, and react 
emotionally to a Bible verse.

Reflect on Jesus’ directive in 
Luke 10:27. Read it several times 
emphasizing different words each 
time. What implications does 
this imperative have for you? 
What does the personal nature of 
Jesus’ command mean for you? 
What kinds of action are required 
for us to be loving neighbors? 
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but at the same time treated other people cruelly and deceitfully. The 
parable of the good Samaritan exemplifies these various conflicts. Jesus 
contrasted people who make a show of religion and believers who express 
godly love. This story emphasizes the kind of sacrificial compassion God 
desires of His people.

EXPLORE THE TEXT
THE EXCHANGE (LUKE 10:25-29)

Verse 25
Jesus’ opponents were always trying to put Him in difficult situations. The 
setting should have been a joyous occasion as the seventy-two missionaries 
returned with exciting news about their experiences. Jesus privately spoke 
to His disciples about how blessed they were to see God work in these 
ways. We don’t know how much time elapsed or whether other people were 
present. The word then could apply to an immediate situation that followed 
the arrival of the seventy-two, or Luke might have fast-forwarded to the 
next scene. The important point is that in the aftermath of receiving good 
news, Jesus was confronted by someone who subtly tried to trap Him.

The man was an expert in the law. Some scholars link him to the 
Pharisee in Matthew 22:34-40 or to the scribe in Mark 12:28-34. However, 
significant differences appear in these accounts. In Matthew 22, the Pharisee 
asked about the greatest commandments. The scribe in Mark 12 could 
easily have been a member of the Pharisees. In both instances, while the 
two great commandments are quoted, the context appears to be different. 
In any case, the point Jesus made in Luke 10 focuses on application of the 
great commandments to human relationships. 

Being an expert in the law did not mean the questioner was a lawyer 
in the sense of dealing with secular law. This term was used by Paul to 
describe a civil lawyer (Titus 3:13), but in this instance it more aptly applies 
to an expert in religious law.

The man’s intention was not to offer a sincere question but to test 
Jesus. The word test insinuates an examination of someone’s character 
with the intent of trapping him. This same term was used to describe the 
Pharisees and Sadducees when they demanded of Jesus a sign from heaven 
(Matt. 16:1). 

Despite his attitude, the man addressed Jesus as Teacher. This word 
was a common way to speak of someone who taught others. His question 
could easily have been one a disciple might ask of his instructor: What 
must I do to inherit eternal life? This question uses unusual language. 
Unlike monetary or property inheritances, eternal life cannot be passed 
down from one person to another. The term inherit reflects receiving 
something as opposed to earning it. However, combined with the idea of 
doing, his inquiry presupposes that eternal life could be received through 
human effort. He wanted Jesus to offer a direct answer that would validate 

VERSE 25

25 Then an expert in 
the law stood up to test 
him, saying, “Teacher, 
what must I do to inherit 
eternal life?”
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his preconception. 

Verses 26-28
Jesus knew what was in the man’s heart, so He responded by returning the 
question to the lawyer. Jesus forced the man to disclose what any expert 
of the law should know asking: What is written in the law? Jesus made 
the question personal by following up with, How do you read it? He not 
only wanted the man to say what the law said, but also to reveal how he 
interpreted that law.

The lawyer demonstrated his expertise by paraphrasing 
Deuteronomy 6:5. This quotation from Deuteronomy was part of the 
Shema—the declaration by faithful Jews that “The Lord our God, the 
Lord is one.” Israel was God’s missionary nation tasked with proclaiming 
that the one true God is the Lord, invoking the covenant name of Yahweh. 

Because He is God, believers are to love the Lord your God with your 
heart, with all your soul, with all your strength, and with all your mind. 
This faith response focuses on loving God with all of one’s being. Obedient 
action results from loving God completely.

From the last half of Leviticus 19:18, the second quotation defined 
godly love as caring for your neighbor as yourself. This relationship goes 
beyond simply not harming someone. It required loving one’s neighbor just 
as much as one loved oneself. 

Jesus affirmed the man had answered correctly. In Matthew’s Gospel, 
Jesus quoted the Shema and the need to love one’s neighbor as oneself 
(Matt. 22:38-39). He declared that these two statements summarized all 
the Law and the Prophets. 

Jesus did not come to eliminate the Law or the Prophets but to fulfill 
them (Matt. 5:17). When He told the lawyer, Do this and you will live, 
Jesus was not saying a person could achieve eternal life. Rather, He was 
confronting the lawyer with the impossibility of keeping the law. The 
gospel proclaims that we do not achieve eternal life; instead, we receive 
eternal life by confessing and repenting of our failure to keep God’s law 
and by placing our faith in Christ. In this setting, Jesus was content to let 
the lawyer understand his inability to obtain eternal life through his self-
effort. The lawyer could not live because he could not do this.

Verse 29
The man quickly understood he had condemned himself. He was well 
aware that to break the law at any point meant he was a transgressor who 
deserved death rather than life (Deut. 27:26). Quickly, he tried to justify 
himself. Seeking a loophole, the lawyer focused on the second of the Great 
Commandments. He asked, And who is my neighbor? He was not offering 
a legitimate question but again was trying to put Jesus on the spot and to 
vindicate himself. 

Jesus exposes our attempts to justify ourselves. We can rationalize, 
explain, or offer excuses, but our failure cannot be hidden from God. We 
may think we fare well in comparison to other people who commit what we 
consider to be more terrible sins. In light of the perfect holiness of God, we 

VERSES 26-28

26 “What is written in the 
law ” he asked him. “How 
do you read it?” 27 He 
answered, “Love the Lord 
your God with all your 
heart, with all your soul, 
with all your strength, 
and with all your mind,” 
and “your neighbor 
as yourself.” 28 “You’ve 
answered correctly,” he 
told him. “Do this and 
you will live.”

VERSE 29

29 But wanting to justify 
himself, he asked 
Jesus, “And who is 
my neighbor?”
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must acknowledge our desperate condition as sinners who have not kept 
His commands.

Why do people think they can obtain eternal life by doing religious works? 
What tactics do people use to justify themselves?

THE STORY (LUKE 10:30-35)

Verses 30-32
The Jews believed their responsibility was limited to fellow Jews. Jesus 
wanted them to understand the larger requirements of God. Jesus did not 
avoid the question posed by the lawyer but took it up by responding with 
a story. Jesus often used parables to disarm listeners and to get them to 
understand spiritual lessons that might make them uncomfortable. 

Jesus described a man who was on a trip from Jerusalem to Jericho. He 
did not identify the ethnicity of the traveler. Since the listeners were Jews, 
they assumed the man was also a Jew. Someone departing Jerusalem for 
Jericho was described as going down. Jerusalem was built on an elevated 
area. While Jericho was northeast of Jerusalem, it was about 800 feet 
below sea level. 

The traveler fell into the hands of robbers. They stripped the man, beat 
him up, and fled. Unable to defend himself against this gang, the man was 
left naked and half dead as a result of the attack. 

At this point, Jesus introduced three people who came upon this 
tragic scene. The first was a priest. The priest happened to be going down 
that road. Since the text describes him as going down, he was going away 
from Jerusalem. 

Instead of helping the injured man, the priest passed by on the other 
side. We can imagine the priest deliberately moving to the opposite side 
of the road to avoid the stricken traveler. We might guess at the priest’s 
motives, but the story reveals only his actions. His personal interests 
outweighed any concerns he might have felt toward the injured man. 

The next part of the story introduces a Levite. Priests were descended 
from Aaron. Levites were members of the same tribe but were not part of 
the Aaronic lineage. The priests led in offering sacrifices. Levites assisted 
in other duties related to the maintenance of the temple. Both groups were 
intensely interested in preserving ceremonial purity necessary for the 
performance of their tasks. 

The phrase in the same way suggests the Levite also was going away 
from Jerusalem. Therefore, neither the priest nor the Levite should have 
been concerned with keeping themselves ceremonially clean in order to 
serve at the temple. Without explanation, like the priest, the Levite passed 
by on the other side. Both men refused to help the victim.

VERSES 30-32

30 Jesus took up the 
question and said, “A 
man was going down 
from Jerusalem to 
Jericho and fell into the 
hands of robbers. They 
stripped him, beat him 
up, and fled, leaving him 
half dead. 31 A priest 
happened to be going 
down that road. When 
he saw him, he passed 
by on the other side. 
32 In the same way, a 
Levite, when he arrived 
at the place and saw 
him, passed by on the 
other side.
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Verses 33-35
The next scene begins with the contrary conjunction but. The term 
draws a stark contrast between the Samaritan and the priest and Levite. 
Samaritans lived between Galilee to the north and Judea to the south. 
These were descendants of intermarriage between Jews and pagans who 
immigrated to this area during the period of the Babylonian exile. 

This Samaritan was traveling on his journey. While the priest and 
Levite were almost casually traveling along and could have had plenty of 
time to see about the injured man, the Samaritan had a purpose and 
supposedly some sense of timeliness for arrival at his destination. 
Nevertheless, the Samaritan came up to him. Instead of maintaining a safe 
distance from the injured man, he drew closer in order to examine the 
situation. The phrase, when he saw the man, means more than simply 
observing the man’s presence. Saw is a participle that could be read, “seeing 
the man, he had compassion. In other words, seeing the extent of the man’s 
injuries caused the Samaritan to respond with concern.

The Samaritan took action that required an immediate commitment. 
He went over to him. Up to this point, the Samaritan had not come close 
enough to examine the man, but now he went to the man. He bandaged 
his wounds. Not expecting such a need, the Samaritan probably used some 
of his belongings to provide a bandage. This action suggests the wounds 
were bleeding. Using olive oil and wine, he cleaned the wounds. Both 
acts required the Samaritan to handle the man, possibly getting blood 
on himself.

The Samaritan could have excused himself at that point, thinking he 
had done enough. Instead, he put him on his own animal. The Samaritan 
was riding on the animal, probably a donkey. He surrendered personal 
comfort to help get the injured man to an inn. Since the attack probably 
took place some distance away from populated areas, the trip to the inn 
required an investment of time. 

Once at the inn, the Samaritan did not simply turn the man over 
to others but personally took care of him. So far, the Samaritan had 
interrupted his journey, risked his safety, provided aid, and continued to 
minister to the man. The story assumes the victim was a Jew who in other 
circumstances would not have spoken to, much less helped, a Samaritan 
who was despised by Jews. The inter-ethnic tension makes the Samaritan’s 
compassionate actions even more astounding.

The Samaritan’s ministry continued to the next day. This description 
portrays a man who stayed up all night tending the injured man. Since the 
man was still not well, the Samaritan used personal resources to ensure 
ongoing care as he continued on his journey. He gave two denarii to the 
innkeeper. This amount of money amounted to about two day’s wages. 
Asking the innkeeper to take over the care of the man, the Samaritan made 
the further commitment to reimburse anything more that was necessary 
to help him. The phrase when I come back indicates the Samaritan did not 
think he had done enough but anticipated returning soon. He wanted to 
see how this situation turned out.

Jesus communicates with us in ways we can understand. His stories 

VERSES 33-35

33 But a Samaritan on his 
journey came up to him, 
and when he saw the 
man, he had compassion. 
34 He went over to 
him and bandaged his 
wounds, pouring on olive 
oil and wine. Then he put 
him on his own animal, 
brought him to an inn, 
and took care of him. 
35 The next day he took 
out two denarii, gave 
them to the innkeeper, 
and said, ‘Take care 
of him. When I come 
back I’ll reimburse 
you for whatever extra 
you spend.’
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are simple but profound. In a short parable, Jesus drew His listeners into 
a scene in which they were forced to identify with one of four people—the 
victim, the priest, the Levite, or the Samaritan. Like the lawyer, we must 
apply the principle of the parable to our interactions with others. Do we 
demonstrate loving compassion or selfish indifference?

How do most people react when they see someone in a desperate situation? 
What do onlookers think about Jesus when they see how we respond to 
others in need?

THE CHALLENGE (LUKE 10:36-37)

Verses 36-37
Three people had the opportunity to help the man who fell into the hands 
of the robbers, but only one expressed compassion. Jesus asked a simple 
question the lawyer could not evade. Which one proved to be a neighbor? 
Two key terms confronted the lawyer: proved and neighbor. Being a 
neighbor meant more than proximity of dwellings, shared ethnicity, 
or common interests. Too, people cannot simply claim to be a neighbor. 
Neighborliness requires action that demonstrates sincere love.

Given the scenario of the story, the lawyer had no choice but to identify 
the neighbor as the one who showed mercy. Although he had initially 
approached Jesus to put Him to the test, the lawyer ended up confronted 
with only one logical choice. The term showed involves performing a 
deed or carrying out an act. Mercy is not mere sympathy but requires a 
manifestation of compassion. Simply saying we are neighbors is not enough. 
Being a neighbor requires acting out of genuine care for another person.

Jesus was not playing “gotcha.” He genuinely wanted the lawyer to 
recognize the demands of God’s great commandments. He told the man to 
go and do the same. The lawyer correctly identified the kind of requirement 
of the law as loving God and loving one’s neighbor. To love God means to 
love other people. Being religious was not enough. True love for God must 
be observed through our actions toward one another. 

Jesus expects His follows to extend grace to all people. We don’t minister 
to others in order to earn some merit that gains eternal life. A lifetime of 
good works cannot outweigh our sin. Only faith in Jesus and acceptance 
of His death and resurrection can bring us into life eternal. Loving God 
and loving people are two prime evidences that we have entered that new 
life by faith.

How are you challenged by Jesus’ story? In what ways could you 
demonstrate your neighborly love for someone this week?

VERSES 36-37

36 “Which of these three 
do you think proved to 
be a neighbor to the man 
who fell into the hands 
of the robbers?” 37 “The 
one who showed mercy 
to him,” he said. Then 
Jesus told him, “Go and 
do the same.”
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LEAD GROUP BIBLE STUDY

FOCUS ATTENTION
BEGIN: As the group arrives, direct them to 
share with a partner their responses to the 
following questions: Whom do you regard 
as your neighbor? What motivates you 
to love them regardless of their attitudes 
toward you? (PSG, p. 10) Invite volunteers 
to share their responses. 

TRANSITION: Invite a volunteer to read the 
first paragraph on page 10 of the Personal 
Study Guide (PSG) to focus on how Jesus 
calls us to go beyond social norms in the 
way we treat others. Explain that we’ll 
continue our study in Luke today as we 
explore what it looks like to follow Jesus’ 
teachings by extending grace to everyone.

EXPLORE THE TEXT
INTRODUCE: Distribute copies of Pack 
Item 7 (Handout: Luke Time Line). Note 
where this parable fits into Jesus’ teachings 
in the Book of Luke. Lead the group to 
locate the Outline of Luke on page 9 of 
the Personal Study Guide (PSG) and point 
to Pack Item 2 (Outline of Luke) that’s 
displayed on the wall. Use the outline to 
transition into today’s study.

SUMMARIZE: Highlight the information 
in Understand the Context (PSG, p. 11) to 
frame the hatred between the Jews and 
Samaritans that was the backdrop to this 
familiar parable. Using Pack Item 1  
(Map: Jerusalem in Jesus’ Day), note 
how intertwined these people groups’ 
lives would have been in first-century 
Jerusalem.

READ: Invite a volunteer to read aloud 
Luke 10:25-29, as the group listens for 
the lawyer’s question that set in motion 
Jesus’ telling of the parable. Note that 

this conversation isn’t the only time Jesus 
was questioned in this way. People asked 
Jesus about how to inherit eternal life in 
Matthew 22 and Mark 12.

COMPARE: Write these statements on 
the board: Love your neighbor, and Love 
your neighbor as yourself. Discuss the subtle 
differences between the statements. Invite 
the group to name examples of what 
it might look like to live out these two 
statements. Stress that only Jesus perfectly 
demonstrated showing love for neighbors 
in the same ways He loved Himself. 
Discuss: What is the relationship between 
loving God, others, and ourselves? How 
does a person’s view of themselves impact 
how they love God and others? (PSG, p. 13) 

DISCUSS: Focus on verse 29, calling 
attention to the words “But wanting to 
justify himself.” Using the comments under 
verse 29 on page 12 of the PSG, emphasize 
that Jesus challenged the lawyer’s idea 
that he could determine who deserves love. 
Ask: What clues does that phrase give us 
about the lawyer’s possible motives in 
questioning Jesus?

EXAMINE: Briefly summarize the two 
options the lawyer faced (PSG, p. 14): 
a person is either justified before God 
through Jesus’ righteousness or justified 
on his or her own merit. Discuss: How does 
self-righteousness come from comparing 
ourselves to others? How does this 
comparison expose what we are reliant on 
for salvation? (PSG, p. 14)

TRANSITION: Jesus exposed the young man’s 
attempt to justify himself with his questions. 
Now let’s look at the story Jesus told to 
illustrate the idea of extending grace to others.
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READ: As you read aloud Luke 10:30-35,  
instruct the group to listen for how people 
responded to the man beaten by robbers. 
Ask: What types of people are generally 
viewed as outcasts in our society? How 
would including them in this story impact 
how we understand this parable? (PSG,  
p. 16) Use comments from the last 
paragraph on page 15 of the PSG to guide 
the discussion.

DISCUSS: Focus on verses 33-35 and 
discuss why Jesus’ audience would have 
been stunned to hear that the man who 
helped was a Samaritan (PSG, p. 16). 
Ask: What barriers might have kept the 
priest and Levite from stopping to help 
the beaten man? Note that the religious 
leaders passing by likely felt justified in 
not getting involved—too dangerous or 
too dirty. Stress that Jesus turned social 
conventions upside down when the enemy 
of the Jews—a Samaritan—was the one 
who actually fulfilled the law of Moses. 

DISCUSS: What might keep a person 
from going the extra mile when helping 
someone else? (PSG, p. 16) How do you 
think Jesus might respond to the reasons 
named for not going the extra mile to help 
another person?

TRANSITION: We see how Jesus used an easy-
to-understand, yet powerful story to show us 
how to extend grace to others. But there’s one 
last piece in His conversation with the lawyer.

READ: Call for the group to read silently 
Luke 10:36-37, looking for how Jesus 
issued a call to action.

EXAMINE: Direct the group to read the 
comments under Verses 36-37 (PSG, p. 17) 
and discuss what stands out to them in 
those comments with a partner. Lead the 
group to discuss how Jesus challenged the 
questioner’s perspective.

CLARIFY: Point out that while the man 
focused on the extent of the law, Jesus 
focused on the intent of the law. Read these 
sentences from the PSG: “True love of God 
causes us to love those created in the image 
of God. That means all people.” (PSG, p. 17)

ASK: What emotions are found in the 
man’s response and Jesus’ command? 
How might those same emotions be 
expressed today?

SUMMARIZE AND 
CHALLENGE
REINFORCE: Recall the beginning activity 
(who is your neighbor). Lead them to 
discuss how Jesus shook the assumptions 
of the man who came asking a question. 
Ask: In the coming week, where might you 
have opportunities to demonstrate your 
love for God by loving others?

REVIEW: Call attention to the three 
statements under Apply the Text (PSG, 
p. 18). Challenge the group to circle the 
statement they most need to act upon this 
coming week. Encourage them to recall 
that statement as they look for fresh ways 
to show God’s grace and love to others.

RESPOND: Prior to the group time, select 
one of the question sets under Apply 
the Text (PSG, p. 18). Lead the group to 
respond to the selected questions. 

PRAY: Conclude the group time with 
prayer, thanking God for giving us such a 
simple story to show us what it looks like to 
be a neighbor. Ask God to help the group as 
they live out Jesus’ mandate to love others.
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OPTIONS
Use these options to supplement and enhance the group plans on the 
previous pages.

MUSIC

Focus on Luke 10:27, leading the group to 
sing or listen to “The Bond of Love,” by Otis 
Skillings. Emphasize that the grace God 
shows toward each of us is what we in turn 
extend toward each other.

PRESENTATION

To provide a broader context for today’s 
study, pre-enlist a volunteer to research 
the hatred that existed between Jews 
and Samaritans in Jesus’ day. Call for 
the volunteer to describe the hatred and 
prejudices that Jesus’ audience would have 
understood.

MAPS

Display a state map (a city/town map could 
work too). Call attention to the physical 
location of your church’s building. Invite 
the group to define who a neighbor is in 
terms of physical location (the people 
near you). Then lead them to expand the 
definition in terms of how Jesus defined 
neighbor in Luke 10:25-37. Discuss the 
ways we put limits on our definition of 
neighbor at times.

WORD STUDY

Pre-enlist a volunteer to use a Bible 
dictionary and research the meaning of the 
word mercy (v. 37). Call for the volunteer to 
define/describe mercy. Read aloud James 
1:27. Lead the group to discuss practical 
ways they can show mercy to the people 
described in this verse: the orphaned, the 
needy, the abused, the aged, the helpless, 
and the sick.

RELATIONAL

Call attention to the Bible Skill (PSG, p. 13)  
and instruct the group to work in pairs 
to read Luke 10:27 and discuss the four 
questions. Call for volunteers to share 
responses with the whole group. List 
responses on the board for the question: 
What kinds of action are required for us  
to be loving neighbors? Challenge the 
group to put some of these actions to work 
in the coming week. Distribute copies of 
Pack Item 8 (Handout: Memory Verses 
Bookmark), encouraging the group to 
memorize verse 27 this week.

ILLUSTRATE

Gather paper and pencils.

Distribute paper and pencils. Write on 
the board Us and Them. Discuss how the 
religious leaders tended to view the world 
as being divided into us and them. Note 
that when Jesus asked about loving our 
neighbors as we love ourselves, He set 
aside the them and showed the expert in 
the law that we are all us. Direct the group 
to use their paper and pencils to sketch an 
illustration that shows a worldview that 
sees us and them compared with a biblical 
view that sees the world as us.

TESTIMONY

Prior to the session, enlist a volunteer to 
share about a time when he or she was 
helped by a stranger, friend, or church 
member. Emphasize the Key Doctrine 
(The Church and Social Order) on page 17 
of the PSG. 
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2
Celebrate?
Believers can celebrate God’s restoring forgiveness.

LUKE 15:20-32 
MEMORY VERSE: LUKE 15:17

S E S S I O N  2

STUDY Luke 15:20-32, paying attention to how 

the father handled both the younger son’s 

rebellion and the older son’s jealousy. Use 

Explore the Text on pages 25–29 to gain insight 

into how the father loved both his sons well.

CREATE a teaching plan using the ideas on 

pages 30–32. Focus on helping the group see 

repentance as something to be celebrated. Look 

for ways of using the Key Doctrine (PSG, p. 26) 

to help the group embrace doing their part in 

evangelism and missions. Consider ways to use 

the Dramatic Reading/Skit Idea (p. 32) in the 

group time.

GATHER the following items:

   Extra Personal Study Guides (PSGs) 

Prepare to display:

   Pack Item 2 (Outline of Luke)

Make copies of:

   Pack Item 10 (Handout: Passages 
Unique to Luke)

   Pack Item 14 (Handout: Prodigal Bookmark)

CONSULT the Explore the Bible website for 

ways of using a current news event to start and 

conclude the session (goExploreTheBible.com/ 

LeaderExtras).

REINFORCE the session by challenging the 

group to think of tangible ways they can 

celebrate when someone comes to faith 

in Christ. Encourage them to support new 

believers through prayer and encouraging 

words of support
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FIRST THOUGHTS
Reunions are special. We love watching videos of soldiers returning home 
to their families. If we have children away at college, we may look forward 
to the holidays, spring break, and the summer more than they do. There 
is nothing like being face-to-face with family. But what if the separation 
came as a result of wrongdoing or a break in trust? Reunions then take 
on a different kind of intensity and emotion. Jesus told of the reunion 
between a man and his family to illustrate the joy we should share when 
God welcomes home a wayward child.

(In PSG, p . 19) What do you enjoy about witnessing a reunion? Why should we 
celebrate reconciliation between people who have been at odds with each other?

UNDERSTAND THE CONTEXT
LUKE 13:22–16:31

Although He was focused on getting to Jerusalem, Jesus took time to minister 
and teach in towns and villages along the way. He explained how people want 
to enjoy the benefits of God’s kingdom, but few are willing to respond to His 
call. Three stories especially relate this truth. The parable of the guests who 
arrived after the door was shut emphasizes the urgency of repentance (Luke 
13:24-30). The parable of the banquet focuses on people who make excuses as 
they decline an invitation to the banquet (14:15-24). The story of Lazarus and 
the rich man stresses the danger of waiting too late to repent (16:19-31). In 
each parable, unresponsive people are excluded from the kingdom.

As Jesus traveled closer to Jerusalem, the danger became more intense. 
People warned Jesus that Herod sought to kill Him. At the same time, 
Pharisees continued trying to trap Jesus so they could condemn Him. A 
leading Pharisee invited Jesus to a banquet, where He was confronted with 
a sick man on the Sabbath (14:1-6). Jesus was not intimidated by Herod 
nor daunted by the Pharisee. He displayed courage by continuing toward 
Jerusalem, teaching and healing people along the way.

Parables fill these three chapters of Luke. Cast in challenging situations, 
Jesus’ stories address spiritual and practical principles. Jesus used some of 
the parables to convict opponents of their sinful pride and to warn them of 
the consequences of unrepentant hearts. Other stories, especially the trio 
of well-known parables in chapter 15, declare God’s love for the lost and 
His joy over the found. The lost sheep was sought, although ninety-nine 
others were safe. The woman who lost her coin desperately searched until 
she joyfully found it. 

KEY DOCTRINE

Evangelism and 
Missions
The new birth of man’s spirit by 
God’s Holy Spirit means the birth 
of love for others (Acts 10:42-43).

BIBLE SKILL

Review the background of 
practices in biblical times.

To understand the Jewish concept 
of the firstborn and the rights 
of inheritance, read about these 
two topics in a Bible dictionary. 
Review Bible passages noted 
in the articles. What insights 
about inheritance did you gain 
from these articles? How do 
these articles give you a deeper 
understanding of the older son’s 
inappropriate response? 
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This week’s study focuses on the familiar parable of the lost son. The 
session passage begins near the end of the story. Prior to this point, the 
younger of two sons asked for his inheritance though his father was still 
living. His arrogance was played out in squandering everything by sinful 
living. In his poverty, the son ended up tending pigs, a terrible consequence 
for a Jewish man. Finally, he returned to his father, humbled and repentant. 

EXPLORE THE TEXT
FORGIVENESS GRANTED (LUKE 15:20-24)

Verses 20-21
Our lesson picks up in the middle of the story. The younger brother demanded 
his inheritance even though his father was still living. This arrogance could 
have resulted in being disinherited altogether, but the father graciously 
granted the request. The young man wasted everything. Penniless, he found 
work tending pigs, which were unclean to Jews. So hungry he would have 
eaten the pigs’ slop, he recognized how far he had fallen. His turnaround is 
captured by the simple phrase so he got up. While the fact that the younger 
son got up referred to rising physically, it also can be seen as a metaphor for 
his spiritual condition. He got up in repentance and started home. 

He went to his father but not with the expectation of picking up where 
he left off. He knew his father’s hired hands had plenty to eat. He would 
acknowledge his sin and ask to be a servant of his father’s household. His 
meek return was very different from the haughty manner of his departure.

The father saw the prodigal long before he reached the house. Perhaps 
the father had been regularly looking down the road that his son had taken 
months before. In any case, while the son was still a long way off, the father 
reacted decisively. The father’s heart was filled with compassion at the sight 
of his boy. He probably could see his son’s ragged appearance but did not 
need explanations. Knowing his son had returned was enough. The father 
ran to meet him. Understanding that the father in this parable represents 
God, we observe the only time God is portrayed as rushing. 

God joyfully receives any sinner who repents and returns in faith to 
Him. The story paints a magnificent portrait of God’s love as the father 
threw his arms around his neck. He was not repulsed by the smell of swine 
on his son’s clothing. The father only cared that his son had come home. The 
young man’s fears were dispelled as his father embraced him and kissed 
him. The form of this verb suggests the father repeatedly kissed his son. 
The father did not have to hear the son’s explanation or apology. Love and 
compassion flowed from his heart.  

True to his plan, the son spoke the words he rehearsed in the pigpen. He 
based his plea on the fact that the man holding him was his father. Gone 
was the bad-mannered youth who claimed what was not his. The tone of 
address must have been quietly respectful. He did not try to rationalize or 
excuse his behavior. He confessed that he had sinned. This term conveyed 

VERSES 20-21

20 So he got up and went 
to his father. But while 
the son was still a long 
way off, his father saw 
him and was filled with 
compassion. He ran, 
threw his arms around 
his neck, and kissed him. 
21 The son said to him, 
‘Father, I have sinned 
against heaven and in 
your sight. I’m no longer 
worthy to be called 
your son.’
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the sense of deliberately acting contrary to God’s law. With the phrase 
against heaven, he admitted his ultimate sin was against God.

The prodigal also had sinned in the father’s sight. He knew his actions 
were diametrically opposed to the values of his father. Some prodigals try to 
blame others, including their parents, when they take the wrong road in life. 
The returning son refused to place the responsibility on anyone but himself. 

Humility and desperation can be heard in the young man’s self-
pronounced sentence: I’m no longer worthy to be called your son. He 
understood the shame he had brought on himself. He thought no father 
could possibly claim someone who behaved in such a notorious manner.

Verses 22-24
The son was about to ask to be made as one of the hired hands, but before 
he could complete his statement, the father spoke. Perhaps he was too 
emotional to address his son directly. Instead, the father spoke to the 
servants. This word is different than what the son had prepared to use (v. 
19). The word here refers to slaves. The young man planned to request a 
position as a hired hand, not a slave.

Joy flowed in the father’s instruction: Quick! The term means to act 
swiftly and without delay.  He was overwhelmed by his son’s return. He 
commanded the servants to bring out the best robe. The son’s clothing 
likely was tattered and dirty. The father wanted to restore his son and 
remove these reminders of his shame. The father also ordered the servants 
to put it on him. The young man must have been barefoot since the father 
also commanded the servants to put sandals on his feet. They were to serve 
the son as they served the father. 

The father also commanded the servants to put a ring on his finger. 
My father gave me a ring that features our family crest. It represents being 
part of a heritage. The ring in the parable was the father’s way of telling the 
young man he would be no servant; he was still the father’s son.

Then, when the son’s dignity was restored, the servants were to bring 
the fattened calf and slaughter it. This animal received special care, prepared 
for exceptional celebrations. No other occasion surpassed the wayward 
son’s return. Preparing and cooking the animal took time. The young man 
would be able to bathe, rest, and recover from his journey before the feast. 
You can feel the father’s elation as he involved the entire household with 
the phrase let’s celebrate!

Perhaps tears of happiness flooded the father’s eyes as he spoke of this 
son of mine. Again he asserted the young man’s sonship. Nothing the son 
had done would cause the father to disavow him. For months, it had been 
as if the young man had been dead. He was lost in more ways than the 
father’s not knowing where he was. The prodigal lost his way long before he 
left home. The word lost is a participle. The phrase could read, “being lost.” 
The father did not minimize the son’s sin, but now the dead was alive again. 
The lost had been found.

The entire household, represented by the word they, joined in the 
father’s happiness. They began to celebrate. Joy filled the house as everyone 
felt the father’s delight at having his son home again. 

VERSES 22-24

22 “But the father told his 
servants, ‘Quick! Bring 
out the best robe and put 
it on him; put a ring on 
his finger and sandals 
on his feet. 23 Then bring 
the fattened calf and 
slaughter it, and let’s 
celebrate with a feast, 
24 because this son of 
mine was dead and is 
alive again; he was lost 
and is found!’ So they 
began to celebrate.
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God offers forgiveness when we turn to Him in repentance. Like the 
prodigal’s father, our heavenly Father waits for sinners to recognize the 
devastating results of rebellion. He calls for people to turn from their sin 
and come to Him. If they do, He welcomes them and transforms them into 
His sons and daughters. For wayward Christians, God never ceases being 
their Father. His love remains constant and will receive again every child 
that repents and returns to Him.

Have you ever gone into a “far country” spiritually? How did the Father 
respond when you repented and came back to Him?

RESENTMENT EXPRESSED (LUKE 15:25-30)

Verses 25-27
The father’s older son was not present at his brother’s homecoming. He 
was in the field. The word field refers to land being used for agricultural 
purposes. He likely was supervising laborers as they tended to the crops. 
The elder son would have had a long, hot, and tiring day. 

The older son came near the house, probably at the end of the workday. 
As he approached the house, he heard music and dancing. Laughter filled 
the house and the noise of celebration flowed out into the courtyard. It 
certainly was not what he expected. 

Instead of entering the house, the man summoned one of the servants. 
He did not like something about the atmosphere. Instead of going in to see 
what was happening, he called a servant to come out to him. At this point, 
the elder son was not angry but inquisitively asked what these things 
meant. A relative or unexpected guest may have arrived. 

As the servant told him what had occurred, he referred to the prodigal 
as your brother. Probably, the servant reflected the excitement expressed 
by the father. His manner of response indicated he expected the older 
brother to have the same feelings of relief and joy as the father. 

Sometimes, we need time to process unexpected news. The older son 
may have responded differently if he had known his brother was on his way 
home. No such preparation was available when the servant informed him 
that his brother is here. 

Even more shocking to the firstborn was the news that his father had 
slaughtered the fattened calf. The use of the definite article (the) indicates 
this calf was unique. It was one of a kind, reserved for very special occasions. 
The servant supplied the reason for the celebration. He (the father) has him 
(the prodigal) back safe and sound. This phrase employs a colloquialism 
to translate a single word meaning “healthy.” The father rejoiced not only 
because the prodigal had returned but also because he was whole again. The 
younger son was not merely safely home, but he had returned to his senses 
and arrived as the kind of son the father had longed for him to be.

VERSES 25-27

25 “Now his older son was 
in the field; as he came 
near the house, he heard 
music and dancing. 26 So 
he summoned one of the 
servants, questioning 
what these things meant. 
27 ‘Your brother is here,’ 
he told him, ‘and your 
father has slaughtered 
the fattened calf because 
he has him back safe 
and sound.’
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Verses 28-30
Instead of being happy that his brother had returned safely, the elder son 
became angry. He was not merely annoyed by the situation, but he was 
filled with rage. The reason for his anger is explained in verse 29. 

Sullen and stubborn, the older brother didn’t want to go in. He refused 
to enter the house and join the party. He may have expressed himself to 
the servant or he might have stamped around the courtyard, brooding 
over what he considered to be unfair. The servant must have reported his 
reaction to the father because he came out. 

The father deeply wanted his son to celebrate with him. He pleaded 
with him. We do not know what was said but can easily surmise that the 
father earnestly urged his eldest to set aside his anger and come inside. 

The elder son was deeply disturbed by what was happening. Using the 
word look, the son demanded the father’s attention to what he was about 
to say. Three times in this sentence, he focused attention on himself: I have 
been slaving … I never disobeyed … so I could celebrate. Whenever we are 
centered on ourselves, we judge everything in terms of how it affects us. 

Use of the verb translated slaving means he thought he worked like 
one of his father’s slaves. Having spent a hard day in the fields before 
encountering the party likely heightened the son’s sensitivity to this matter. 
He had been faithful for many years. He had sacrificed in the course of 
working hard for his father (for you). 

His second claim was that he never disobeyed the father’s orders. 
This term expresses authoritative commands. He may have felt lingering 
resentment over the way he perceived his father had treated him, as if he 
were a servant rather than a son. 

In the past, the elder son may not have expected a reward for his hard 
work and loyalty. But in light of the evening’s celebration, he expressed 
jealous disappointment. He was angry that the father had not acknowledged 
his faithfulness by even giving him so much as a goat to celebrate with his 
friends. He felt he had been taken for granted.

The elder son’s bitterness can be heard in the way he spoke to his father. 
He would not acknowledge the prodigal as his brother, but called him this 
son of yours. He accused the younger son of having devoured the father’s 
assets with prostitutes. How he knew about his brother’s lifestyle didn’t 
matter. The firstborn was angry that the father showed preference to the 
younger son and had slaughtered the fattened calf for him. 

Jealousy can rob believers of the joy of people coming to Christ. The 
elder brother represents the Pharisees and others who resented Jesus’ 
attention to sinners. Like the elder brother, we can think God owes us 
something because of our faithfulness compared to the grace given to overt 
sinners. The lesson of the three parables in Luke 15 emphasizes the way we 
should rejoice when people repent and turn to Jesus.

VERSES 28-30

28 “Then he became 
angry and didn’t want to 
go in. So his father came 
out and pleaded with 
him. 29 But he replied 
to his father, ‘Look, I 
have been slaving many 
years for you, and I have 
never disobeyed your 
orders, yet you never 
gave me a goat so that I 
could celebrate with my 
friends. 30 But when this 
son of yours came, who 
has devoured your assets 
with prostitutes, you 
slaughtered the fattened 
calf for him.’
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Why do some believers think God owes them something? How should we 
respond when God shows grace toward other people?

REALITY DEFINED (LUKE 15:31-32)

Verses 31-32
You can almost hear the tenderness in the father’s voice. First, he reminded 
him that he was his son. Their relationship had not changed because the 
younger brother had returned. The father loved the elder son as well. Second, 
the father acknowledged you are always with me. He did not want his son 
to feel he was not appreciated. Sometimes we respond more to something 
highly unusual (like the return of the prodigal) than to the normal (like the 
elder son’s faithfulness). Nevertheless, both are valued.

Third, the father assured the older son that the legacy of the firstborn 
was intact: everything I have is yours. His brother’s return would not affect 
the father’s responsibility to the elder son. When the younger son asked 
for his inheritance before leaving home, the father divided the inheritance 
between both sons, indicating that the older son already had ownership 
of everything that was left (Luke 15:12). Ironically, even the fatted calf in 
essence belonged to the older brother!

Using the contrastive conjunction but, the father wanted his son to 
understand they both (we) had reason to celebrate and rejoice. While 
the older brother characterized the prodigal as this son of yours, the father 
reminded him of his filial relationship: this brother of yours. As such, the 
older son should join in the joy of this homecoming. The father repeated 
the statement he made to the servants when the prodigal arrived. He 
had considered him to be dead, but now he was alive again; the lost had 
been found.

Believers should celebrate the salvation of others. We were all prodigals 
at one time. We were dead in our trespasses and sin before Jesus gave us 
eternal life (Eph. 2:1). We were like sheep that go astray, but Jesus is the 
Good Shepherd who found us and brought us safely home to Himself. Just 
as the angels of heaven rejoiced over us, they also sing for joy over other 
people who come to Christ (Luke 15:7). We should join them. 

How do you see your relationship to lost people? What might encourage 
believers to have greater joy over the salvation of the lost?

VERSES 31-32

31 “‘Son,’ he said to him, 
‘you are always with me, 
and everything I have 
is yours. 32 But we had 
to celebrate and rejoice, 
because this brother of 
yours was dead and is 
alive again; he was lost 
and is found.’”
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LEAD GROUP BIBLE STUDY

FOCUS ATTENTION
BEGIN: As the group arrives, encourage 
them to tell about reunions (family 
reunion, class reunion) they have attended. 
Invite them to share what they enjoy most 
about attending reunions. After most of the 
group has arrived, call attention to the first 
paragraph on page 19 of the Personal Study 
Guide (PSG). Invite a volunteer to read the 
paragraph aloud. Ask: What do you enjoy 
about witnessing a reunion? Why should 
we celebrate reconciliation between people 
who have been at odds with each other? 
(PSG, p. 19) Point out that today’s study 
focuses on a story where repentance and 
reconciliation were truly celebrated.

TRANSITION: Explain that in this parable 
about the prodigal son, we will examine 
how the father’s response models for us 
the celebration that we should unfurl 
every time someone experiences God’s 
forgiveness.

EXPLORE THE TEXT
INTRODUCE: Use the information from 
Pack Item 10 (Handout: Passages Unique  
to Luke) and Understand the Context 
(PSG, p. 20) to introduce this parable. 
Call attention to Pack Item 2 (Outline of 
Luke) to set the context of Jesus teaching 
this parable as He made His way toward 
Jerusalem and the crucifixion. Focus on 
this parable as a story that points to God’s 
love for us and His searching for us. Briefly 
set the stage by describing how the story 
unfolds, since today’s study starts where 
the prodigal son returns home.

READ: As you read aloud Luke 15:20-24,  
call for the group to listen for ways the 
father’s words and actions demonstrated 
forgiveness.

RESPOND: Call for volunteers to name one 
word to describe the son in verses 20-21. 
Record the words on the board. 

DISCUSS: How does the attitude of the 
younger son portray the way we are 
to approach God? What attitudes are 
seen in the younger son that should be 
demonstrated by us as well? (PSG, p. 22)

SEARCH: Focus on verses 22-24 and 
note that the father not only talked of 
forgiveness and compassion, his actions 
also showed forgiveness and compassion. 
Direct the group to read the comments 
under Verses 22-24 (PSG, pp. 22–23) to find 
the significance of the robe, the ring, and 
the fattened calf. Discuss how these details 
show the father restoring the son, not as a 
servant, but as a family member. 

DISCUSS: What characteristics and 
actions are seen in the father that mirror 
how God responds when a person comes to 
Him in repentance? (PSG, p. 23)

TRANSITION: Like the father in the parable, 
God extends open-armed forgiveness when we 
turn to Him in repentance.

READ: Invite a volunteer to read aloud 
Luke 15:25-30, as the group listens for 
evidence of the older brother’s attitudes 
and emotions. 

DISCUSS: Invite the group to name the 
emotions the older brother might have 
felt upon hearing the shocking news of 
his younger brother’s return home and 
his father’s response. Ask: What are some 
things believers might give up or lose as 
new people become followers of Christ? 

REACTION: Focus on verses 28-30 and 
invite the group to name the ways the 
older brother justified his feelings. Admit 
that if we were in the older brother’s place, 
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we might have experienced some of the 
same emotions. 

DISCUSS: How might the attitude of 
the older son be expressed by believers 
today? Why might a believer question the 
repentance of some people and the grace 
God extends them? (PSG, p. 25)

RESPOND: Write the words joy thieves on 
the board. Note that there are times in life 
when we allow people or circumstances to 
steal our joy. Stress that jealousy, like the 
older brother’s jealousy, can be one of those 
thieves that robs us of the joy of seeing 
others come to faith in Christ. Ask: How 
does jealousy steal our joy? How can we 
encourage each other away from jealousy 
and toward embracing rejoicing?

TRANSITION: Jesus revealed the shocking 
point of the parable to His audience of religious 
leaders—that the rebellious younger brother 
was welcomed into the family feast, while the 
self-righteous older brother refused to attend.

READ: Direct the group to read silently 
Luke 15:31-32, looking for the father’s 
words of reassurance for the older brother. 

ANALYZE: Direct attention to the phrases, 
“you are always with me,” and “everything 
I have is yours” in verse 31. Ask: How was 
the father helping the older brother move 
from jealousy to celebration through the 
words he used?

RESPOND: Call for a volunteer to read 
aloud the paragraph that begins, “We were 
all prodigals at one time” (PSG, p. 26). 
Then invite the group to turn to the person 
sitting beside them and share a response to 
these two questions: What is the value of 
celebrating the salvation of a new believer 
to that new believer? To a maturing 
believer? (PSG, p. 26) Call for volunteers to 
share responses.

SUMMARIZE AND 
CHALLENGE
REVIEW: Call attention to the three 
statements under Apply the Text (PSG, 
p. 27). Lead the group to identify specific 
verses in today’s passage that enforce each 
statement, listing the reference next to the 
statement. 

CHALLENGE: Distribute copies of  
Pack Item 14 (Handout: Prodigal Bookmark). 
Challenge the group to list the name of 
someone they want to see accept Christ 
and then pray for that person each day, 
keeping the bookmark as a reminder to 
pray. Ask: How has our discussion today 
influenced your attitude toward reaching 
out to that person with the good news of 
God’s forgiveness through Jesus?

RESPOND: Before the group time, select 
one of the question sets under Apply 
the Text (PSG, p. 27). Lead the group to 
respond to the selected questions. You may 
choose to lead them to respond silently, 
writing their responses in the margin of 
their PSGs. 

PRAY: Conclude the group time with 
prayer, thanking God for His forgiveness 
and the joy it brings to the person forgiven 
and to other believers.
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OPTIONS
Use these options to supplement and enhance the group plans on the 
previous pages.

MUSIC

Lead the group to sing or listen to 
“Forgiven,” by Ed Cash and David Crowder. 
Review the words and use the song to 
discuss how, like both the younger son and 
the older brother, we are all sinners in need 
of a Savior.

DRAMATIC READING/SKIT 

Pre-enlist four volunteers to read aloud the 
Scripture, taking the parts of the younger 
brother, father, narrator, and older brother. 
Call for the four volunteers to read the 
Scripture as you begin the study of each 
Bible passage section. (To take it a step 
further, encourage the group to present the 
Scripture reading as a skit, acting out the 
events described.)

MINI-LECTURE

Pre-enlist a volunteer to use the Bible 
Skill (PSG, p. 24) to prepare a mini-lecture 
on the Jewish concept of the firstborn 
and the rights of inheritance. Call for the 
volunteer to present their findings to help 
the group better understand the older 
brother’s response to the younger brother’s 
return home.

VISUAL

Gather paper and pencils.

Provide paper and pencils for the group. 
Call attention to the three statements 
under Apply the Text (PSG, p. 27). Instruct 
the group to select one of the statements 
and sketch an illustration that depicts the 
statement they chose. Call for volunteers to 
share their sketches.

COMPLETE THE STATEMENT

Write these three statements on the board:

• I’m more like the younger brother when I ... 
• I’m more like the older brother when I … 
• I need God every day because …

Instruct the group to copy the statements 
in the margin of their PSGs and write a 
completion to each statement. Call for 
volunteers to share how they completed 
one statement. Encourage the group 
to reflect on and give thanks for the 
forgiveness God offers each of us when we 
turn to Him in repentance.

CHART

On the board, write these two headings: 
Father’s Reactions and Older Son’s Reactions. 
Call for the group to list words that 
describe the father’s reactions and the older 
son’s reactions to the younger son’s return. 
Record their responses on the board under 
the appropriate heading. Then lead the 
group to discuss the question at the end of 
Understand the Context (PSG, p. 20): Read 
Luke 15:20-32 and notice the contrasts 
between the reactions of the father and 
older son. How does the father’s reaction 
compare to God’s response to those who 
come to Him in repentance?
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3
Worthy?
God welcomes those who approach Him in humble and simple faith. 

LUKE 18:9-17 
MEMORY VERSE: LUKE 18:17

S E S S I O N  3

STUDY Luke 18:9-17, noticing how Jesus’ 

parable and actions teach that God is building 

His kingdom by people who come to Him with a 

humble, simple faith. Use Explore the Text on 

pages 35–39 to gain insight into the true nature 

of God’s kingdom. Reflect on Jesus’ care for 

those society viewed as insignificant, like the 

tax collector or the children.

CREATE a teaching plan for your group using 

the ideas on pages 40–42. Focus on helping the 

group see that God calls us to a humble, simple 

faith. Consider using a teaching approach 

you have yet to use this quarter. (See p. 42 

for ideas.)

GATHER the following items:

   Extra Personal Study Guides (PSGs) 

Prepare to display:

   Pack Item 2 (Outline of Luke)

Make copies of:

   Pack Item 9 (Handout: Parables of 
Jesus in Luke)

   Pack Item 10 (Handout: Passages 
Unique to Luke)

CONSULT QuickSource for additional questions 

to use during the group time and review 

the Explore the Bible Adult Commentary for 

additional biblical insights (available for 

purchase from LifeWay.com).

REINFORCE the session by reminding the group 

how Jesus valued every person He encountered, 

no matter what his or her position in the 

community might be. Encourage the group to 

conduct a self-evaluation this week, reflecting 

on how they view and treat those people at the 

margins of the community, who the culture might 

view as less important or insignificant.
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FIRST THOUGHTS
When we look in a mirror, our adjustments begin. The mirror gives us a 
clearer picture of who we are. The same is true of the Bible. We don’t just 
read the Bible, the Bible often reads us. By nature, we are prone to view 
ourselves more highly than we ought. Real faith is demonstrated in and 
through humility. God welcomes those who approach Him in humble and 
simple faith.

(In PSG, p . 28) How does the image we see in a mirror encourage us and 
discourage us at the same time?  

UNDERSTAND THE CONTEXT
LUKE 17:1–18:30

Jesus constantly interacted with three groups of people as He traveled 
toward Jerusalem. Pharisees appeared along the way. Some of them 
apparently traveled with the crowds that followed Jesus. They used every 
opportunity to mock Jesus’ teachings and His ministry to sinners and 
outcasts. Jesus firmly responded to them, sometimes with rebuke and at 
other times by teaching spiritual principles. 

Jesus also continued His disciples’ preparation, even as He spoke to 
the Pharisees. He used conflicts with Pharisees to educate the disciples in 
the ways of the kingdom. Chapter 17 begins with a continuation of Jesus’ 
instructions to the disciples. Referring to the Pharisees, He noted that 
offenses would come, but God would hold such persons accountable. At the 
same time, believers must be willing to forgive (17:4). The disciples were not 
sure they had the faith to live this way, so they asked Jesus to increase their 
faith. He taught them that the quality of faith was more important than 
the quantity (17:6).

The third group varied as Jesus traveled. He stopped in towns and 
villages, preaching and healing people who met Him. As Jesus approached 
Samaria southward from Galilee, He turned eastward along the border 
between the two regions. On the way, Jesus met ten lepers who asked 
for healing. Although Jesus healed all of them, only one—a humble 
Samaritan—returned to offer thanks (17:11-19).

Luke was not concerned with a step-by-step chronology of Jesus’ 
journey. Under the direction of the Holy Spirit, Luke included incidents that 
were important to the gospel. The Pharisees’ questions about the kingdom 
provided opportunities for Jesus to teach His disciples as the time of His 
death was drawing nearer.

KEY DOCTRINE

Salvation
There is no salvation apart from 
personal faith in Jesus Christ as 
Lord (John 14:6). 

BIBLE SKILL

Compare other passages for 
insight.

Review passages that relate to 
prayer such as Numbers 16:22; 
Joshua 7:6; 1 Kings 8:54; Psalm 
95:6; 141:2; Daniel 6:10; Romans 
14:11; and Philippians 2:10. 
What does the posture in each 
passage reveal about the attitude 
expressed toward God? 
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Jesus continued using parables to demonstrate kingdom principles as 
He contrasted the self-righteousness of the Pharisees with the humility of 
sincere seekers of the kingdom. Some people, like the blind beggar, came to 
Him in desperation and went away healed and rejoicing (18:35-43). Others, 
like the rich young ruler, left sorrowful and unfulfilled because they were 
not willing to humble themselves and follow Him (18:18-23). 

The parable of the Pharisee and the tax collector rebuked self-righteous 
people and summarized the necessity of humble faith. Jesus wanted the 
disciples to value humility. No one is worthy of the kingdom of God. By 
grace, God grants admittance to people who repent of their sin and place 
their trust in Jesus as Savior. 

EXPLORE THE TEXT
RELIGIOUS PRIDE (LUKE 18:9-12)

Verse 9
Our attitudes toward ourselves and others often reflect our opinion of 
God. Pride was the original sin of Satan and of Adam and Eve (Isa. 14:14; 
Gen. 3:1-7). It continues to be the source of sin today (1 John 2:16). If we 
approach God with humility, understanding our neediness before Him, we 
are more likely to have a similar humility toward our fellow human beings. 
The reverse is also true. If we arrogantly consider ourselves superior to other 
people who are created by God, we are likely to be insubordinate toward God. 

Jesus had been teaching the disciples as He traveled toward Jerusalem. 
Some of these lessons occurred during encounters with Pharisees who 
challenged Jesus’ authority along the way. Having taught several parables 
as recorded in Luke 17 and the opening verses of chapter 18, he also told 
this parable. Jesus addressed this parable directly to some who trusted 
in themselves. The parable’s depiction of the Pharisee exemplifies persons 
who do not see their need for God or other people. They think they are self-
sufficient; therefore, they become self-centered. 

The focus of self-trust involved their belief that they were righteous. 
This term refers to someone who is just before God. Ironically, it also carries 
the connotation of being without prejudice. The Pharisee in Jesus’ story 
was very prejudiced. Pharisees believed they had special status with God 
because of their heritage and their positions regarding the law. To trust in 
themselves that they were righteous meant they believed they had achieved 
righteousness by status and works. They did not understand God’s grace; 
consequently, they saw no need to confess sin.

When people consider themselves spiritually superior, they tend to look 
down on everyone else. This phrase translates terms meaning to disdain 
or to count as worthless. It shows how these people despised others. They 
scorned tax collectors and notorious sinners but also sneered at Jesus 
because He associated with these individuals.

VERSE 9

9 He also told this 
parable to some who 
trusted in themselves 
that they were righteous 
and looked down on 
everyone else:
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Verse 10
The parable begins with two men. These individuals represent two kinds 
of people. The first embodies those who think they enjoy an exclusive 
relationship with God. The second character exemplifies societal outcasts 
who recognize their neediness before God. The first man was a Pharisee, 
while the other was a tax collector. The story was not meant to condemn 
all Pharisees or to praise all tax collectors. The tax collector symbolized 
sinners whose occupation, heritage, or behavior were contemptible to the 
religious people of their day.

Jesus introduced these men as they went up to the temple to pray. 
This description contains two notable points. First, they had an admirable 
destination: the temple. The location of their encounter signified coming 
into the presence of God. Since neither were priests, they could only come 
as far as the court of Israel, just outside the holy place. 

Second, they had a commendable purpose. These men went to the 
temple to pray. Jews generally observed three hours of prayer at the 
temple: 9:00 a.m., 12:00 noon, and 3:00 in the afternoon, although some 
scholars only refer to the third hour (9:00 a.m.) and the ninth hour (3:00 
p.m.). The time was not as important as the intent. As the parable proceeds, 
the Pharisee’s idea of prayer was an attempt at impressing God. The tax 
collector’s prayer involved humbly seeking God and His forgiveness.

Verses 11-12
Both men were standing as they prayed, which was a common posture 
for prayer. Scripture includes various positions of prayer and worship, 
including bowing, kneeling, standing, and lying prostrate (Gen. 17:3; 
1 Kings 8:54). In the case of the Pharisee, his stance showed more pride 
than humility. Prayer should be either about God (as in worship and 
praise), about others (using intercession), or about oneself (in confession, 
repentance, and petition). The Pharisee was not praying in any of these 
ways. Instead, he bragged about his perceived righteousness. He claimed 
to thank God, but in reality he was enumerating reasons why God should 
be thankful for him!

The Pharisee’s self-righteous attitude resulted in seeing other people 
negatively. They were greedy, unrighteous, or adulterers. This list was 
not meant to be exhaustive but symbolized broad categories. The Pharisee 
generalized other people as being detestable sinners and inferior to himself. 
His perceived superiority focused on the tax collector who hesitated to 
draw closer to the house of worship. The Pharisee not only noticed the 
other man but spoke loudly enough to shame him. 

The Pharisee turned from comparing himself to others to bragging 
about the ways he performed certain meritorious works. He would fast 
twice a week. Fasting was one of the expected virtues among Pharisees. 
When they criticized Jesus because His disciples did not fast, He instructed 
them in the real meaning of the fast (Mark 2:18-22). The Pharisee was like 
persons who fasted to gain the praise of other people (Matt. 6:16-18). 

The Pharisee also claimed to give a tenth, or tithe, of everything he got. 
Jesus warned scribes and Pharisees who were proud of their extensive tithe but 

VERSE 10

10 “Two men went up to 
the temple to pray, one a 
Pharisee and the other a 
tax collector.

VERSES 11-12

11 The Pharisee was 
standing and praying 
like this about himself: 
‘God, I thank you 
that I’m not like other 
people—greedy, 
unrighteous, adulterers, 
or even like this tax 
collector. 12 I fast twice 
a week; I give a tenth of 
everything I get.’
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neglected the weightier issues of “justice, mercy, and faithfulness” (Matt. 23:23). 
He called them hypocrites—not because tithing is wrong but because they had 
the wrong attitude. Jesus affirmed they should honor God with the tithe and 
also treat their fellow human beings with love and respect. Jesus pronounced 
a “woe,” a warning of impending judgment, against such persons who put on a 
show of righteous actions while treating other people unjustly.

Believers must safeguard against religious pride. The parable does not 
argue against doing good works, but against anything we do must proceed 
from humble hearts. We cannot earn righteousness. True righteousness comes 
from God’s grace as we confess our neediness and place our faith in Christ.

We sometimes look down on the Pharisee rather than recognize the danger 
of being like him. How can we guard against religious pride?

GODLY HUMILITY (LUKE 18:13-14)

Verses 13-14
Using the contrastive conjunction but, Jesus compared the Pharisee with the 
tax collector. This verse contains several ways the publican demonstrated 
humble worship. First, he was standing far off. He did not feel worthy to 
come any closer to the sacred holy place. Second, he did not respond to the 
Pharisee’s insult, but focused on his own relationship with God. Third, he 
would not even raise his eyes to heaven. Bowing his head demonstrated 
he did not feel worthy even to gaze toward heaven as he prayed. Fourth, he 
kept striking his chest. This action was a Jewish way of showing remorse 
(Luke 23:48). 

The tense of the verb translated saying indicates continuous action. The 
tax collector did not merely offer his prayer once but repeatedly asked God 
to have mercy on him. The term mercy is the same word from which we get 
propitiation. Together, the phrase indicates a sincere plea that God would have 
compassion on him and turn aside His wrath. The man confessed he was a 
sinner. He offered no excuse. He did not rationalize. He understood he deserved 
God’s judgment and could only ask God’s pardon on the basis of mercy.

In saying I tell you, Jesus spoke directly about people who considered 
themselves to be righteous apart from God’s grace. The phrase is direct and 
assertive. He wanted them to understand that what He was about to say 
applied specifically to them.

Jesus contrasted the tax collector, this one, with the Pharisee, the 
other. The tax collector went down to his house justified. The word justified 
means to be declared right before God. He came to the temple without 
any sense of merit or worth. He knew he was a sinner and needed God’s 
forgiveness. By saying the tax collector went home justified, Jesus indicated 
God responded to his prayer with forgiveness, bringing the man into a right 
relationship with Himself.

VERSES 13-14

13 “But the tax collector, 
standing far off, would 
not even raise his eyes to 
heaven but kept striking 
his chest and saying, 
‘God, have mercy on me, 
a sinner!’ 14 I tell you, 
this one went down to 
his house justified rather 
than the other, because 
everyone who exalts 
himself will be humbled, 
but the one who humbles 
himself will be exalted.”
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On the other hand, the Pharisee was like the people who tried to justify 
themselves before God (Luke 16:15). The word rather means he did not 
leave with God’s approval. God resists the proud but “gives grace to the 
humble” (Prov. 3:34). The person who exalts himself, like the Pharisee, will 
be humbled. God executes judgment on every self-righteous person who 
refuses to repent.

Jesus affirmed the kind of person who humbles himself. This term 
describes people who understand their neediness before God Almighty. 
Godly humility results from thinking so highly of God that we recognize 
our extreme poverty before Him. Such an individual will be exalted. The 
passive voice of this verb emphasizes the fact that we cannot effectively 
exalt ourselves; it is received from God.

Believers must confess their sins to the Father. We have no basis to 
claim any merit before God. None of our works impress Him. All of our 
efforts at righteousness cannot cancel a single transgression. Like the tax 
collector in this parable, our only hope for reconciliation with God requires 
humbly acknowledging our sins, engaging true repentance, and placing our 
faith in Christ.

How would you describe godly humility? How would you respond if you could 
look at yourself in the mirror of God’s holiness?

CHILDLIKE FAITH (LUKE 18:15-17)

Verse 15
The following scene continues Jesus’ emphasis on the childlike humility 
necessary to become part of God’s kingdom. Since Luke was not trying to 
detail sequential events, we do not know if this passage occurred during 
Jesus’ encounter with the self-righteous persons in the previous verse. It 
could have happened later. Similarly, we do not know where this scene 
transpired or who the people were. These issues were not as important 
as the continuation of the point Jesus was making in the parable of the 
Pharisee and the tax collector. 

In many settings, people brought sick friends and relatives to Jesus so 
He might heal them (Luke 4:40). Here, the people were bringing infants to 
him. The term refers to very young children, including babes in arms. Some 
scholars object to this wording since babies would not have the ability to 
have faith. But Jesus was not healing people who exercised faith in Him. 
The people who brought their infants simply wanted Jesus to touch them, 
as in blessing them. 

The disciples knew how busy Jesus was and, perhaps, wanted to 
expedite His travel schedule. Too, in light of the previous confrontation 
with Jesus’ opponents, the presence of small children may have seemed 
unimportant. For whatever reason, the disciples rebuked these parents. 

VERSE 15

15 People were bringing 
infants to him so that he 
might touch them, but 
when the disciples saw it, 
they rebuked them.
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This situation must have been an ongoing interruption. The tense of this 
verb and the term translated touch suggest continual action.  

Verses 16-17
Luke drew a contrast between the disciples’ pragmatism and Jesus’ 
compassion. While the disciples tried to discourage the parents, Jesus 
invited them. The word picture portrays Jesus calling them to Himself. At 
the same time, Jesus corrected His disciples. He said let the little children 
come to me. This phrase uses a different term, children, versus the word 
infants in the previous verse. Jesus was not saying the older children 
could come but the infants should stay away. Rather, the word should be 
understood alongside the phrase the kingdom of God belongs to such as 
these. Jesus was emphasizing the childlike humility and faith necessary for 
someone who desired to be part of God’s kingdom (Luke 9:47; Matt. 18:1-4). 

Whenever Jesus wanted to make an especially important point, He 
used phrases similar to this one: Truly I tell you. As with the humble tax 
collector, these children displayed simple, open-hearted faith. By contrast, 
anyone who does not exhibit qualities like a little child can never hope to 
receive the kingdom of God. 

Some scholars think the phrase kingdom of God refers to the reign of 
Christ in the life of a believer. Others understand it in eschatological terms 
related to the consummation of the age and the eternal rule of God. Both 
meanings could apply in this case.  

The word receive helps explain Jesus’ intention for the immediate 
context. If the kingdom in this instance meant the rule of God, Jesus might 
have said one must submit to the kingdom. Instead, He employed a word 
that means “to accept.” It carries the connotation of welcome. In each case, 
believers cannot earn or merit the kingdom, but with humble, childlike 
faith they can receive it through Jesus Christ.

Jesus used a second word that also sheds light on the meaning of 
kingdom. The term enter implies going into or becoming part of something. 
By eagerly receiving Christ’s rule by faith, we can enter a place and a 
position. The place is the presence of God. The position is a right relationship 
with Him.  

God builds His kingdom on childlike trust and honesty. By humbly 
repenting of our sin and recognizing we are unworthy of His kingdom, we 
place our faith in Jesus. Through Him, we enter the kingdom and enjoy 
blessings found only in His presence.

What does childlike faith look like? How have you experienced God’s 
kingdom this week?

VERSES 16-17

16 Jesus, however, invited 
them: “Let the little 
children come to me, 
and don’t stop them, 
because the kingdom of 
God belongs to such as 
these. 17 Truly I tell you, 
whoever does not receive 
the kingdom of God like 
a little child will never 
enter it.”
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LEAD GROUP BIBLE STUDY

FOCUS ATTENTION
BEGIN: As the group arrives, provide a 
hand-held mirror and encourage each 
person to take a look at themselves in the 
mirror. Invite them to share with a partner 
their response to this question: How does 
the image we see in a mirror encourage 
us and discourage us at the same time? 
(PSG, p. 28) After most of the group has 
arrived, invite a volunteer to read the first 
paragraph on page 28 of the PSG to help 
them think about how studying the Bible—
like looking into a mirror—helps us gain 
an honest, humble view of ourselves.

TRANSITION: Lead the group to locate the 
Outline of Luke on page 9 of the Personal 
Study Guide and point to Pack Item 2 
(Outline of Luke) that is displayed on the 
wall. Explain that today’s study helps us see 
that God wants each of us to come to Him 
with a humble and simple faith.

EXPLORE THE TEXT
INTRODUCE: Use the information from 
Pack Item 9 (Handout: Parables of Jesus in 
Luke) and Understand the Context (PSG, 
p. 29) to introduce today’s parable. Remind 
the group that this is another one of the 
parables Jesus told as He drew closer to 
Jerusalem and the cross. Focus on how 
Jesus always turned upside down the man-
made measures of importance, instead 
welcoming the insignificant, unrighteous, 
and broken people of the world. Stress that 
God’s welcome mat being extended to all 
people is good news for us today.

READ: Invite a volunteer to read aloud 
Luke 18:9-12, as the group listens for how 
the Pharisee’s actions and words reflected 
his religious pride and his trust in himself.

DISCUSS: On a board, write: Believers must 
safeguard against religious pride (the first 
summary statement under Apply the Text 
on PSG p. 36). Ask: How does trusting 
in one’s self lead to contempt for others? 
(PSG, p. 30) What are some signs that we 
might be trusting in ourselves, rather than 
trusting in God? 

CLARIFY: Use information from the 
commentary (pp. 35–36) and PSG (pp. 
30–31) to explain how Jesus’ example of a 
tax collector was a powerful way to get His 
point across. Emphasize that the religious 
leaders listening to Jesus tell the story 
would easily have assumed the Pharisee 
was the model of religious superiority.

DISCUSS: Point out that the Pharisee 
used his prayer to announce his own 
righteousness, based on his good deeds. 
What practices might a person point to 
today to announce their righteousness? 
(PSG, p. 32) Stress that our attempts to 
prove our own righteousness always blind 
us to our need for grace.

TRANSITION: Jesus turned the attention 
from the pride-filled Pharisee to the tax 
collector. In doing so, He turned the audience’s 
assumptions upside down.

READ: Direct the group to read silently 
Luke 18:13-14, looking for evidence of the 
tax collector’s humility.
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ANALYZE: Call for the group to write: 
Posture Toward God in the margin of their 
PSGs. Instruct them to search verses 9-14 
and name the phrases that describe each 
of the men’s postures toward God (include 
each man’s physical location and actions, 
along with his words). Ask: What does each 
man’s posture toward God suggest about 
his relationship with God?

DISCUSS: On a board, write: Believers must 
confess their sins to the Father (the second 
summary statement under Apply the Text 
on p. 36). Ask: How does honest confession 
of sin open the door to God’s forgiveness? 
(PSG, p. 33) How can a person’s own 
perceived “goodness” get in the way of 
humbly confessing his or her sin to God? 
(PSG, p. 34) 

STUDY: Utilize Pack Item 10 (Handout: 
Passages Unique to Luke) to note that the 
verses studied so far today are unique to 
Luke’s Gospel. Ask: What point was Jesus 
making with this parable?

HIGHLIGHT: Stress that this parable points 
to the gospel with the Pharisee believing 
he was justified by his good works and the 
tax collector seeing his need and calling out 
for God’s grace, knowing he could never 
justify himself. 

READ: Direct a volunteer to read aloud 
Luke 18:15-17, as the group listens 
for the disciples’ attitude regarding the 
children compared with Jesus’ attitude 
toward them. 

ASK: Note that in the culture of that time, 
children were considered insignificant, 
having little value or status. Ask: How 
does the parable of the Pharisee and the 
tax collector show us that Jesus welcomes 
the insignificant and overlooked? How 
does the account of Jesus with the 
children show us that He welcomes the 
insignificant and overlooked?

DISCUSS: On a board, write: God builds  
His kingdom on childlike trust and honesty 
(the third summary statement under  
Apply the Text on p. 36). Ask: How does  
the trust expressed by a child compare  
to the trust expressed by the tax collector 
in the parable? (PSG, p. 35) Point to  
the comments under Verses 16-17 (PSG,  
pp. 34–35) to clarify as needed.

SUMMARIZE AND 
CHALLENGE
REVIEW: Call attention to the session 
summary statement under the title for this 
session (PSG, p. 28): God welcomes those 
who approach Him in humble and simple faith. 
Lead the group to identify how the three 
summary statements written on the board 
relate to the summary statement for the 
session. Ask: Which statement seems most 
applicable in your life today, and why?

RESPOND: Prior to the group time, select 
one of the question sets under Apply 
the Text (PSG, p. 36). Lead the group to 
respond to the selected questions.

PRAY: Conclude the group time with 
prayer, thanking God for calling us to be 
part of His kingdom. Ask God to help the 
group guard their hearts against pride and 
pursue humility in all they do.
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OPTIONS
Use these options to supplement and enhance the group plans on the 
previous pages.

MUSIC

Lead the group to sing or listen to “Take 
My Life, and Let It Be,” by Frances Ridley 
Havergal. As you discuss Luke 18:15-17, 
review the words and discuss how God 
wants us to commit ourselves fully to Him 
in childlike trust and honesty.

MODERN-DAY PARAPHRASE

Gather paper and pencils.

Provide paper and pencils, and direct the 
group to read Luke 18:11-12 and then work 
in pairs to write a modern-day paraphrase 
of the Pharisee’s prayer in verses 11-12. 
Call for volunteers to read aloud their 
paraphrase.

LIST

Write on the board: Right Things/Wrong 
Motives. Under the heading, list these 
two items: fasting and giving. Read Luke 
18:9-12. Note that the Pharisee was doing 
right things, yet the Pharisee was guilty 
of religious pride because of his wrong 
motives. Stress that he viewed himself as 
worthy of God’s recognition. Call for the 
group to name other examples of “right 
things” that we might do with the “wrong 
motives”—and in doing so be guilty of 
religious pride. List the examples named on 
the board under fasting and giving. 

COMPARE

To supplement the discussion of the 
Pharisee and the tax collector’s posture  
in prayer, call attention to the Bible Skill 
(PSG, p. 32). Assign the group to work in 
pairs to review the passages listed, related 
to prayer. (Depending on the group size, 
assign the passages so that each pair is 
looking at one or two of the passages.) 
Direct the pairs to discuss: What does the 
posture in each passage reveal about the 
attitude expressed toward God? Call the 
group together to discuss their findings.

SKETCH

Gather paper and pencils.

Distribute paper and pencils to the 
group. Instruct them to sketch a symbol 
on one side of the paper that represents 
religious pride. Flip the paper and sketch 
a symbol on the other side that represents 
humility. Call for volunteers to share their 
illustrations with the group. Lead the group 
to discuss how easy it is for religious pride 
to creep into our lives. Challenge them 
to think of habits or practices they could 
pursue to move toward greater humility.
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4
Worshiped
Jesus is worthy of our worship and praise. 

LUKE 19:29-40
MEMORY VERSE: LUKE 19:40

S E S S I O N  4

STUDY Luke 19:29-40, noting how the crowd’s 

words and actions gave evidence of their 

worship of Jesus. Use Explore the Text on  

pages 45–49 to better understand the 

connection between obedience and worship.

CREATE a teaching plan using the ideas on 

pages 50–52. Focus on helping the group 

understand the importance of worship in the life 

of a believer. Consider ways to use the Creation 

Study Idea (p. 52) in the group time.

GATHER the following items:

   Extra Personal Study Guides (PSGs) 

Prepare to display:

   Pack Item 3 (Map: Jesus’ Travels)

Make copies of:

   Pack Item 8 (Memory Verses Bookmark)

CONSULT the weekly Explore the Bible adult 

podcast to gain insights on the go about this 

week’s study on Ministry Grid, Apple Podcasts, 

Stitcher, Spotify, LifeWay’s Digital Pass, or at 

goExploreTheBible.com/adults-training.

REINFORCE the session by encouraging the 

group to find a quiet place, perhaps surrounded 

by God’s creation, and spend a little time 

praising God for who He is and all that He 

means to them.
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FIRST THOUGHTS
God created human beings to worship, namely, to worship Him. All of 
Scripture points to Jesus Christ as God, which means He is worthy of our 
worship and praise. Moreover, the testimonies of the Gospels give us clear 
depictions of Jesus as God. But not all people respond to Jesus with worship. 
Even still, God provides all we need to worship Jesus. With this truth in 
mind, the call to worship Jesus, along with the evidence and grace we need 
to do so, attest to God’s goodness in His revelation of Christ His Son. 

(In PSG, p . 37) What about Jesus draws people to worship Him?

UNDERSTAND THE CONTEXT
LUKE 19:28-48

After visiting Zacchaeus, Jesus continued toward Jerusalem. Along the 
way, He taught His disciples. Time was drawing short. He wanted them to 
be prepared for what was to come. As He often did, Jesus used a parable 
to address a misunderstanding about the kingdom of God. Some of His 
companions thought the kingdom would appear soon. The parable illustrated 
two principles: First, Jesus would be going away, leaving the stewardship of 
His message in their hands. Second, He would return one day to establish 
His kingdom and hold people accountable for their stewardship.

With this story on their minds, the disciples came with Jesus along the 
road on the eastern side of the Mount of Olives, crossing toward Jerusalem. 
The disciples obeyed His instructions to find a colt (donkey) that had never 
been ridden. On the back of this humble animal, Jesus approached the holy 
city. The events that followed demonstrate several aspects of Jesus’ right to 
the kingdom.

First, Jesus received the praises of the people. Only God is worthy of 
worship. The Pharisees who observed the processional urged Jesus to command 
His disciples to cease their worship. They thought they were defending God. 
The crowd called Jesus the King who came in the name of the Lord (19:36-40). 

Second, Jesus expressed His sadness over Jerusalem. As He approached, 
He wept over the city that had been the focus of God’s love and attention 
for centuries. In less than forty years, it would be invaded and the temple 
demolished. More than the buildings, Jesus wept over the people. They 
had many opportunities to repent and obey the Lord, but their constant 
refusals would lead to their destruction (vv. 41-44). 

Third, Jesus demonstrated His righteous indignation over the misuse 
of temple grounds. The area that had been designated as the court of the 

KEY DOCTRINE

God the Son
Christ is the eternal Son of God 
(Luke 4:41).

BIBLE SKILL

Connect Old Testament prophecy 
to New Testament fulfillment.

Luke referenced three Old 
Testament passages without 
mentioning them specifically. 
Read Zechariah 9:9; Habakkuk 
2:11; and Psalm 118:26. How did 
Jesus’ final visit to Jerusalem 
generate both praise and woe? 
How does each passage help us 
get a clearer understanding of 
Jesus’ arrival in Jerusalem?
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Gentiles was filled with merchants who sold sacrificial animals. Also present 
were money changers who exchanged travelers’ money for temple coins, 
cheating them in the process. Asserting His divine authority, Jesus chased 
them out of the courtyard and denounced their wicked practices (vv. 45-48).

Fourth, Jesus calmly continued to teach in the temple area even though 
the religious leaders sought ways to kill Him. The people were so eager for 
an authentic word from God that Jesus’ enemies were frustrated in their 
conspiracies. Jesus knew what would happen in just a few days, but He 
remained true to His mission of proclaiming the kingdom.  

EXPLORE THE TEXT
OBEY (LUKE 19:29-34)

Verses 29-31
We cannot fully appreciate Jesus’ thoughts and feelings as He traveled the 
final miles before arriving at Jerusalem. The cross was less than a week 
away. From Jericho, His group walked west by southwest through the hills 
before He approached •Bethphage and •Bethany. About two miles from 
Jerusalem, Bethany was the home of Lazarus, Mary, and Martha. Jesus 
often stayed there when He came to Jerusalem. Bethphage was a smaller 
community between Bethany and the place called the •Mount of Olives. Its 
name means the “house of rotten figs.”  

Luke did not include the story of Jesus’ dinner at the house of Simon 
the Leper in Bethany (Matt. 26:6-13; Mark 14:3-9; John 12:1-7). This event 
occurred six days before Passover and would have coincided with Jesus’ 
arrival in this area. Understanding this sequence is important for two 
reasons. First, since Jesus would have already been in Bethany for this 
dinner, Bethphage was the likely location of the donkey mentioned in the 
following verses. Two, since Lazarus was present at the dinner, a crowd 
of people gathered because they knew Jesus had raised His friend from 
the dead (John 12:9). They may have participated in the reception as Jesus 
continued toward Jerusalem.

The Mount of Olives is a two and a half mile ridge on the eastern side of 
Jerusalem, rising about 200 feet above the city. It was the site of several Old 
and New Testament events and figures in Zechariah’s prophecy regarding 
Jesus’ second coming (Zech. 14:3-4). The two villages were located east of 
this ridge. 

Stopping near the two communities, Jesus sent two of the disciples 
with a task that was more important than either of them realized. He 
directed the two unnamed disciples to go to the village ahead of them. Luke 
did not identify the village, but some scholars believe it was Bethphage 
since it was closer to Jerusalem. Others claim Jesus sent them to a smaller 
unknown community. Since Jesus had come through this area on previous 
occasions, He may have known some of the residents. His instructions in 
verses 30-31 suggest the owners of the donkey knew Him. The village must 

VERSES 29-31

29 As he approached 
Bethphage and Bethany, 
at the place called the 
Mount of Olives, he 
sent two of the disciples 
30 and said, “Go into the 
village ahead of you. As 
you enter it, you will 
find a colt tied there, on 
which no one has ever 
sat. Untie it and bring 
it. 31 If anyone asks you, 
‘Why are you untying 
it?’ say this: ‘The Lord 
needs it.’”
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have been fairly small since the disciples would find their destination as 
they entered it. 

Arriving at the village, the disciples would find a colt tied there. The 
young donkey must have been old enough to carry Jesus but too young 
to have been trained for riding. No one had ever sat on this animal. The 
disciples did not question why Jesus wanted an unbroken donkey. They 
also did not inquire about why they were to untie it and bring it. They 
simply obeyed the Lord. Jesus’ instructions for this task and the disciples’ 
unflinching obedience are similar to what would take place a few days later 
in preparation for Passover (Luke 22:13). 

Jesus may have anticipated His disciples’ unasked question about what 
the owners might think when they took their property. He knew people 
might not recognize them and challenge why they were untying the colt. 
They could quickly find themselves under arrest for theft if the owners 
objected to their taking the animal without prior permission. Jesus did 
not give them a long explanation but simply told them to say: “The Lord 
needs it.” The term Lord was used to refer to authority and ownership. 
Since their response included the definite article the, the owners may have 
been believers in Jesus. This interchange is not described as a supernatural 
intervention but a transaction between Jesus and people who knew and 
trusted Him.

Verses 32-34
Those who were sent did not argue or ask for further clarification. We might 
have wanted at least to know more about the persons who owned the colt. 
Were they expecting them? Did they know Jesus? Had some arrangement 
already been made? Instead, the two disciples simply left. This description 
implies that Jesus and the other disciples waited where they were. The road 
may have forked at this place with one branch leading into the village ahead 
of them and the other going on to Jerusalem. They would not have far to 
return when they brought the donkey to Jesus.

We are not surprised that the two disciples found it just as he had told 
them. In His omniscience, Jesus knew where the animal could be found. 
Even if He had a prior relationship with the colt’s owners, He had been 
away for quite a while. Allowing for His divine knowledge is the only way 
He could have anticipated the location of this particular donkey.

Just as Jesus predicted, they were challenged as they were untying 
the colt. Luke’s reference to its owners tells us more than one person was 
involved. The donkey probably was owned by a family since its location 
and age made a commercial partnership of two men unlikely. They asked 
the question Jesus anticipated: “Why are you untying the colt?” The 
statement lacks any strong emotion as one might expect from people who 
see strangers unleashing their colt.

The two disciples did not offer any extensive explanation but simply 
stated what Jesus had told them, “The Lord needs it.” They did not say who 
the Lord was or why He needed the animal. They quietly followed Jesus’ 
commands. Their explicit obedience testified to their faith in Christ.  

VERSES 32-34

32 So those who were 
sent left and found it 
just as he had told them. 
33 As they were untying 
the colt, its owners said 
to them, “Why are you 
untying the colt?” 34 “The 
Lord needs it,” they said.
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Why do believers sometimes hesitate to obey the Lord? In what ways does 
our obedience constitute a form of worship of God?

PRAISE (LUKE 19:35-38)

Verses 35-36
The disciples did not delay executing their mission. They brought it to 
Jesus. They understood their roles as servants, and did what their master 
had told them.

The cloaks provided protection for both animal and rider. Although 
this animal had never been ridden, it needed neither saddle nor bridle to 
bring it under control. It was as if the creature knew its Creator was at hand.  

Immediately, the disciples helped Jesus get on it. Without a stirrup, 
Jesus relied on His disciples to give Him a foothold to mount the donkey. 

Jesus’ approach to the holy city teemed with purpose and drama. 
The phrase as he was going along simply means that as Jesus began His 
descent down the mountain toward Jerusalem, the disciples demonstrated 
their adoration of their master. The pronoun they in verse 36 refers to the 
Twelve plus other Jesus-followers who came along with Him. In addition, a 
multitude of people spread their garments in the way. Others in this crowd 
were cutting branches from trees and laying them along the road. Many 
people had gathered because of the Passover Festival. Others had followed 
from Bethany.

Verses 37-38
From centuries past, the voice of the prophet Zechariah rang true, “Rejoice 
greatly, Daughter Zion! Shout in triumph, Daughter Jerusalem! Look, your 
King is coming to you; he is righteous and victorious, humble and riding on 
a donkey, on a colt, the foal of a donkey” (Zech. 9:9).

Jesus rode down the path to the Mount of Olives. As He approached 
Jerusalem, the whole crowd of disciples reacted with spontaneous praise. 
This group not only included the Twelve but also others who followed Jesus. 
They began to praise God. 

Notice several aspects of their praise. First, they praised God joyfully. 
Forgotten were the solemn words Jesus had uttered about His impending 
arrest and crucifixion. The disciples’ hearts were filled with joy because 
their King had arrived. 

Second, they praised God with a loud voice. They did not care who heard 
them. The disciples may have noticed the Pharisees and other religious 
leaders watching the procession, but they were not deterred. Loudly, they 
proclaimed that the King was coming. 

Third, they praised God for all the miracles they had seen. These people 
had witnessed blind men gaining sight, lame men walking, lepers cleansed, 
demons cast out, and the dead raised to life. They could not restrain themselves.

VERSES 35-36

35 Then they brought 
it to Jesus, and after 
throwing their clothes 
on the colt, they helped 
Jesus get on it. 36 As he 
was going along, they 
were spreading their 
clothes on the road.

VERSES 37-38

37 Now he came near the 
path down the Mount 
of Olives, and the whole 
crowd of the disciples 
began to praise God 
joyfully with a loud voice 
for all the miracles they 
had seen: 38 Blessed is the 
King who comes in the 
name of the Lord. Peace 
in heaven and glory in 
the highest heaven!
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Thirty-three years earlier, wise men had searched for the One who was 
born King of the Jews (Matt. 2:2). Now, the messianic expectations of the 
people appeared to be at hand. They shouted: Blessed is the King who comes in 
the name of the Lord. This last phrase recalls the words of the psalmist which 
are part of the Hallel, praise psalms used in Jewish festivals (Ps. 118:26). The 
people believed the Messiah would come in the name and power of God to 
restore the kingdom to Israel. They did not understand Jesus’ kingdom was a 
different sort than they desired, yet they still shouted praise.

The second part of their praise also reflects aspects of Jesus’ birth 
narrative. While the baby lay in a Bethlehem manger, shepherds were 
confronted with an angelic host that proclaimed, “Glory to God in the 
highest heaven, and peace on earth to people he favors!” (Luke 2:14). 
Without any reference to that earlier scene, the crowd welcoming Jesus to 
Jerusalem praised God for His peace and glory. 

The phrases peace in heaven and glory in the highest heaven can be 
understood in several ways. It can refer to the peace and glory of God who 
reigns in heaven. It could relate to the peace between God and humankind 
made possible by the Prince of Peace. It might also allude to the difference 
between references to heaven and the highest heaven, the unique dwelling 
place of God (Ps. 148:1). In any case, the people offered praise for Jesus 
because they believed He was the Messiah. 

Believers should worship Jesus for the works of God we have seen. 
Jesus’ miraculous deeds on earth continue as He transforms sinners into 
saints. His blessings did not cease when He returned to heaven; believers 
constantly benefit from His work in our lives. We should not only enjoy His 
work but should join the chorus of praise for the One who loves us and gave 
Himself for us (Eph. 5:2). 

What aspects of Christ prompt you to praise Him? In what ways do you 
express praise for the Lord? 

WORTHY (LUKE 19:39-40)

Verse 39
No crowd of this size could gather without attracting the attention of the 
religious leaders. In particular, Pharisees were present as Jesus neared 
the city. We should not paint the Pharisees with too wide a brush of 
condemnation. Not all of the Pharisees objected to the people’s praise of 
Jesus. Only some of the Pharisees from the crowd spoke to Jesus about 
the way His disciples and others had characterized Him. The preposition 
translated from means to “come away from.” Combined with the form of the 
noun crowd, the phrase from the crowd identifies the source of the heckling 
as Pharisees who stood apart from the multitude that greeted Jesus. 

These leaders did not address Jesus as either King or Lord but referred 

VERSE 39

39 Some of the Pharisees 
from the crowd told 
him, “Teacher, rebuke 
your disciples.”
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to Him merely as Teacher, not even granting Him the title of rabbi or 
master. Instead of making a respectful request, they told Him what they 
wanted. The Pharisees urged Jesus to rebuke His disciples. While much of 
the praise issued from Jesus’ disciples, the entire multitude joined in the 
chorus of praise. The word rebuke includes an element of repudiation. The 
religious leaders did not want Jesus merely to quiet the people, but they 
demanded He reject the people’s assertions about Him.

Verse 40
Jesus answered the Pharisees’ challenges bluntly and firmly. He spoke 
directly, I tell you. Jesus’ reply was a paraphrase of Habakkuk 2:11. The time 
had come for God to receive praise. If these people were to keep silent, the 
stones would cry out. The phrase cry out translates a single word meaning 
to scream or to object loudly. 

Some scholars suggest this reference to Habakkuk coincides with 
Jesus’ following statements about Jerusalem as He wept over the city 
(Luke 19:41-44). If so, His reply involved an element of God’s judgment of 
the city. Other writers see the reference as a simple statement that creation 
would scream if the people held back their praise. 

Jesus had entered Jerusalem before, though without any kind of 
fanfare. What made this event different was His purpose in Jerusalem. 
He did not come merely for the Passover Festival as in the past. Jesus 
arrived for the express purpose of offering Himself as the atonement for 
humanity’s sin. Jesus’ remark about the stones’ crying out could have been 
an anthropomorphic metaphor regarding the necessity of God’s receiving 
praise for the Son’s coming sacrifice. 

Jesus is worthy of worship as Lord of all creation. The apostle Paul 
linked creation’s response to the Creator’s redemption: “For we know that 
the whole creation has been groaning together with labor pains until now” 
(Rom. 8:22). Jesus is Lord of all. Our natural response to salvation should 
be to praise and worship Him.

How would you describe reasons why Jesus is worthy of worship? Why is 
worship such an important aspect of believers’ response to the Savior?

VERSE 40

40 He answered, “I tell 
you, if they were to keep 
silent, the stones would 
cry out!”
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LEAD GROUP BIBLE STUDY

FOCUS ATTENTION
BEGIN: As the group arrives, invite them to 
name examples of the kinds of people who 
are worshiped and adored in our culture 
today (examples: athletes, celebrities, 
world leaders, social media influencers). 
Direct them to share with a partner their 
response to the question: What is it about 
these people that makes others want to 
give them attention and praise that might 
be described as worship? After most of 
the group has arrived, invite volunteers to 
share their responses. 

FOCUS: On a board, write the following 
question to guide today’s discussion: What 
about Jesus draws people to worship Him? 
(PSG, p. 37) 

TRANSITION: Emphasize that God has 
made us to be worshipers, but that Jesus 
is the One deserving of that worship. 
Read the first paragraph on page 37 of the 
Personal Study Guide (PSG) to help the 
group focus on the idea that Jesus is truly 
deserving of our worship.

EXPLORE THE TEXT
INTRODUCE: Distribute copies of Pack 
Item 7 (Handout: Luke Time Line) and point 
to the timing of today’s passage.

READ: Call for a volunteer to read aloud 
Luke 19:29-34, as the group listens 
for Jesus’ clear instructions and the 
way He provided all they would need to 
worship Him.

MINI-LECTURE: Use Pack Item 3 (Map: 
Jesus’ Travels) to identify the locations of 
Bethphage, Bethany, and the Mount of 
Olives. Summarize the importance of each 
place, using the comments about verse 29 
(p. 45; PSG, p. 39).

DISCUSS: Point out that Jesus gave the 
disciples specific instructions to follow in 
what would be preparation for worship, and 
He explained His authority in saying “The 
Lord needs it.”

RESPOND: Write on a board Swift 
Obedience and Delayed Obedience. Ask: Is 
delayed obedience really obedience at all? 
Note that the disciples displayed swift 
obedience to Jesus’ instructions. Ask: What 
is the relationship between obedience and 
worship? How does one impact the other? 
(PSG, p. 40) What preparation is necessary 
to worship?

TRANSITION: Jesus gave clear directions, and 
the disciples responded with swift obedience.

READ: As you read aloud Luke 19:35-38,  
call for the group to observe how the 
crowd’s actions and words reflected 
their worship.

CLARIFY: Point the group to the PSG 
comments on verses 35-36 for insight  
into the significance of the crowd 
spreading their garments on the ground 
(PSG, pp. 41–42 under Verses 35-36).

RECALL: Note that the crowd’s exuberant 
worship was a response to the miracles 
they had seen Jesus perform (v. 37). Invite 
the group to name as many of Jesus’ 
miracles as they can recall.

EXAMINE: Arrange the group into three 
sections and assign each section to silently 
read one of the paragraphs under the 
comments for verses 37-38. Then call for a 
volunteer from each section to summarize 
the comments in their paragraph for the 
whole group. 
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DISCUSS: What blessings are associated 
with worshiping Jesus as the one true 
God? What are the curses associated with 
failing to do so? What do these verses 
teach us about true worship?

TRANSITION: The crowd in Jerusalem 
that day modeled the right response to 
Jesus—worship!

READ: Direct the group to read silently 
Luke 19:39-40, looking for the religious 
leaders’ response to Jesus.

CLARIFY: Ask: How would you describe 
the Pharisees’ response? Point the group to 
the PSG for a better understanding of why 
the Pharisees might have objected to the 
people’s worship of Jesus in the comments 
on verse 39 (PSG, p. 43). Ask: What are 
some reasons people question the worship 
of Jesus today? (PSG, p. 43) 

STUDY: Lead the group to complete the 
Bible Skill (PSG, p. 40). Assign volunteers 
the passages listed, asking them to 
read their passage to the group. Ask: 
How did Jesus’ final visit to Jerusalem 
generate both praise and woe? How 
does each passage help us get a clearer 
understanding of Jesus’ arrival in 
Jerusalem? (PSG, p. 40)

DISCUSS: Note that if Pharisees were 
hoping Jesus would dampen the people’s 
enthusiasm in worship, they were 
disappointed. Call attention to these 
statements from the PSG under verse 40: 
The religious leaders may not accept Jesus as 
their rightful king, but the very stones on which 
their temple was built did. Jesus’ kingship is a 
reality whether people recognize it or not. 

ASK: How does creation attest to Jesus’ 
identity? (PSG, p. 44) Stress that Jesus is 
the Lord over all of creation. 

HIGHLIGHT: Explain that Luke 19:40 is 
the memory verse for this week. Distribute 
copies of Pack Item 8 (Handout: Memory 
Verses Bookmark), challenging the group to 
memorize verse 40 this week.

SUMMARIZE AND 
CHALLENGE
REVIEW: Call attention to the three 
statements under Apply the Text (PSG, 
p. 45). Lead the group to identify specific 
verses in today’s passage that support each 
statement. Encourage the group to select 
one statement they most needed to know or 
be reminded of. Challenge them to reflect 
on that statement each day this week.

RESPOND: Prior to the group time, select 
one of the question sets under Apply the 
Text. Lead the group to respond to the 
selected questions. 

RECAP: Draw attention to the question 
on the board: What about Jesus draws 
people to worship Him? Ask: How has 
your understanding of worshiping Jesus 
changed as a result of this study?

PRAY: Close the group time with prayer, 
thanking God that Jesus is worthy of our 
worship and that He welcomes our worship.
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OPTIONS
Use these options to supplement and enhance the group plans on the 
previous pages.

MUSIC

To conclude today’s study, lead the group 
to sing or listen to “Is He Worthy?” by 
Andrew Peterson and Ben Shive. Remind 
the group that just as Jesus was worthy 
of the people’s worship on the day He 
entered Jerusalem, He is worthy of our 
worship today.

RESEARCH AND IMAGES

Pre-enlist a volunteer to research the 
significance of the Mount of Olives. When 
examining verses 29-34 during the group 
time, call for the volunteer to share their 
findings. (As an alternative, provide Bible 
dictionaries and instruct the whole group 
to work in pairs to learn more about the 
significance of the Mount of Olives.) Then 
encourage any in the group who has a 
smartphone to do an Internet search for 
“Mount of Olive images” to see images of 
the location as it appears today.

ILLUSTRATE

Provide paper and pencils. 

Read Luke 19:29-40 and lead the group 
to identify actions that reflect worship of 
Jesus. Ask: How is obedience to Him an act 
of worship? (PSG, p. 38) Distribute paper 
and pencil and encourage the group to 
sketch an image that depicts the worship 
of Jesus from the Scripture passage. Note 
that they might focus on the events of the 
whole passage or on the praise shouted 
in verse 38. Call for volunteers to share 
their sketches.

CREATION STUDY

Prior to the group meeting, text the group, 
asking for volunteers to take a smartphone 
picture of nature that reminds them that 
Jesus is King over all creation. During the 
group time, when you focus on Luke 19:40, 
call for volunteers to find Psalm 96:12-13; 
Isaiah 44:23, 55:12; and Habakkuk 2:6-20. 
Invite each volunteer to read their passage 
aloud. Lead the group to discuss how the 
Old Testament passages depict nature as 
acknowledging God’s work. Then invite 
the volunteers who took a nature picture 
to show it to the group. Affirm that all of 
creation is aware of Jesus’ identity as King.

REFLECT

Note that we sometimes think of worship 
as an event in the church building where 
people assemble on Sundays. Recall that 
during the coronavirus pandemic, churches 
around the world had to close their doors 
and stop meeting in person for extended 
periods of time. Lead the group to discuss: 
What did you learn about worship during 
that period of time away from the church 
building? Where and how are your favorite 
places to worship Jesus?

WORSHIP

As a form of worship, lead the group 
to verbally express the roles Jesus has 
played in their lives by naming His titles. 
Examples could include the Way Maker, 
Truth, Savior, Emmanuel, Christ, Light 
of the world, Lamb of God, Shepherd, 
Almighty, Bread of life, King of kings, 
Redeemer, and Deliverer. 
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5
Resurrected
Jesus is the resurrected Savior and Lord.

LUKE 24:1-12 
MEMORY VERSE: LUKE 24:3

S E S S I O N  5

STUDY Luke 24:1-12, noting how the first people 

to confront the empty tomb found themselves 

both startled and confused. Use Explore the 

Text on pages 55–59 to gain insight on the word 

“perplexed” in verse 4, and what that reveals 

about the women’s response to the empty tomb.

CREATE a teaching plan for your group using 

the ideas on pages 60–62. Focus on helping 

the group see that the empty tomb should be 

more than just head knowledge for believers; 

it should lead us to share the good news with 

others. Consider ways to use the Testimony Idea 

(p. 62) in the group time.

GATHER the following items:

   Extra Personal Study Guides (PSGs) 

Prepare to display:

   Pack Item 2 (Outline of Luke)

   Pack Item 5 (Poster: Remember)

Make copies of:

   Pack Item 10 (Handout: Passages 
Unique to Luke)

   Pack Item 12 (Handout: Jesus’ Post-
Resurrection Appearances)

   Pack Item 13 (Handout: Proof of the 
Resurrection)

CONSULT the Explore the Bible website for 

ways of using a current news event to start and 

conclude the session (goExploreTheBible.com/

LeaderExtras). Also listen for tips on the weekly 

Explore the Bible Podcast to gain insights as 

you prepare for the session.

REINFORCE the session by challenging 

the group to be alert for opportunities for 

conversations about the good news of the 

resurrection with people they encounter this 

coming week.
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FIRST THOUGHTS
Some questions carry more weight than others. One of the weightiest 
questions is this: What do you believe about Jesus’ empty tomb? If Jesus 
really arose from the dead, we have to come to terms with all He said. 
Scripture is clear; Jesus is the resurrected Savior and Lord. Ultimately, the 
empty tomb gives us hope for the future—now and in eternity. If Jesus had 
not risen, none of us would have any hope at all. 

(In PSG, p . 46) What difference does Jesus’ resurrection make in your life today? 

UNDERSTAND THE CONTEXT
LUKE 23:50–24:12

Joseph of Arimathea, a member of the Jewish ruling council, had not 
agreed to the Sanhedrin’s decision to seek Jesus’ death. After Jesus died, 
Joseph boldly approached the Roman governor for permission to take 
Jesus’ body. Receiving authority, Joseph and Nicodemus took Jesus’ body 
to a tomb Joseph had prepared for himself (John 19:38-42). After a stone 
sealed the grave’s entrance, they walked away solemnly and silently. They 
did not notice some of the women watching their actions and making plans 
to minister to Jesus’ body.

The joy on resurrection morning cannot be fully appreciated without 
sensing the hopelessness of Friday just before sundown. The people milling 
about the cross and walking from the tomb had no expectation Jesus would 
rise. Several times He had told them He would die and then return from 
the grave, but no one truly understood. None really believed. 

Between Luke 23:55 and 24:1, we have only a single sentence describing 
how some of the women who followed Jesus prepared burial spices and 
then rested in observance of the Sabbath. The disciples were hidden behind 
closed doors. The city was quiet. The tomb was silent. 

What a difference three days made. Early on the third day the women 
came back to the tomb to discover Jesus was not in the grave. He was 
risen! Perplexed but joyous, they rushed to tell the apostles what they had 
witnessed. Imagine the chaotic scene as one talked over the other in a rush 
to share the amazing news. Yet, grief hindered the disciples from believing. 
It seemed too good to be true. But it was true. Jesus was alive and that 
made all the difference in the world.

KEY DOCTRINE

God the Son
Christ was raised from the 
dead with a glorified body and 
appeared to His disciples as the 
person who was with them before 
His crucifixion (John 20:26-28).

BIBLE SKILL

Connect Old Testament prophecy 
to New Testament fulfillment.

Create two columns. In the first, 
list Old Testament prophecies 
about the Messiah: Isaiah 50:6; 
Isaiah 53:3-10; Psalm 16:9-10; 
Psalm 22; Psalm 49:15; Hosea 6:2; 
Zechariah 12:10. In the second, 
write some descriptions of the 
New Testament fulfillment in 
Jesus’ death and resurrection. 
(See, for example, Matt. 26:67; 
Mark 15:19; Luke 18:31-33; Matt. 
8:17; Matt. 26:63; John 19:9; 
Matt. 27:43; and Acts 2:29-32.) 
How does prophetic fulfillment 
impact your confidence in the 
gospel? In what ways could you 
use these passages to share the 
good news with someone?
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EXPLORE THE TEXT
RETURN (LUKE 24:1-5a)

Verse 1
The disciples left the scene of Jesus’ crucifixion before Joseph of Arimathea 
and Nicodemus took charge of his body. Following at a distance were 
several women who had been part of the larger group of disciples. Luke did 
not name them until he reported how they shared their discovery with the 
other disciples (24:9-10). 

Verse 1 contains several important points. First, the women came to 
the tomb. By trailing the burial party, they knew where Jesus’ body had 
been placed. They were aware a large stone had been placed in front of the 
tomb’s entrance. None of the Gospel accounts indicate the women knew 
about the soldiers that Pilate had ordered to guard the tomb. They didn’t 
seem concerned about how to deal with the guards but wondered how the 
stone might be moved (Mark 16:3).

Second, this group came on the first day of the week. The women could 
not have come earlier because of the prohibitions regarding work on the 
Sabbath day. The traditional view places Jesus’ death on Friday, with His 
burial taking place prior to sundown. The Sabbath began at sundown on 
Friday and continued to sundown on Saturday. 

Some scholars believe this weekend actually had two days of Sabbath 
observances due to Passover, which would put Jesus’ death and burial on 
Thursday, thus accounting for His body being in the grave three nights and 
three days. Most writers, however, accept the Jewish custom of accounting 
any part of a day, making Sunday the “third day” on which Jesus had 
predicted He would rise (Luke 18:33). The primary point was that Jesus’ 
resurrection on Sunday became an important aspect of church life. Early 
believers called it “the Lord’s Day” and established their worship on this 
day to commemorate Jesus’ resurrection (Acts 20:7; 1 Cor. 16:2; Rev. 1:10).

Third, the women came very early in the morning. This phrase 
describes the moments just before dawn, while it was still dark (John 20:1). 
Technically, the Sabbath ended the previous evening and they could have 
come any time after sundown on Saturday. Such a plan would not have 
been practical for women traveling to a grave site, or safe .

Finally, they were bringing the spices they had prepared. After seeing 
where Jesus’ body had been placed, they had left and prepared funeral 
spices but could not bring them until after the mandated Sabbath rest. 
Their preparations may suggest they did not know Nicodemus already had 
wrapped Jesus’ body with funeral ointments according to Jewish custom 
(John 19:39-40).

Each of these acts demonstrates the women’s love for Jesus and their 
determination to carry out one last act of service for Him. Their faithfulness 
in spite of the obstacles should motivate modern believers to serve Christ 
regardless of the difficulties.

VERSE 1

1 On the first day of the 
week, very early in the 
morning, they came to 
the tomb, bringing the 
spices they had prepared.
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Verses 2-3
The women discussed among themselves the difficulty of getting past the 
stone that sealed the tomb. However, when they arrived, they found the 
stone rolled away from the tomb. Luke does not describe an earthquake 
or the angel that actually moved the stone from the entrance (Matt. 28:2). 
Nor did the women see the soldiers who fainted when the angel rolled away 
the stone (Matt. 28:4). The soldiers left to report the situation to the chief 
priests (Matt. 28:11).  

The women went in the tomb with the intent of administering the 
spices for Jesus’ body. However, they did not find the body of the Lord 
Jesus. Likely, they exited the grave quickly, not knowing what to do next. 

An important observation involves the phrase the Lord Jesus. This 
highlights how the resurrection affirmed Jesus’ lordship and divinity.

Verses 4-5a
The women were perplexed by this. The pronoun this refers back to the 
fact that Jesus’ body was not in the tomb. Theirs was no mild curiosity 
or intellectual puzzle. Perplexed translates a term that describes intense 
anxiety. As they concerned themselves with this strange dilemma, 
something wondrously strange occurred. Two men stood by them. These 
persons are portrayed as men, although they were actually angels in human 
form (Matt. 28:5, Luke 24:23). They appeared suddenly. Nothing heralded 
their arrival. Without warning, they were beside the women, startling them. 

The men were wearing dazzling clothes. This term describes something 
that gives off an intense glow or light. Peter, James, and John had seen 
Jesus’ appearance transformed in this same kind of way during the 
Transfiguration (Luke 9:29). Perhaps the women had heard the disciples 
talk about their experience on the mountain, but it would probably not 
have occurred to them in their shocked state of mind. 

The women responded in two important ways. First, they were 
terrified. Encountering supernatural beings typically induced a response 
of fear in human beings (Luke 1:12; 2:9; Acts 10:3-4). Second, they bowed 
down to the ground. This act could indicate respect for others of a superior 
status, but more likely they bowed in obeisance, as in worship (Gen. 19:1; 
Rev. 22:8). However, angels always refused to accept human worship which 
belongs only to God (Rev. 22:9).

All people must respond to the empty tomb of Jesus. We cannot escape 
its reality, nor should we want to do so. Anyone who sincerely searches 
for the truth of Christ is forced to look inside the open tomb and decide 
what it means.

Why did the women expect to encounter a closed tomb? How should we 
respond to the empty tomb?

VERSES 2-3

2 They found the stone 
rolled away from the 
tomb. 3 They went in but 
did not find the body of 
the Lord Jesus.

VERSES 4-5a

4 While they were 
perplexed about this, 
suddenly two men stood 
by them in dazzling 
clothes. 5a So the women 
were terrified and bowed 
down to the ground.
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REMEMBER (LUKE 24:5b-7)

Verses 5b-6
Sometimes a question is not just a question. The men were not inquiring to 
gain information but to challenge the women’s assumptions. The women 
came to treat Jesus’ body with funeral spices. They never considered they 
would be looking for the living. Like the other disciples, they believed Jesus 
was dead. After all, they had witnessed the crucifixion and watched as His 
body had been placed in the tomb. The phrase among the dead did not 
mean other bodies were in this particular tomb but merely referred to the 
burial place. Too, other tombs may have been located nearby. 

While we cannot hear the voices of the men as they announced Jesus 
was not here, they must have been joyous. The angels of heaven had 
been poised to rescue Jesus from the cross if only they had been given 
permission by the Father (Matt. 26:53). The two beings who addressed 
the women appeared as men but were actually angels. They were 
exultant in Jesus’ triumph over death. Their declaration he has risen has 
resonated with believers through the centuries in antiphonal refrain: He 
is risen indeed!

They reminded the women what Jesus had promised His followers 
when he was still in Galilee. Before they started on this pilgrimage, Jesus 
tried to prepare the disciples for what was about to take place in Jerusalem. 
The imperative term remember urged the women to think back to those 
days and listen to the voice of their memory. They should not have been 
caught by surprise by the fulfillment of Jesus’ promise. Like the other 
disciples, at the time they did not want to accept what Jesus was telling 
them. They had not understood that without the pain of the cross, there 
could not have been the glory of the resurrection.

Verse 7
Quoting Jesus’ prophecy concerning the treatment He would receive in 
Jerusalem, the men repeated what He had said. All Jesus experienced was 
necessary. First, it was necessary to fulfill scriptural prophecies. From 
Genesis through the prophets, Scripture revealed how the Messiah would be 
betrayed and slain as the atonement for human sin. Without the shedding 
of blood, fulfilling the penalty of sin, forgiveness would be impossible 
without assaulting God’s justice (Heb. 9:22). Forgiveness depended on a 
blood atonement (Lev. 17:11). 

The Son of Man was betrayed into the hands of sinful men. The phrase 
Son of Man addressed Jesus’ identity as Messiah and divine Son of God. 
The psalmist predicted the Messiah would be betrayed by a friend who had 
eaten bread with Him (Ps. 41:9). The price of betrayal had been specified as 
the value of a slave (Zech. 11:12). 

He would also be crucified, a form of execution unknown to the 
prophets. Psalm 22 graphically portrays details of Jesus’ crucifixion that 
would have been totally foreign to David when he penned the words. Even 
Jesus’ burial in a rich man’s tomb was foretold (Isa. 53:9). Yet, that was not 
the end of the story. Jesus also foretold He would rise on the third day, 

VERSES 5b-6

5b “Why are you looking 
for the living among the 
dead?” asked the men. 
6 “He is not here, but he 
has risen! Remember 
how he spoke to you 
when he was still 
in Galilee,

VERSE 7

7 saying, ‘It is necessary 
that the Son of Man 
be betrayed into the 
hands of sinful men, be 
crucified, and rise on the 
third day’?”
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fulfilling prophecy concerning His resurrection (Pss. 16:10; 30:3). As they 
heard these words, the women must have suddenly realized this morning 
was the third day. Jesus arose just as He promised He would do. He was 
alive and all their despair evaporated in the light of dawn.

Why is it hard for believers to accept Jesus’ difficult sayings? How do Jesus’ 
promises encourage us during difficult days?

REPORT (LUKE 24:8-12)

Verses 8-10
Five simple words can make all the difference in the world. And they 
remembered his words. Realizing that Jesus had taught them about His 
crucifixion and resurrection, the women’s attitudes were transformed. 
They had approached the tomb sorrowfully and entered the empty grave 
in confusion. Understanding that they were witnessing the fulfillment of 
Jesus’ words, they became excited. When He had spoken about His death, 
they didn’t want to accept it. Now they grasped that He had died but also 
had risen from the dead. 

The phrase returning from the tomb indicates the women had begun 
their morning trek from the place where the Eleven and all the rest of Jesus’ 
closest followers had gathered after the crucifixion. If the others had known 
their purpose in going to the tomb, why did they not accompany them? The 
male disciples could have helped remove the stone and would have provided 
a measure of security for the women. 

Perhaps their reaction to the women’s testimony reveals their lack of 
motivation. They had no expectation they would find anything but a sealed 
tomb. Even when the women reported all these things to the disciples, 
their words seemed to fall on deaf ears and unbelieving hearts. The phrase 
all these things includes their entire experience. 

The women involved in this scene included Mary Magdalene, Joanna, 
Mary the mother of James, and others. Mary Magdalene was a familiar 
figure among the women who accompanied the disciples as they followed 
Jesus from place to place. Jesus had cast demons out of her and transformed 
her life. She was one of several women who benefited from Jesus’ ministry 
of healing and deliverance (Luke 8:2). 

Joanna was the wife of Chuza, the steward of Herod Antipas. Along with 
other women, she helped support Jesus’ ministry financially (Luke 8:3). 

Another member of the group was Mary the mother of James (sometimes 
called “the other Mary” (Matt. 28:1). This James was called James the 
Lesser or James the Younger (Mark 15:40). 

Salome, the wife of Zebedee and mother to James and John, was also 
among the women who returned from the tomb. (See Mark 16:1.) She was 
included in the other women that Luke referenced. 

VERSES 8-10

8 And they remembered 
his words. 9 Returning 
from the tomb, they 
reported all these things 
to the Eleven and to 
all the rest. 10 Mary 
Magdalene, Joanna, 
Mary the mother of 
James, and the other 
women with them were 
telling the apostles 
these things.
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The women were telling the apostles these things. The verb is in the 
imperfect tense, which describes an ongoing action. In their excitement, 
the women may have been talking rapidly, perhaps with several speaking 
at once. While other followers of Jesus were present, the women directed 
their report to the apostles. 

Verses 11-12
The apostles did not believe the women. Perhaps they were still too absorbed 
by their grief. The women’s words seemed like nonsense to them. The term 
for nonsense can be translated as “foolish” or “idle tale.” The men did not 
take them seriously but discounted their report. None of Jesus’ followers 
expected Jesus to be alive again. This condition offers further proof to the 
validity of their experience.  

Nevertheless, Peter got up and ran to the tomb. John accompanied him 
to see what had taken place there. John actually outran Peter but stopped 
short of entering the tomb (John 20:3-6). Luke’s omission of John’s presence 
does not contradict John’s Gospel account. Luke was simply focused on 
Peter’s story at this point. 

Peter stooped to look in. Peter had always been impulsive, but 
this action appears more intense and purposeful. The empty grave site 
contained only the linen cloths in which Jesus’ body had been wrapped 
for burial. They were lying in a heap. The smaller cloth that had covered 
Jesus’ face and head was folded and lay on the shelf where His body had 
been. (See John 20:5-7.)  

The men (angels) who had appeared to the women were no longer at 
the tomb. Peter and John must have been stunned by what they found. 
Perhaps they questioned each other about what might have happened 
to Jesus’ body. The idea that Jesus was indeed alive was beyond their 
immediate comprehension. Neither they nor the other disciples completely 
understood the Scriptures that prophesied Jesus’ resurrection (John 20:9). 

With a simple phrase, so he went away, Luke encapsulated the walk 
back to the other disciples. Peter was amazed at what had happened. His 
mind was overwhelmed by this turn of events. He could only marvel at the 
reality that Jesus was alive.

News of Jesus’ resurrection needs to be shared with all people. This 
good news elevates the discouraged and lifts up the despondent. People in 
sin are desperate. Believers have the assurance that their Savior lives! We 
need to bring the gospel of hope to a lost world so they may also believe 
and be saved.

Why do you think the disciples had such difficulty believing the women’s 
testimony? How can you share this good news with someone this week?

VERSES 11-12

11 But these words 
seemed like nonsense 
to them, and they did 
not believe the women. 
12 Peter, however, got 
up and ran to the tomb. 
When he stooped to 
look in, he saw only the 
linen cloths. So he went 
away, amazed at what 
had happened.
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LEAD GROUP BIBLE STUDY

FOCUS ATTENTION
RESPOND: As the group arrives, invite 
them to name examples of times when 
they have seen or experienced something, 
but felt like, “we could not believe our eyes.” 
List responses on a board. When most of 
the group has arrived, call attention to the 
recorded responses. Explain that today’s 
study focuses on the ultimate “we could not 
believe our eyes” kind of moment.

TRANSITION: Read the first paragraph on 
page 46 of the Personal Study Guide (PSG) 
to help the group focus on the startling 
truth of the empty tomb. Ask: What 
difference does Jesus’ resurrection make in 
your life today? (PSG, p. 46) Challenge the 
group to look for all the evidence of Jesus, 
the resurrected Savior and Lord, in today’s 
Scripture passage.

EXPLORE THE TEXT
INTRODUCE: Refer to Pack Item 2 (Outline 
of Luke) and Understand the Context (PSG, 
p. 47) to set the stage for the women’s 
Easter morning experience at the empty 
tomb. Briefly review the events of Jesus’ 
burial, described in Luke 23:50-56. 

READ: Invite a volunteer to read aloud 
Luke 24:1-5a, as the group listens for the 
women’s plans as they headed toward 
the tomb. 

ASK: What might have been the women’s 
thoughts and expectations as they walked 
to the tomb? According to Scripture, 
what was the reality they found when 
they arrived?

CLARIFY: Point the group to the PSG for 
insight into the significance of Luke’s use of 
the word “Lord” in verse 3 (PSG, p. 48). 

DISCUSS: Focus on verses 4-5a. Call 
attention to the word “perplexed” in verse 4  
and use the information under Verses 
4-5a (PSG, p. 49) to explain the meaning 
of the word as it is used in that verse. Ask: 
How might we characterize the women’s 
response to finding the grave empty? How 
does their response compare to the way 
people react today about Jesus’ tomb being 
empty? (PSG, p. 48) 

TRANSITION: The empty tomb called for a 
response—from the women on that first Easter 
and from us today too.

READ: Direct the group to read silently 
Luke 24:5b-7, looking for the men’s 
question to the women, giving the first clue 
Jesus was risen.

CLARIFY: Point the group to the PSG  
(comments on verses 5b-7, pp. 49–50) 
for insight into how the word risen shows 
that God brought this to happen. Stress 
that there was no human rationalization 
for the empty tomb—God was the only 
explanation.

RECALL: Invite the group to recall a 
time when someone made a promise to 
them that they have held onto and never 
forgotten. Note that there are also times 
when we have made or heard promises 
that were later forgotten. Call attention to 
Pack Item 5 (Poster: Remember) and read 
aloud the verse on the poster. Ask: Why are 
we prone to forget God’s promises? How 
does remembering God’s promises give us 
understanding and hope? (PSG, p. 51)
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TRANSITION: The empty tomb bears witness 
to the power of God’s promises.

READ: As you read aloud Luke 24:8-12, 
call for the group to notice how everything 
changed when the women remembered 
Jesus’ earlier words to them that He would 
rise again.

MINI-LECTURE: Present a brief summary 
of the women Luke named in verse 10, 
using the comments about verses 8-10 
(PSG, pp. 51–52) and Pack Item 12  
(Handout: Jesus’ Post-Resurrection 
Appearances). Emphasize their important 
roles in Jesus’ earthly ministry and the 
value He placed on women. Stress that  
by naming the women, Luke was providing 
a way for others to fact-check his account; 
the eyewitnesses he named gave Luke’s 
account more credibility.

DISCUSS: Point out that upon 
remembering Jesus’ words, the women’s 
immediate response was to go tell what 
they had seen and learned at the tomb. 
Ask: How does a person’s confidence in the 
resurrection of Jesus translate into  
a passion for telling others? (PSG, p. 52)

EXAMINE: Direct the group to read the 
comments under Verses 11-12 in the PSG 
(pp. 52–53) to help them better understand 
some of the details Luke provided in his 
account. Note that Luke used the word 
“amazed” to describe Peter’s reaction. Ask: 
How does Peter’s response compare with 
the way people today respond to the news 
of the empty tomb? (PSG, p. 53) 

EXAMINE: Explain that Jesus fulfilled 
every Old Testament prophecy that was 
made about the Messiah. Divide the group 
into two teams, allowing each team to 
work together to complete the Bible Skill 
activity on page 53 of the PSG. Assign one 
team the Old Testament prophecies and 
the other the New Testament fulfillment. 
Call the group back together to match each 

prophecy with the fulfillment. Discuss 
their responses to the results. Then ask: 
How does prophetic fulfillment impact 
your confidence in the gospel? In what 
ways could you use these passages to share 
the good news with someone? (PSG, p. 53)

SUMMARIZE AND 
CHALLENGE
REINFORCE: Remind the group of the 
beginning activity where they named 
examples of “we could not believe our eyes” 
moments. Lead them to discuss how the 
women’s encounter at the empty tomb 
shifted from being a “we could not believe 
our eyes” moment to the very foundation 
upon which our faith as Christians is 
based. Inform the group that you will be 
available following the group time to share 
with anyone who wants to know more 
about Jesus and His resurrection.

REVIEW: Call attention to the three 
statements under Apply the Text (PSG, 
p. 54). Challenge the group to select one 
statement they most need to be reminded 
of. Direct them to record in the margin of 
their PSGs their reasons for choosing that 
statement. 

RESPOND: Prior to the group time, select 
one of the question sets under Apply the 
Text. Lead the group to respond to the 
selected questions.

PRAY: Conclude the group time with 
prayer, thanking God for the great news of 
Jesus as the resurrected Savior and Lord.
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OPTIONS
Use these options to supplement and enhance the group plans on the 
previous pages.

MUSIC

Lead the group to sing or listen to “Christ 
the Lord Is Risen Today,” by Charles Wesley. 
Lead the group in prayer, thanking God for 
Jesus, our resurrected Savior and Lord.

RESEARCH

Read Luke 24:8-12, and point out that 
the other disciples struggled to believe 
the women’s story of the empty tomb 
was true—a very natural reaction. Note 
that from that day until this, there have 
been people who have tried to deny or 
explain away the fact of the empty tomb. 
Use Pack Item 13 (Handout: Proof of the 
Resurrection) to supplement discussion of 
explanations people have used to try to 
discount the truth of the resurrection.

REFLECTIVE

Focus on Luke 24:4-5a. Note that in their 
fear, the women bowed before the two 
angelic men, likely bowing in worship 
(PSG, p. 49). Point out that their worship 
was misdirected. Discuss: How might 
people misunderstand or misdirect their 
worship today when confronted with the 
empty tomb? (PSG, p. 49) Invite the group 
to reflect on this question: What steps 
can I take to ensure my worship is always 
focused on God?

COMPARE CROSS REFERENCES

Focus on Luke 24:8, noting that after the 
women encountered the two men at the 
tomb, they recalled Jesus’ words that He 
would die and then be raised again. Direct 
the group to find and read Luke 9:22 and 
18:32-33 to discover what Jesus had said 
about His coming death.

TESTIMONY

Pre-enlist a volunteer or two to share a 
brief testimony about what Easter and 
the resurrection means to them. Then 
encourage the group to turn to the person 
sitting beside them and in a sentence or two, 
share what the resurrection means to them. 
Emphasize that the great news of Easter is 
news meant to be shared with others.

COMPARE AND CONTRAST

Distribute copies of Pack Item 10 
(Handout: Passages Unique to Luke) to those 
who need one. Point out that Luke 24:10-11 
are verses that are unique to Luke’s Gospel. 
Compare these verses with other Gospel 
accounts of resurrection morning (Matt. 
28:1-8; Mark 16:1-8; and John 20:1-8). Ask: 
How do the different viewpoints of that 
morning give us more insight into Jesus’ 
resurrection? What do you find meaningful 
about Luke’s perspective?

RECALL

To supplement Luke 24:5b-7, instruct the 
group to recall and list promises from God’s 
Word that they have seen fulfilled in their 
own lives. Record these on a board as they 
are named. Lead in a discussion of how 
remembering God’s promises helps us in 
daily living. Invite volunteers to describe a 
time when recalling one of God’s promises 
has helped them face a challenge or 
difficult situation. 
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6
Sinners?
Acceptance awaits those who seek Jesus in repentance.

LUKE 19:1-10
MEMORY VERSE: LUKE 19:10

S E S S I O N  6

STUDY Luke 19:1-10, paying attention to how 

this story is yet another example of Jesus 

making Himself available to people, even those 

on the margins of society. Use Explore the Text 

on pages 65–69 to better understand how Jesus 

turned an outcast of society into a friend.

CREATE a teaching plan for your group using 

the ideas on pages 70–72. Focus on helping the 

group understand that repentance isn’t limited 

or hindered by our past mistakes. Consider 

ways of using the Case Study Idea (p. 72) in the 

group time.

GATHER the following items:

   Extra Personal Study Guides (PSGs) 

Prepare to display:

   Pack Item 3 (Map: Jesus’ Travels)

Make copies of:

   Pack Item 7 (Handout: Luke Time Line)

   Pack Item 10 (Handout: Passages 
Unique to Luke)

CONSULT QuickSource for additional questions 

to use during the group time and review 

the Explore the Bible Adult Commentary for 

additional biblical insights (available for 

purchase from LifeWay.com).

REINFORCE the session by offering to talk 

privately with anyone who has more questions 

about what repentance is and how salvation is 

available to all of us, no matter our past.
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FIRST THOUGHTS
Many of us have a list of people we would like to meet—perhaps a celebrity, 
an author, or an athlete who plays for our favorite team. We think that if we 
can get close to them they might respond kindly to our request for a selfie 
or an autograph. We certainly wouldn’t expect them to invite us to lunch 
or to visit our home. Yet that is what happened to a tax collector when 
he climbed a tree just to get a glimpse of Jesus. That tax collector found 
acceptance and forgiveness, which is what Jesus offers us as well. 

In PSG, p . 55) Name someone you want to meet. What is it about that person 
that draws you to them? 

UNDERSTAND THE CONTEXT
LUKE 18:31–19:26

It’s amazing how often God reveals truth and we keep missing it. Jesus’ 
disciples had the same problem. Twice before, He described His approaching 
death. Drawing closer to Jerusalem, Jesus again explained how He would 
be killed before being raised to life again. Perhaps the Twelve were in denial 
because the idea was too horrifying to comprehend. Nevertheless, Jesus 
wanted to prepare them for what would soon happen.

Jesus’ revelation sets a framework for the final chapters of Luke. 
The context for this week’s study includes examples of Jesus’ ministry. 
However, the looming cross cast a shadow across His miracles of healing 
and the transformation of a sinner into a disciple.

Luke prefaced the story of Zacchaeus with Jesus’ encounter with a 
blind man. The two men were very different but shared similarities. The 
blind man was a beggar, while Zacchaeus was rich. The blind man was 
helpless; Zacchaeus possessed a degree of power. Both men had needs only 
Jesus could meet.  

The stories also offer comparisons in how Jesus encountered the 
two men. Hearing that Jesus was passing by, the blind beggar called out, 
begging not for money but for mercy. People tried to quiet the beggar, but 
Jesus had them bring the blind man to him. Zacchaeus did not shout for 
Jesus’ attention, but he climbed a tree to get a glimpse of Him. Jesus was 
aware of Zacchaeus’s presence and invited him to come down.

The immediate results of both stories involve transformation. Jesus 
healed the blind man. He no longer would have to sit helpless and beg. Jesus 
dramatically changed the tax collector. Zacchaeus shared his wealth with the 
poor and restored money he had obtained fraudulently. The blind man’s faith 

KEY DOCTRINE

Salvation
Salvation involves the redemption of 
the whole man and is offered freely 
to all who accept Jesus Christ as Lord 
and Savior (2 Cor. 5:17-20).

BIBLE SKILL

Review multiple Scripture 
passages to understand a 
key word.

Use a Bible concordance to 
identify ways Luke used the 
word “Lord” in his Gospel. 
Along with “Son of Man,” the 
title “Lord” is one of Luke’s 
favorite references for Jesus. 
Lord translates the Greek word 
kyrios. In what different ways did 
Luke employ the use of the word 
Lord? What does Jesus’ lordship 
mean to you?
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had “saved him.” The tax collector’s repentant obedience demonstrated how 
salvation had come to his house.

Like the Pharisees and others who trusted in their religious works, 
some people reject God’s acceptance of people who don’t measure up to 
their expectations. Jesus’ closing parable appears to be about stewardship 
but also teaches how God balances mercy and accountability. As we apply 
these lessons, we have the opportunity to experience God’s grace and to 
become channels of His love to others who also need His mercy.

EXPLORE THE TEXT
DESPERATE (LUKE 19:1-4)

Verses 1-4
Each place Jesus visited on His final journey to Jerusalem had a purpose. 
Jesus was nearing His destination when He passed through Jericho. From 
Galilee, He turned east before traveling south toward the holy city. This 
route was commonly used between the major regions of Israel. Some people 
took it to avoid going through central Samaria. Jesus had no such hesitation. 
He already passed through several Samaritan towns, but the people did not 
respond to Him because He was focused on reaching Jerusalem (Luke 9:51). 
The road Jesus took followed the Jordan River, avoiding the mountains on 
the west side of the Jordan.

Jericho was not the exact location as the city conquered by Joshua when 
the Hebrews entered the promised land. This Jericho was southwest of the 
original site. Jerusalem lay about fifteen miles further south/southwest. 
Jesus referred to this road in His story of the good Samaritan (Luke 
10:25-37). As this part of Luke’s narrative begins, Jesus had already entered 
the city and was passing through. The disciples may have assumed Jesus 
would not spend much time here, but Jesus had other plans.

Zacchaeus was a chief tax collector. The use of the indefinite article a 
suggests he was not the most senior publican in the region but nevertheless 
occupied a prominent and likely supervisory position. Scholars have pointed 
out how the road going through Jericho to Jerusalem adjoins the east/west 
route from the region across the Jordan River, as well as the north/south 
route between Galilee and Judea. Thus, tax collectors might also be involved 
in collecting tariffs or customs duty from merchants. Consequently, he was 
rich. Tax collectors were notorious for imposing larger taxes than required 
by the authorities and pocketing the difference. As a result, they were hated 
by their countrymen who viewed them as thieves and traitors.

We should not be surprised that a large crowd gathered around Jesus as 
He passed through Jericho. His reputation preceded Him, drawing people 
who wanted to see Him wherever He went. In particular, just before this 
encounter with Zacchaeus, Jesus healed a blind beggar. The healed beggar 
began to glorify God and follow Jesus along the way. People who saw this 
miracle also gave praise to God and came along after them (Luke 18:43).

VERSES 1-4

1 He entered Jericho and 
was passing through. 
2 There was a man 
named Zacchaeus who 
was a chief tax collector, 
and he was rich. 3 He 
was trying to see who 
Jesus was, but he was 
not able because of the 
crowd, since he was a 
short man. 4 So running 
ahead, he climbed up 
a sycamore tree to see 
Jesus, since he was about 
to pass that way.
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Perhaps Zacchaeus saw the people lining the road and wondered who 
was coming through town. The phrase he was trying to see who Jesus was 
could be taken two ways. He may have known about Jesus. If he heard 
someone say that Jesus was passing through, he would want to get a glimpse 
of Him. Another possibility is he didn’t really know who was coming down 
the road and wanted to see who it was that caused such a crowd to gather. 

Zacchaeus was a short man. The crowd had already gathered when he 
learned about Jesus’ approach. Consequently, he was not able to see Jesus 
because of the crowd. As a rich and prominent man, Zacchaeus might have 
tried to move people out of the way. Because he was a tax collector, he may 
have been ill-treated by the crowd between him and Jesus.

Whatever the reason, Zacchaeus avoided pushing through the people. 
The fact that he was running ahead portrays his efforts to get far enough 
ahead of the procession that he could bypass the crowd. Anyone watching 
the chief tax collector scamper along behind the crowd would have been 
even more amused when he climbed a sycamore tree. Zacchaeus was not 
concerned with what anyone might think of him. He knew Jesus was about 
to pass that way. Seeing Jesus was more important to him than image or 
self-consciousness.

Sycamore trees were a type of fig tree, though they differed greatly from 
trees familiar to North America. Its leaves looked somewhat like American 
mulberry trees. Other writers liken it to a small oak tree with wide branches. 
These trees were common to the area around Jericho, so Zacchaeus would 
have been acquainted with their locations. Unlike larger trees whose limbs 
begin far above ground, the low structure of the sycamore tree made it easy 
for Zacchaeus to climb high enough to see Jesus. 

Some people are desperate to see Jesus. Like Zacchaeus, they sense 
that whatever success they have achieved is not enough. Only Jesus can fill 
the needs of the human heart and open the way to a relationship with God.

In what ways can you identify with Zacchaeus? What barriers do we need to 
remove to help people get to Jesus?

FRIENDED (LUKE 19:5-7)

Verses 5-6
Jesus had a purpose behind every action. He did not happen upon 
Zacchaeus accidentally. He continued down the road until He came to the 
place, meaning the location of the sycamore tree. Imagine the surprise 
experienced by His disciples and the following crowd when Jesus looked 
up and spoke to Zacchaeus. Perhaps some of the people laughed at the 
sight of such a prominent person above them in the tree. Jesus, however, 
did not laugh. His brief address to the tax collector contains several 
important observations.
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First, Jesus knew the name Zacchaeus. In His omniscience, Jesus needed 
no introduction. Second, Jesus spoke specifically to Zacchaeus. He was not 
making a general statement to the crowd but had a message for the man in 
the tree. Third, the word hurry suggests a sense of urgency. The kind of 
conversation Jesus wanted to have with Zacchaeus couldn’t take place on the 
roadside. The same resolution that sent Zacchaeus scurrying to find a perch 
to see Jesus motivated him to clamber down from the tree to accompany Jesus.

Finally, Jesus gave a remarkable reason for wanting Zacchaeus to come 
down quickly. He wanted to stay at Zacchaeus’s house that day. The word 
stay suggests Jesus planned to remain for some time and possibly spend 
the night. Normal custom discouraged people from inviting themselves 
into another person’s home, especially for any length of time, much less to 
share a meal. Yet, Jesus said this arrangement was necessary. He and His 
disciples could have found lodging somewhere else. Jesus was interested 
in Zacchaeus’s need, not His own. He delayed His journey to Jerusalem to 
minister to Zacchaeus. Like the blind man, who was also a resident of Jericho 
(Luke 18:35-43), Zacchaeus needed something only Jesus could provide.

The word so in verse 6 indicates Zacchaeus’s actions were in response to 
Jesus’ words. He quickly came down. Zacchaeus wasted no time in getting 
to Jesus. He made no explanation to the crowd who must have been amazed 
at this transaction. He was not concerned with the reactions of people who 
watched him climb down from the tree; he focused on Jesus.

The phrase welcomed him joyfully could be taken two ways. The term 
welcomed conveys the idea of accepting and receiving someone. In this sense, 
it described Zacchaeus’s immediate reaction to Jesus as they met near the 
sycamore tree. Zacchaeus was not only happy with Jesus’ invitation; he 
was eager to receive Jesus personally. Another way to interpret the phrase 
could refer to the way Zacchaeus welcomed Jesus into his house. Both 
interpretations are true. The important aspect of this description is that 
Zacchaeus accepted Jesus because Jesus accepted him. He did so joyfully. 
Zacchaeus’s response continually expressed his happiness that Jesus 
wanted to spend time with him.  

Verse 7
The phrase all who saw it includes the crowd that had been following Jesus 
since He healed the blind man. They wanted to see what He would do next. 
They didn’t expect Jesus to reach out to a tax collector. They considered 
Zacchaeus to be a sinful man. His vocation was more than a business to 
them. He had been employed by the hated Romans to do a despicable job. 
He accumulated his wealth at the people’s expense. Jesus’ acceptance of 
Zacchaeus was not popular.

The people began to complain. The verb form describes an ongoing 
action. It can also be translated as “grumble” or “murmur.” They did not 
simply offer a mild objection but continued to criticize Jesus. When they 
heard that Jesus had gone to stay at Zacchaeus’s home, they protested 
even more. They reasoned that Jesus could not be a holy man of God if 
He associated with people like Zacchaeus. Jesus was not deterred by their 
disapproval. He was more interested in a man who needed salvation.

VERSES 5-6

5 When Jesus came to 
the place, he looked 
up and said to him, 
“Zacchaeus, hurry and 
come down because 
today it is necessary 
for me to stay at your 
house.” 6 So he quickly 
came down and 
welcomed him joyfully.

VERSE 7

7 All who saw it began to 
complain, “He’s gone to 
stay with a sinful man.”
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Jesus is available to all people regardless of their past. He loves each 
of us and wants us to be reconciled to the Father through Him. Far from 
avoiding sinful people, Jesus seeks them out. He invites us to receive Him 
and enjoy transformed lives. He desires to forgive our sin and to give us 
new lives in Him.

Why does Jesus make a point of befriending the friendless? How has Jesus 
demonstrated forgiveness and acceptance in your life?

REPENTANT (LUKE 19:8-10)

Verse 8
The conjunction but contrasts Zacchaeus’s reaction to the criticism of the 
people in the crowd. By this time, Zacchaeus and Jesus may have reached 
the house, followed by the crowd. He stood there before Jesus and the 
people but spoke to the Lord. He offered no defense to the judgment that 
he was a sinful man. He knew what they said was true. Instead, Zacchaeus 
demonstrated true repentance by offering to take specific actions. Years 
earlier by the Jordan River, John the Baptist demanded that people show 
evidence of repentance (Luke 3:8). Zacchaeus followed through with 
commitments worthy of a repentant heart.

The word look was not intended to draw attention to some good work 
that might earn merit toward favor with God. Rather, Zacchaeus introduced 
the importance of what he was about to say. It has also been rendered 
as “here and now,” indicating an immediate action. He declared he would 
give half of his possessions to the poor. He was a rich man, but donating 
half of his wealth was still a considerable sacrifice. He knew he enjoyed 
a privileged life. Recognizing and participating in God’s compassion 
toward the poor was one way Zacchaeus could show his seriousness about 
changing his life.

Second, Zacchaeus committed to paying back four times anything 
he had extorted from anyone. His use of the qualifier if could mean he 
was not confessing that he had actually stolen money from people. It also 
can suggest that he had been guilty of this crime in some instance but 
not in all. Parts of the Mosaic law only required that restitution involved 
returning the stolen property plus a twenty percent penalty (Lev. 6:5). 
In other texts, restitution of four or five times the original damage was 
assessed (Ex. 22:1). Zacchaeus offered to pay back four times anything he 
had taken through false means. This included the original amount plus a 
300 percent penalty. 

Most importantly, Zacchaeus referred to Jesus as Lord. This word 
was a term of respect. It acknowledges authority and ownership. By 
addressing Jesus as Lord, Zacchaeus was submitting himself to Jesus and 
acknowledging Him as his master. 

VERSE 8

8 But Zacchaeus stood 
there and said to the 
Lord, “Look, I’ll give half 
of my possessions to the 
poor, Lord. And if I have 
extorted anything from 
anyone, I’ll pay back four 
times as much.”
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Verses 9-10
Jesus’ declaration that salvation has come to this house must be taken in 
the theological context of the entire Bible as well as the immediate context. 
He was not saying that Zacchaeus’s good works earned his salvation. 
That interpretation would run contrary to countless Scriptures (Eph. 2:9; 
Titus 3:5). Too, Zacchaeus was not saved because he was a son of Abraham. 
John the Baptist warned the Jews against thinking they could lay claim 
to right standing before God because they were descendants of Abraham 
(Luke 3:8). Jesus used this phrase to indicate Zacchaeus demonstrated the 
same kind of faith as Abraham. Paul described people of faith as children of 
Abraham (Gal. 3:6-7). Jesus also used this kind of reference when He healed 
the woman who had been disabled for eighteen years (Luke 13:10-16). 

Another error we need to avoid is thinking that Zacchaeus’s confession 
resulted in salvation to others in this house. Jesus used the expression 
as He came to Zacchaeus’s home. The phrase this house simply refers to 
Zacchaeus. At the same time, Zacchaeus’s faith would have had a strong 
effect on his family and servants (household). Whenever people are saved, 
their testimony can influence others to trust Christ for salvation.

One important word to notice is the term today. One evidence that 
Zacchaeus’s salvation was not the result of works can be reflected by the 
fact that Jesus did not wait for him to actually do anything. Zacchaeus 
received salvation that very day. 

Jesus was not deterred by the protests of the crowd who objected to 
His acceptance of Zacchaeus. He knew His purpose. On several occasions, 
Jesus asserted He had not come to people who felt they had no need, but 
He was like a physician who attended the sick. He came not to minister to 
the self-righteous but to call sinners to repentance (Luke 5:31-32). 

The word for in verse 10 links Jesus’ statement about Zacchaeus’s 
salvation with His overall purpose. Again referring to Himself with the 
messianic title Son of Man, Jesus reiterated His mission. He had come to 
seek and to save the lost. Jesus had not happened upon Zacchaeus. He 
sought him out and called him down from the tree. Zacchaeus made no 
objection to Jesus’ characterization of his being lost. Zacchaeus was only 
grateful that Jesus did seek him and save him.

Salvation is available to all who come to Jesus in repentance and faith. 
Nothing we have done is so heinous that the blood of Christ cannot cleanse. 
On the other hand, none of us can say we have not sinned enough to need 
saving because each of our sins is so terrible that only the blood of Jesus is 
sufficient to justify God’s forgiveness.

How can we demonstrate genuine repentance? What impact has your 
repentance and faith had on other people around you?

VERSES 9-10

9 “Today salvation has 
come to this house,” 
Jesus told him, “because 
he too is a son of 
Abraham. 10 For the Son 
of Man has come to seek 
and to save the lost.”
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LEAD GROUP BIBLE STUDY

FOCUS ATTENTION
BEGIN: As the group arrives, direct them 
to share with a partner their responses to 
the following question: Name someone 
you want to meet. What is it about 
that person that draws you to them? 
(PSG, p. 55) When most of the group 
has arrived, share your response to the 
question. Invite volunteers to share their 
responses too. 

TRANSITION: Call attention to the first 
paragraph on page 55 of the Personal 
Study Guide (PSG), and invite a volunteer 
to read it aloud. Explain that in today’s 
study, we will examine the familiar story 
about a desperate man, despised by 
His community, who could not wait to 
meet Jesus. 

HIGHLIGHT: Note that while we stepped 
out of the sequence of the Book of Luke 
to focus on Easter, today we continue the 
chronology of Jesus’ ministry on earth. 
Call attention to Pack Item 10  
(Handout: Passages Unique to Luke), pointing 
out that today’s Scripture is Luke 19:1-10.  
Explain that these verses on Jesus’ 
visit with Zacchaeus are unique to the 
Gospel of Luke. 

EXPLORE THE TEXT
INTRODUCE: Distribute copies of Pack 
Item 7 (Handout: Luke Time Line) and  
refer to Pack Item 3 (Map: Jesus’ Travels). 
Note the timing and location where  
Jesus’ encounter with Zacchaeus took  
place (Jericho) as Jesus continues to draw 
closer to Jerusalem and the cross. Use  
the comments under Understand the 
Context (PSG, p. 56) and Verses 1-4  
(PSG, pp. 57–58) to briefly review why a  
tax collector like Zacchaeus would have 
been so despised by his community.

READ: Call for a volunteer to read 
aloud Luke 19:1-4, as the group listens 
for evidence of Zacchaeus’s desperation to 
see Jesus. 

DISCUSS: What brings people to a place 
where they become desperate in looking for 
fulfillment, peace, meaning? How do our 
longings drive us to seek God? (PSG, p. 58)

MINI-LECTURE: Present a brief summary 
of the comments in the last paragraph 
under Verses 1-4 (PSG, pp. 57–58). Stress 
that while we do not know why Zacchaeus 
was so desperate to see Jesus, it is easy 
to understand why people are always 
drawn to Jesus.

TRANSITION: Zacchaeus was desperate, 
and Jesus was available. Let’s look at the 
conversation that unfolded when they 
encountered each other.

READ: As you read aloud Luke 19:5-7, 
call for the group to listen for the urgency 
in Jesus’ response to Zacchaeus.

EXAMINE: Focus on verses 5-6. Note 
that Zacchaeus did not invite Jesus to his 
house; Jesus invited Himself. Ask: Why 
do you think Jesus said He must stay at 
Zacchaeus’s house? Explain that Jesus’ 
comment to Zacchaeus implies there 
was a divine necessity in Jesus going to 
Zacchaeus’s house.

DISCUSS: Note that this imagery of Jesus 
reaching out to Zacchaeus the tax collector 
is a pattern we see throughout the Gospels. 
Ask: How does the conversation between 
Jesus and Zacchaeus relate to Jesus’ 
mission? How did Jesus demonstrate 
that He came to provide salvation for all 
who trust Him in the way He approached 
Zacchaeus? (PSG, p. 59)
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HIGHLIGHT: Point out that Jesus welcomed 
all kinds of people, no matter how tattered 
their reputations might be.

ASK: How would you describe Zacchaeus’s 
response to Jesus? Stress that Zacchaeus 
responded with joy and haste—the best 
response to the invitation Jesus extends to 
every one of us.

MINI-LECTURE: Focus on verse 7. Present 
a brief summary of the comments 
under Verse 7 (PSG, p. 59) to explain the 
significance of Jesus going into Zacchaeus’s 
home to spend time with him. Call for the 
group to compare Zacchaeus’s response to 
Jesus (v. 6) with the crowd’s response to 
Jesus visiting his home. 

DISCUSS: What barriers and perceptions 
did Jesus face when talking to Zacchaeus? 
How might those same barriers and 
perceptions be faced by people today who 
are seeking Jesus? (PSG, p. 60) 

TRANSITION: Zacchaeus, a desperate man, 
joyfully accepted Jesus’ invitation to come to his 
house. But the crowd of people watching this 
began to grumble.

READ: Direct the group to read silently 
Luke 19:8-10, looking for evidence in 
words and actions that Zacchaeus was a 
transformed person.

CLARIFY: Call attention to the Key 
Doctrine (Salvation; PSG, p. 62). Emphasize 
that salvation involves the redemption of 
the whole person. Note that Zacchaeus 
did not just say words to indicate his 
repentance; he demonstrated repentance 
through his actions too. Stress that true 
repentance always involves a change in 
a person’s direction, meaning they stop 
their sinful behavior and move toward 
right actions.

REVIEW: Direct the group to review the 
information under Verse 8 (PSG, p. 61) 
that explains how Zacchaeus chose for 

himself the tougher legal penalty in the 
way that he repaid the people he had 
wronged. Ask: How does generosity 
to the poor demonstrate a heart that 
has been changed by God? What other 
actions might demonstrate repentance 
and faith in Jesus? (PSG, p. 61) Affirm 
that Zacchaeus’s actions did not save him; 
salvation came through faith in Jesus. But 
his salvation resulted in changed attitudes 
and actions.

DISCUSS: Focus on verses 9-10. Suggest 
that the group try to imagine how the 
people of the community must have 
felt upon hearing the news that Jesus 
said, “salvation has come to this house” 
(v. 9). Stress that Zacchaeus’s generous 
actions gave evidence of his transformed 
heart. Ask: How does the encounter with 
Zacchaeus demonstrate Jesus’ mission and 
purpose? How should this encounter shape 
how we approach others about Jesus? 
(PSG, p. 62)  

SUMMARIZE AND 
CHALLENGE
REVIEW: Call attention to the three 
statements under Apply the Text (PSG, 
p. 63). Lead the group to find specific 
verses in today’s passage that support each 
statement, and list the passage next to the 
statement.

RESPOND: Prior to the group time, choose 
one of the question sets under Apply the 
Text. Lead the group to respond to the 
selected questions. You may choose to 
lead them to respond silently, challenging 
them to revisit this section later in the 
day or week.

PRAY: Conclude the group time with 
prayer, thanking God for His willingness 
to transform the hearts of those 
who seek Him.
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OPTIONS
Use these options to supplement and enhance the group plans on the 
previous pages.

MUSIC

Lead the group to sing or listen to “Come, 
Ye Sinners, Poor and Needy,” by Joseph 
Hart. Review the words with the group. 
Lead the group to identify ways they see 
the lyrics describing the story of Zacchaeus.

OBJECT LESSON

Gather a photo or autograph of a favorite 
celebrity/athlete.

Introduce the First Thoughts paragraph 
(PSG, p. 55) by displaying a photo (or 
autograph) of a favorite celebrity or athlete. 
Mention why the person is famous, and 
note that likely we will never get to eat 
a meal with this person or visit in their 
home. Then read the paragraph in the PSG 
and discuss the question: Name someone 
you want to meet. What is it about that 
person that draws you to them?

WORD STUDY

Gather Bible concordances or dictionaries.

Call attention to the Bible Skill (PSG, p. 60)  
to gain a fuller understanding of the title 
“Lord” in today’s passage. Instruct the 
group to work in teams of two or three 
people to research other Scripture passages 
where the title “Lord” is used to refer to 
Jesus, using the Bible dictionaries provided 
or the concordance in their own Bibles.  
Call the group back together and discuss:  
In what different ways did Luke employ 
the use of the word Lord? What does 
Jesus’ lordship mean to you?

CASE STUDY

Prior to the group time, develop a case 
study that portrays a person who feels 
like their past disqualifies them from ever 
having a relationship with Jesus. (In their 
mind, they’re just “not good enough.”) 
Provide copies of the case study to the 
group and lead them to discuss how 
they might have a conversation with this 
person, if he or she were a friend, about the 
possibility of a relationship with God.

MINI-LECTURE

Pre-enlist a volunteer to research the 
phrase “son of Abraham” that Jesus 
used in verse 9, to help the group better 
understand that those who live by faith 
can be called sons of Abraham. Call for the 
volunteer to share their findings when that 
verse is read.

REFLECT

As you conclude today’s study, instruct 
the group to review Luke 19:1-10 silently 
Ask: As you read Luke 19:1-10, look for 
expressions of acceptance by Jesus. How 
does Jesus’ acceptance of sinners move 
us to respond to Him in repentance? 
Encourage them to jot down a response 
in the margin of the PSG. As time allows, 
note the quote on page 59 of the PSG: 
“Spending time with ‘outcasts’ could be 
one of our most powerful demonstrations 
of the gospel.” Call for volunteers to share 
any experiences they’ve had either being 
the outcast who was welcomed or showing 
value to someone who was an outcast. 
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7
Cornerstone
God offers salvation through faith in Jesus alone. 

LUKE 20:9-19
MEMORY VERSE: LUKE 20:17

S E S S I O N  7

STUDY Luke 20:9-10, paying attention to the 

consequences of rejecting the vineyard owner’s 

son. Use Explore the Text on pages 75–79 to 

gain insight into how Jesus used this parable as 

a warning to those who considered themselves 

to be religious but were rejecting God’s Son.

CREATE a teaching plan for your group using 

the ideas on pages 80–82. Focus on helping the 

group understand God provides salvation to us 

through faith in Jesus alone. Consider ways to 

use the Music Idea (p. 82) in the group time.

GATHER the following items:

   Extra Personal Study Guides (PSGs) 

Prepare to display:

   Pack Item 2 (Outline of Luke)

   Pack Item 6 (Key Verse: Luke 20:17)

Make copies of:

   Pack Item 9 (Handout: Parables of 
Jesus in Luke)

CONSULT the weekly Explore the Bible adult 

podcast to gain insights on the go about this 

week’s study on Ministry Grid, Apple Podcasts, 

Stitcher, Spotify, LifeWay’s Digital Pass, or  

at goExploreTheBible.com/adults-training.

REINFORCE the session by encouraging the 

group to pray for any group members who 

they notice have been absent. Encourage them 

to reach out to anyone who has been away 

by text or a call, letting them know they have 

been missed.
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FIRST THOUGHTS
Many of us have ignored a warning issued or a directive given and faced 
the consequences. Ignoring God’s warnings and His Son have far greater 
consequences. The central message of the Bible is that God offers salvation 
through faith in Jesus alone. Ignoring the gospel puts us in danger of facing 
judgment, but forgiveness is available for all who turn to Jesus.  

(In PSG, p . 64) Think about a time you ignored the wisdom of someone who 
was trying to help you. What factors contributed to your ignoring them?

UNDERSTAND THE CONTEXT
LUKE 20:1–21:38

Jesus’ confrontation with Jewish leaders did not begin with the cleansing of 
the temple, but that action certainly accelerated the conflict. Many people 
think Jesus’ actions against the moneychangers and animal merchants took 
place immediately upon His triumphant entry into Jerusalem. Luke and 
Matthew simply state that Jesus went into the temple complex and drove 
them out. Neither Gospel fixes a time to this encounter. 

Mark’s narrative relates that after Jesus’ entry into Jerusalem He went 
to the temple and looked around, observing the conditions at the end of the 
day. He returned to Bethany to spend the night. On the following morning, 
He returned, cleared the temple, and began teaching (Mark 11:11-17). 
Seeing the order of events helps us understand Jesus’ actions as being 
deliberate and not the result of an emotional impulse. 

A series of confrontations followed that pitted the religious leaders against 
Jesus. First, they questioned His authority. Jesus’ initial response put His 
inquisitors into a quandary regarding comparisons of His authority and that 
of John the Baptist. Jesus used parables to declare God’s impending judgment 
of people who misused their stewardship of the temple and the nation.

Second, Jesus overcame those who tried to trap Him into saying 
something about taxation that would place Him at odds either with the 
Romans or with the Jews. Jesus displayed quiet wisdom by turning the 
tables and defusing the situation.

Third, Jesus reversed an objection by the Sadducees regarding the 
resurrection. He taught about the nature of the Messiah. Each of these 
encounters furthered His claim to the rights of the Messiah. With that 
authority, He publicly condemned each group. He contrasted the hypocrisy 
of the scribes with the simple faith of a widow who gave all she had in 
true worship.

KEY DOCTRINE

Man
As soon as they are capable of 
moral action, humans become 
transgressors and are under 
condemnation (Rom. 3:23).

BIBLE SKILL

Review other passages containing 
the same quote.

Review Acts 4:11; Romans 9:23; 
Ephesians 2:20-22; and 1 Peter 
2:4-8. How did these writers apply 
Psalm 118:22? How did they build 
off the ideas found in Luke 20? 
What insights do you gain about 
Jesus being the cornerstone? 
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Finally, Jesus described the end of the world and His second coming. 
The temple would be destroyed, Jerusalem would be conquered, nations 
would rise against Israel, and wars would take place. Many people will be 
deceived by false messiahs and by tumultuous conditions. At just the right 
time, the Son of Man will come in power and glory. Consequently, believers 
should be watchful and prepared at any moment for His return.

EXPLORE THE TEXT
THE SERVANTS (LUKE 20:9-12)

Verse 9
Jesus’ parable offered a strong response to the challenges brought against 
His authority. Jealous Jewish leaders resented His popularity as well as His 
recent activity in eliminating unscrupulous merchants from the temple 
complex. Jesus wanted to do more than merely defend His authority. The 
chief priests, scribes, and elders were part of a long-standing problem 
in Israel. Instead of leading the people to serve God with sincerity and 
faithfulness, these leaders abused their positions to gain personal power, 
prestige, privilege, and prosperity. With this parable, Jesus charged them 
with malfeasance and misuse of God’s stewardship.

When the Jewish leaders could not answer Jesus’ response, He turned 
His attention to the persons in the temple complex who had been listening 
to His instruction (Luke 20:1). They were the people to whom Jesus 
began to tell the •parable. Jesus often taught the people using these short 
stories that contained rich spiritual truth. Some parables were couched in 
mysterious terms that were difficult to understand. In this instance, the 
application became obvious to the general public and the religious leaders 
who were listening. 

Jesus’ story involved a man who planted a vineyard. He had the rights 
to the land as well as to the plants and their fruit. The vineyard owner 
leased the vineyard to some tenant farmers to whom He gave stewardship 
over the vineyard. The man represented God and the vineyard symbolized 
Israel. This picture is reminiscent of Isaiah’s prophecy in which God appears 
as the vinedresser who diligently works the vineyard, but it only produces 
wild grapes (Isa. 5:1-7). In this parable, however, the conflict was not 
between God and the vineyard (Israel) but between God and the leaders 
who were responsible for caring for His people.

The owner of the vineyard went away for a long time. Most scholars 
understand this reference to mean the Old Testament era. We must be 
careful not to take the analogy too far. God is not an absentee landlord. He 
loves His people and remains deeply involved in their welfare. Jesus’ point 
was that the religious leaders of Israel were like the tenant farmers in that 
they had been given stewardship over God’s people. 

VERSE 9

9 Now he began to tell 
the people this parable: 
“A man planted a 
vineyard, leased it to 
tenant farmers, and went 
away for a long time.
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Verses 10-12
The owner of the vineyard does not appear to have interacted with the 
farmers between his departure and the harvest. He trusted them to care 
for the vineyard. He also had the right to expect they would return to him 
some of the fruit from the vineyard. He did not see any need to send more 
than a servant to collect what was due. 

The servants in the parable represent the prophets whom God sent to 
call Israel to repentance. As a representative of the landowner, the servant 
had the power to collect what was owed. Whatever he said to the tenant 
farmers possessed the same authority as if the landowner were speaking. 
He did not appear to request an exorbitant amount but only what rightfully 
belonged to the landowner.

Instead of responding reasonably and lawfully, the farmers beat the 
servant and sent him away empty-handed. Their ill-treatment of the 
servant revealed their disrespect for the landowner. Like Israel’s response to 
the prophets, the farmers did not believe the landowner would do anything 
to them. They usurped a privilege and position that was not theirs.

The parable illustrates God’s patience as the landowner sent yet another 
servant. He could have sent armed guards and forced the tenant farmers to 
comply. God’s long-suffering can be seen throughout the Old Testament as 
prophets were repeatedly sent to seek Israel’s repentance. However, like the ill 
treatment of God’s prophets, the tenant farmers beat the second servant as 
they had the first one. In addition, they treated him shamefully. This phrase 
implies actions that were shameful in themselves but also that caused the 
servant to be ashamed. This recalls the way Hanun, the Ammonite king, 
treated King David’s emissaries by shaving half their beards and cutting 
their clothes at the hips, sending them away in shame (2 Sam. 10:4). The 
landowner’s servant left empty-handed. He not only bore the embarrassment 
of not fulfilling his task but suffered ridicule by the farmers.

The people who heard this parable likely expected the landowner 
to respond with harsher measures. Instead, Jesus simply said, he sent 
yet a third. God’s patience with rebellious people goes beyond human 
comprehension. Any earthly king would have sent an overwhelming force 
to punish the rebels. Instead, God is portrayed as continuing His mission 
of mercy. At this point, the landowner was not simply seeking his portion 
of the harvest, but he wanted the farmers to turn from their defiance and 
acknowledge his rightful authority.

Instead, the farmers wounded this one too and threw him out. The 
inclusion of the term too indicates that the maltreatment of the previous 
servants resulted in physical injuries. Jesus had mourned over Jerusalem 
because Israel killed the prophets and stoned those who were sent by God 
to seek their repentance (Luke 13:34). 

Mistreating God’s servants points to contempt for God. How have we 
responded to teachers, preachers, parents, and others that God has put 
into our lives? Have we demonstrated respect for God by hearing His Word 
through these heralds or have we merely gone about our way, doing what 
we want to do?

VERSES 10-12

10 At harvest time he 
sent a servant to the 
farmers so that they 
might give him some 
fruit from the vineyard. 
But the farmers beat 
him and sent him 
away empty-handed. 
11 He sent yet another 
servant, but they beat 
that one too, treated him 
shamefully, and sent 
him away empty-handed. 
12 And he sent yet a 
third, but they wounded 
this one too and threw 
him out.
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What are some ways people mistreat God’s ambassadors? In what ways 
should we accept our roles as God’s servants in taking His word to our world?

THE SON (LUKE 20:13-16a)

Verses 13-16a
The owner of the vineyard pondered how to respond to the continuing 
disrespect by his stewards. He asked himself, What should I do? Rhetorical 
questions are not intended to be answered but to elicit thoughtful 
consideration. He still expected the farmers to do what was right. 
His goodness stands in stark contrast to their wickedness. God is like 
that (2 Pet. 3:9).

The owner decided to send his beloved son. The word beloved translates 
a term that not only means “dearly loved” but also implies uniqueness. This 
young man was the owner’s only son. The parallel to Jesus is obvious (John 
1:14; 3:16). When the time was right, God sent His one and only Son to 
provide salvation (Gal. 4:4-5).

One singular difference separates the parable from God’s purpose 
in sending Jesus. The owner in the parable thought the stewards of the 
vineyard might respect the son. If he sent his son, the stewards may 
respond differently. In contrast, God sent His Son knowing Jesus would be 
rejected and crucified. In fact, that is exactly why the Father sent the Son. 
Jesus came not simply to be a representative of God among human beings. 
His purpose was to die on the cross in order to atone for human sin and to 
make forgiveness and salvation possible (Rom. 3:25).

The tenant farmers’ conspiracy may have begun when they saw the son 
approaching the vineyard, or they may have discussed it among themselves 
after he arrived. The simple pronoun it applies to the owner’s continued 
demand for his share of the harvest and also what the farmers considered 
to be an opportunity presented by the presence of the heir. 

Their evil intent reached its zenith as they determined to kill him. 
Greed drove their murderous purpose. They thought they could claim the 
inheritance if the son were dead. 

Acting on their wicked intent, the tenant farmers threw him out of 
the vineyard and killed him. They didn’t simply reject his father’s demands 
but took the son’s life. Nothing could justify their malevolent actions. Not 
considering how the father would respond to the death of his son, the 
stewards consummated their conspiracy. 

Jesus stepped outside the parable to ask His listeners a rhetorical 
question: What will the owner of the vineyard do to them? He did not 
intend for them to answer, since He provided the obvious response in the 
following verse. 

The father’s reaction to hearing about his son’s murder was threefold. 
First, he will come. No longer would the owner depend on surrogates to 

VERSES 13-16a

13 “Then the owner of 
the vineyard said, ‘What 
should I do? I will send 
my beloved son. Perhaps 
they will respect him.’ 
14 “But when the tenant 
farmers saw him, they 
discussed it among 
themselves and said, 
‘This is the heir. Let’s 
kill him, so that the 
inheritance will be ours.’ 
15 So they threw him 
out of the vineyard and 
killed him. “What then 
will the owner of the 
vineyard do to them? 
16a He will come and kill 
those farmers and give 
the vineyard to others.”
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deliver his message. He would take personal action. Second, he would kill 
those farmers. The grieving father would execute judgment on the ones 
who killed his son. Third, the owner would give the vineyard to others. It 
doesn’t matter whether the word give means entrusting the stewardship 
of his property or actually transferring ownership. The point is that the 
owner takes the vineyard from the original stewards and places it in the 
hands of others who are worthy.

We need to keep in mind that this story is a parable. Readers should 
not try to apply the same level of analysis as if these were real people. Jesus 
was using the parable to make a point regarding three truths. First, the 
tenant farmers represented the extent to which human beings had become 
corrupt. Second, the owner’s actions showed how much God cares for 
people by sending Jesus to die on the cross for us. Third, the owner’s wrath 
toward the farmers warns us of God’s judgment against anyone who rejects 
Jesus and His sacrifice.

Believers demonstrate respect for the Father through expressing faith 
in Jesus. Through God’s incomprehensible love for us, He sent Christ to die 
in our place and then raised Jesus from the grave. God’s sacrifice was not 
merely proof of His love, but it was necessary to provide the means for our 
salvation. If we reject such a great salvation, we bear the results of our sin, 
which is death. But if we repent of sin and believe in Christ, we can receive 
God’s wonderful gift of eternal life (Rom. 6:23).

What did the sending of the son reveal about the character of the father? 
What does this parable teach about our response to the Father? 

THE STONE (LUKE 20:16b-19)

Verses 16b-19
Sometimes the little words make all the difference in understanding Scripture. 
In this case, the pronoun they can be taken two ways, each of which affects 
the interpretation of what follows. Two groups of people listened to Jesus’ 
parable. The phrase when they heard this could apply to the larger group of 
listeners or it could mean the Jewish leaders who confronted Jesus. If the 
response came from Jesus’ supporters, then the response “That must never 
happen” would likely refer to the murder of the son. If the speakers were the 
chief priests, scribes, and elders, then they would be alarmed at the idea of 
their condemnation and the vineyard (kingdom) being given to others.

The parable had specific and general applications. God would hold the 
Jewish leaders responsible for their rejection of Him and His Son. On 
a larger scale, every person who does not accept God’s lordship and the 
sacrifice of His Son will fall under judgment.

Jesus’ response gives us a hint at the answer to the speakers’ identities. 
He looked at them and said …. Verse 9 indicates Jesus had been talking to 
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the people who came to hear Him teach. Therefore, most likely they are the 
ones who responded. Jesus’ following statement was in contrast to their 
horrified objection. He wanted them to think about the meaning of the 
Scripture that He quoted from Psalm 118:22: The stone that the builders 
rejected has become the cornerstone. 

Applying this passage to the parable, the son of the story represented 
the stone that had been rejected by the people who were entrusted with 
building. More specifically, both the son and the stone referred to Jesus 
Himself. He would be rejected and killed; yet, He was the cornerstone, the 
most important part of the building which held everything else together.

Jesus declared that everyone who falls on that stone will be broken 
to pieces. This statement recalls Isaiah 8:14-15, which describes the 
Messiah as a stumbling stone on which many shall fall and be broken. The 
second line could be viewed as an example of Hebrew parallelism: But on 
whomsoever it falls, it will shatter him. By repeating the first line with 
different language, the second statement strengthens the meaning. The 
overall connotation emphasizes God’s judgment of people who reject Him 
and His Anointed One.

Although Jesus apparently spoke to the people who had been listening 
to His teaching, the scribes and the chief priests understood that Jesus 
had directed this parable against them. Consequently, they looked for 
a way to get their hands on him. They determined to destroy Him. The 
phrase that very hour could mean they wanted to seize Him immediately. 
It also could indicate that from that hour they looked for ways to arrest 
Him. However, they did not dare move against Him in that setting 
because they feared the people. 

Failing to accept Jesus brings judgment. God did not send His Son to 
bring condemnation but salvation. Humanity without Christ is already 
condemned (John 3:17-18). God wants people to be saved. We can be saved 
if we repent of sin and place our faith in Jesus as God’s Son who died for us 
and rose again. On the other hand, anyone who refuses Christ also rejects 
the Father who sacrificed His Son. Such people remain under condemnation 
and will experience God’s judgment.

Why did the “builders” reject the cornerstone (Jesus)? How can we 
demonstrate that Jesus is our cornerstone?

VERSES 16b-19

16b But when they heard 
this they said, “That 
must never happen!” 
17 But he looked at them 
and said, “Then what 
is the meaning of this 
Scripture: The stone that 
the builders rejected has 
become the cornerstone? 
18 Everyone who falls 
on that stone will be 
broken to pieces, but on 
whomever it falls, it will 
shatter him.” 19 Then 
the scribes and the 
chief priests looked for 
a way to get their hands 
on him that very hour, 
because they knew he 
had told this parable 
against them, but they 
feared the people.
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LEAD GROUP BIBLE STUDY

FOCUS ATTENTION
BEGIN: Write this sentence on a board:  
I ignored a warning and it ended badly  
when … As the group arrives, invite 
volunteers to share aloud a completion 
to the statement. (This is not intended to 
embarrass anyone; encourage light-hearted 
responses.) When most of the group has 
arrived, call for a volunteer to read aloud 
the first paragraph on page 64 of the 
Personal Study Guide (PSG). Ask: Think 
about a time you ignored the wisdom  
of someone who was trying to help you.  
What factors contributed to your ignoring 
them? (PSG, p. 64)

TRANSITION: Lead the group to locate the 
Outline of Luke on page 9 of the Personal 
Study Guide and point to Pack Item 2 
(Outline of Luke) that is displayed on the 
wall. Explain that today’s study helps us 
see that salvation comes through faith in 
Jesus alone.

EXPLORE THE TEXT
INTRODUCE: Use Pack Item 9 (Handout: 
Parables of Jesus in Luke) and Understand 
the Context (PSG, p. 65) to introduce 
today’s parable. Note that Jesus taught this 
parable in the middle of a confrontation 
with the religious leaders who questioned 
His authority, occurring just days before 
His trial and crucifixion.

READ: As you read aloud Luke 20:9-12, 
encourage the group to think about who 
the characters in the parable represent.

CLARIFY: Use comments under Verse 9 
(PSG, p. 66) to explain who the people in 
the parable represented. Emphasize that 
Jesus laid out the history of redemption in 
this parable and showed His audience how 

the religious leaders had failed in their duty 
to care for the people of God. 

DISPLAY: On a board, write: Mistreating 
God’s servants points to disrespect for God (the 
first summary statement under Apply the 
Text on p. 72). 

DISCUSS: What are the dangers of ignoring 
God’s Word and the messengers sent to 
deliver that Word? How does the treatment 
of God’s messengers reveal the true nature 
of a person’s heart? (PSG, p. 67) 

HIGHLIGHT: Stress that God had sent 
prophets throughout Israel’s history, calling 
the people to hear and obey His word. Yet 
the people rejected the prophets and turned 
their hearts away from God.

TRANSITION: By rejecting the prophets God 
sent, the people of Israel had rejected God.

READ: Direct the group to silently 
read Luke 20:13-16a, looking for what 
happened when the vineyard owner sent 
his “beloved son” (v. 13).

GUIDE: Note that in the same way 
the listeners understood the vineyard 
represented Israel and the tenant farmers, 
they understood that Jesus was referring to 
Himself as the vineyard owner’s son. 

DISPLAY: On a board, write: Believers 
demonstrate respect for the Father through 
expressing faith in Jesus (the second 
summary statement under Apply the Text 
on p. 72 of the PSG). 

DISCUSS: Reread verse 13 and ask: How 
was the son an extension of the father in 
this parable? How does Jesus represent 
the Father in our world? (PSG, p. 68) 
Remind the group that God knew His Son 
would be rejected and killed even before He 
sent Jesus.
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CLARIFY: Use the comments under Verses 
14-16a (PSG, pp. 68–69) to explain how 
in the context of the ancient world, the 
tenants in the story killed the son for 
selfish reasons, refusing to recognize his 
authority. Remind the group that Jesus told 
this parable about the vineyard owner’s son 
who was rejected and killed as He neared 
the cross to be rejected and killed. 

DISCUSS: For what common reasons 
might a person refuse to recognize Jesus’ 
authority as the Son? (PSG, p. 69)

READ: Call for a volunteer to read aloud 
Luke 20:16b-19, while the group listens 
for how the crowd protested the idea of the 
vineyard being given to others.

HIGHLIGHT: Explain that verse 17 is the 
memory verse for this week. Call attention 
to Pack Item 6 (Key Verse: Luke 20:17) and 
remind the group that Jesus was quoting 
Psalm 118:22 to talk about Himself as the 
cornerstone. 

CLARIFY: Use the comments under Verses 
16b-18 on pages 69–70 to explain the 
statements Jesus made in verse 18.  
Emphasize that Jesus was describing 
God’s judgment that awaits those who 
reject His Son.

DISPLAY: On a board, write: Failing to accept 
Jesus brings judgment (the third summary 
statement under Apply the Text on p. 72). 
Emphasize that the crowd listening to 
Jesus that day understood that the parable 
was directed toward them. 

DISCUSS: How is Jesus both the 
foundation for forgiveness and a source  
of judgment at the same time? (PSG, p. 70) 

SUMMARIZE AND 
CHALLENGE
REVIEW: Call attention to the session 
summary statement under the title for this 
session (PSG, p. 64): God offers salvation 
through faith in Jesus alone. Lead the group 
to identify how the three summary 
statements written on the board relate to 
the summary statement for the session. 
Encourage the group to modify or add to 
the statements.

RESPOND: Prior to the group time, select 
one of the question sets under Apply 
the Text (PSG, p. 72). Lead the group to 
respond to the selected questions. You may 
choose to lead them to respond silently, 
encouraging them to revisit this section 
later in the day.

PRAY: Conclude the group time with 
prayer, thanking God for the marvelous 
gift of salvation He provides through Jesus. 
Ask God to help the group be faithful in 
sharing that good news of salvation.
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OPTIONS
Use these options to supplement and enhance the group plans on the 
previous pages.

MUSIC

Lead the group to sing or listen to “In 
Christ Alone,” by Keith Getty and Stuart 
Townend. Note how the lyrics refer to 
Christ as “This Cornerstone.” Lead the 
group to discuss what it means in daily 
living for believers to have Christ as their 
cornerstone. Refer to Pack Item 6 (Key 
Verse: Luke 20:17) to support the discussion.

REFLECT

To supplement discussion of Luke 20:13, 
call for volunteers to read aloud John 
1:14; 3:16; and Galatians 4:4-5. Lead the 
group to discuss how these verses show 
that Jesus was talking about Himself as 
the vineyard owner’s son in this parable. 
Encourage the group to jot down a sentence 
prayer of thanks to God for sending His 
beloved Son for our salvation.

ILLUSTRATE

Gather art supplies.

Provide art supplies to the group and direct 
attention to the Key Doctrine (Man; PSG, 
p. 70). Call for a volunteer to read Romans 
3:23 aloud. Instruct the group to illustrate 
the main idea of Romans 3:23—that we 
have all fallen short of God’s glory—in a 
sketch. Allow a few minutes for the group 
to sketch and then call for volunteers to 
share their illustrations.

PRESENTATION

Pre-enlist a volunteer to research and be 
prepared to describe what a cornerstone is 
in relation to architecture. Call attention 
to Luke 20:17 where Jesus referred to 
Himself as “the cornerstone.” Note that 
Jesus was quoting Old Testament Scripture 
in calling Himself the cornerstone. Call for 
a volunteer to read aloud Isaiah 8:14-15 
that describes the Messiah as a stumbling 
stone where people might fall and be 
broken. For further clarification, read the 
quote from page 70 of the PSG: Jesus is 
the cornerstone for those who accept Him but 
the millstone for those who reject Him. Point 
out that this refers to how God will judge 
those who reject God and His Son, Jesus. 
Emphasize that judgment awaits only those 
who choose to reject His Son; salvation is 
available for all who come to faith in Jesus. 

RESEARCH

Lead the group to complete the Bible Skill 
(PSG, p. 71). Assign volunteers the passages 
listed, directing them to read their passage 
aloud to the group. Discuss: How did these 
writers apply Psalm 118:22? How did they 
build off the ideas found in Luke 20? What 
insights do you gain about Jesus being the 
cornerstone? 
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8
Remembered
Jesus’ costly sacrifice should be remembered by believers.

LUKE 22:7-20 
MEMORY VERSE: LUKE 22:19

S E S S I O N  8

STUDY Luke 22:7-20, noting Jesus’ instructions 

for the Passover meal. Reflect on how Jesus’ 

specific instructions and Luke’s details aid in 

remembering the event. Use Explore the Text 

on pages 85–89 to gain insight into the timing  

of the meal in relationship to Jesus’ life. 

CREATE a teaching plan for your group using 

the ideas on pages 90–92. Focus on helping 

the group identify how the Lord’s Supper can 

help them remember Jesus’ death, burial, and 

resurrection. Look for ways of using the Key 

Doctrine (Baptism and Lord’s Supper) on  

page 80 of the PSG to help the group understand 

the significance of the Lord’s Supper.

GATHER the following items: 

   Personal Study Guides (PSGs) for each 
group member

Prepare to display:

   Pack Item 1 (Map: Jerusalem in Jesus’ Day) 

Make copies of:

   Pack Item 8 (Handout: Memory 
Verses Bookmark)

   Pack Item 10 (Passages Unique to Luke)

   Pack Item 11 (Handout: The Observance 
of Passover)

CONSULT the Explore the Bible website for 

ways of using a current news event to start and 

conclude the session (goExploreTheBible.com/ 

LeaderExtras).

REINFORCE the session by reflecting on God’s 

grace. Send an email to your group that shares 

your thoughts about God’s grace.
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FIRST THOUGHTS
The command to remember is one of the most often instructed in the Bible. 
Most of the time, the command to remember is followed with a reminder 
of God’s work in the lives of His people. It’s like saying: Remember where 
you’ve come from; remember your story. When we forget our history, we 
cannot fully understand our present or our role in it. To forget our story 
is to forget why we’re here. This makes Jesus’ command to partake in the 
Lord’s Supper in remembrance of Him all the more important. 

(In PSG, p . 73) Share about a time you forgot an important event or anniversary. 
What did you do afterward to make sure you didn’t forget that date again? 

UNDERSTAND THE CONTEXT
LUKE 22:1-28

The Feast of Unleavened Bread, which included the Passover meal, recalled 
Israel’s exodus from Egypt. God directed the people to prepare unleavened 
bread and sacrifice a lamb as they prepared to escape bondage. Each family 
sacrificed a lamb and put its blood on the doorposts. Israel would remember 
God’s redeeming work by observing the Passover, which included eating 
the sacrificial lamb and using only unleavened bread with their meals for 
the seven days of the feast (Ex. 12:14-28). 

Jesus gave His disciples specific instructions about how to prepare for 
this particular Passover, since it would be the last one He would celebrate 
with them. He understood from the beginning that His death would be the 
ultimate fulfillment of the Passover. He was the Lamb of God destined to 
take away the world’s sins (John 1:29,36).

Jesus had forewarned His disciples about His impending death and 
resurrection. At the Passover table, He spoke about His betrayer who was 
present during the meal. Judas already had made arrangements with 
the Jewish leaders to hand Jesus over to them. Yet, the disciples were so 
self-absorbed that they began to argue about which of them would be the 
greatest in Jesus’ kingdom.

Retiring to the garden on the Mount of Olives, Jesus told the disciples 
to wait and watch while He went further and prayed. The intensity of His 
prayer reflected the incredible strain He experienced as He anticipated the 
cross. He was not only thinking of the horrific physical trauma that awaited 
Him, but this One who had never sinned was about to take on Himself the 
sin of the world (2 Cor. 5:21). Nevertheless, He embraced the Father’s plan 
for the sake of obtaining our redemption.

KEY DOCTRINE

Baptism and the 
Lord’s Supper
The Lord’s Supper is a symbolic 
act of obedience whereby 
members of the church, through 
partaking of the bread and the 
fruit of the vine, memorialize 
the death of the Redeemer and 
anticipate His second coming 
(1 Cor. 11:23-29).

BIBLE SKILL

Use multiple Scripture passages to 
understand a major doctrine.

Read Exodus 24:8 and Leviticus 
17:11-14. What do these passages 
tell you about the importance of 
blood in God’s covenant? What 
does Hebrews 7:22 reveal about 
Jesus’ role in the new covenant? 
Consider Hebrews 9:11-18 and 
Hebrews 13:20. Why was Jesus’ 
shed blood necessary to initiate 
the new covenant?
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EXPLORE THE TEXT
PREPARED (LUKE 22:7-13)

Verse 7
While the Feast of Unleavened Bread (v. 1) lasted seven days, the Day of 
Unleavened Bread was a day of preparation. It took place on the fourteenth 
day of the Jewish month of Nissan, which corresponds to late March or 
early April in our modern calendar (Ex. 12:6). Not only was the bread baked 
without leaven (yeast), each Jewish family removed all leaven from their 
homes (Ex. 12:15). In modern celebrations, parents make it a hide-and-seek 
game by secreting a small container of yeast in the house for the children 
to find and take out of the home. In the original Passover, the primary 
reason given for making bread without leaven was the haste necessary for 
the Jewish families to prepare to escape Egypt. Leaven also symbolizes 
impurity and sin. Jesus had warned His disciples against the leaven of the 
Pharisees (Luke 12:1).

Also on this day, the Passover lamb had to be sacrificed. It was chosen 
four days earlier and kept for this occasion (Ex. 12:3,6). In the Exodus, the 
blood of the sacrificial lamb was a covering for sin as the angel of the Lord 
passed over each house with the blood on its doorposts (Ex. 12:3-7). Those 
homes without the blood suffered the death of each family’s firstborn 
(Ex. 12:13).

God commanded the Hebrews to make this observance an annual 
occasion to remind each generation how He had redeemed them from 
oppression. Although they did not understand it at the time, the Passover 
foretold the Lamb of God who would be slain for our salvation. Centuries 
later, Paul urged the Corinthian believers to purge themselves from the old 
leaven (sin) since Christ our Passover lamb had been sacrificed (1 Cor. 5:6-8).

Verses 8-9
The Passover meal required specific preparations. Not only the unleavened 
bread and the roast lamb, but other elements of the Passover had to be 
readied. Various types of other dishes must be purchased and prepared. 
The Passover lamb usually was slaughtered at twilight on the fourteenth 
day of the month (Ex. 12:6; Deut. 16:6). 

Jesus sent Peter and John. His choice of these two is interesting. On 
occasion, He involved Peter, James, and John in special service. The trio 
accompanied Him on the Mount of Transfiguration (Matt. 17:1-2). For this 
purpose, only Peter and John were needed. He instructed them to make 
preparations for them to eat the Passover.  

Since they were visitors to Jerusalem, the disciples naturally wondered 
about where Jesus wanted them to prepare it. The Passover was usually 
celebrated in a home, sometimes involving an extended family or several 
small families. Nothing in the Gospel narrative suggests Jesus and the 
disciples had made close enough connections in Jerusalem to insinuate 
them into a family celebration.

VERSE 7

7 Then the Day of 
Unleavened Bread came 
when the Passover lamb 
had to be sacrificed.

VERSES 8-9

8 Jesus sent Peter and 
John, saying, “Go and 
make preparations for 
us to eat the Passover.” 
9 “Where do you want 
us to prepare it?” they 
asked him.
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Verses 10-13
Since Jesus said when you’ve entered the city, this conversation likely took 
place on the Mount of Olives. During the week following His triumphant 
entry into Jerusalem, Jesus taught in the temple during the day and then 
spent the night on the mount east of the city. This habit also made it easy 
for Judas to know where he could betray Jesus to the Jewish authorities.

Jesus identified a man carrying a water jug. This statement is unusual 
in several ways. First, men generally did not carry water jugs. This task was 
usually performed by the women. This particular person may have been 
a servant. His task caused him to stand out from other men in the city. 
Second, the man would meet them. The wording suggests this encounter 
was not accidental. Jesus knew the location for the Passover and arranged 
for this man to meet the disciples near the eastern gate of the city. Third, 
they were to follow him into the house he enters. Jesus did not just say to 
follow the man to the house but to enter the house. 

Jesus differentiated between the man carrying the jug and the owner 
of the house. Obviously, upon entering the dwelling, they would meet the 
homeowner. They were to identify themselves and their need by referring 
to Jesus as the Teacher. This term was not the word for rabbi but referred 
to someone who taught. By using the title the Teacher, the man would 
understand they were speaking about Jesus. Unlike Jesus’ instructions 
regarding the procurement of the donkey prior to the triumphant entry, 
He did not use the phrase “the Lord has need of it.” Perhaps the difference 
between the teacher and the Lord involved the homeowner’s relationship 
to Jesus. 

The disciples’ approach to the homeowner had other unique aspects. 
First, they were not to inquire for themselves, but were to speak on Jesus’ 
behalf: the Teacher asks you. Second, they were to ask where is the guest 
room. This reference to the guest room again implies Jesus’ knowledge of 
this particular house. Third, they were to identify the intended use of the 
accommodation as the place where Jesus can eat the Passover with the 
disciples. The home must have been fairly large since the family of the 
homeowner would be celebrating the Passover in the main room and the 
thirteen guests would use the spare room.

Jesus described a large furnished room upstairs. This specific 
information again suggests Jesus was familiar with this family and this 
home. Scholars disagree about whether this house may have been the same 
as the place where the disciples gathered after Jesus’ crucifixion (John 
20:19) or where they were staying after the Ascension (Acts 1:13). If it 
were, it might also be identified with the upper room where the disciples 
experienced Pentecost (Acts 2:1). 

Neither Peter nor John asked Jesus for explanations. They may have 
been curious about who owned the home and how Jesus knew about it, but 
they simply obeyed—they went. When they entered the city, they found 
it just as he had told them. After following Jesus for over three years, they 
learned to do exactly as He said. In this house, they prepared the Passover. 
No elaboration of details was needed. They carried out Jesus’ directions so 
everything was ready when He and the other disciples arrived.

VERSES 10-13

10 “Listen,” he said to 
them, “when you’ve 
entered the city, a man 
carrying a water jug will 
meet you. Follow him 
into the house he enters. 
11 Tell the owner of the 
house, ‘The Teacher asks 
you, “Where is the guest 
room where I can eat 
the Passover with my 
disciples?”’ 12 Then he 
will show you a large, 
furnished room upstairs. 
Make the preparations 
there.” 13 So they went 
and found it just as he 
had told them, and they 
prepared the Passover.
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Believers must obediently prepare when remembering Jesus’ death, 
burial, and resurrection. Following the Passover meal, Jesus instituted 
what we call the Lord’s Supper. Before we partake of this remembrance, we 
should examine ourselves and prepare our hearts lest we take the supper in 
an unworthy manner (1 Cor. 11:28).

How does an explanation of the Passover help us understand the Lord’s 
Supper? In what ways do you prepare yourself to participate in this special 
remembrance?

LOOKING FORWARD (LUKE 22:14-18)

Verses 14-16
After the preparations had been completed, Jesus reclined at the table. 
The phrase when the hour came simply referred to the appointed time of 
the Passover meal. During meals, people generally did not sit in chairs as 
depicted in various portrayals of the supper. Instead, they reclined on low 
couches or cushions’ arranged around the table. Participants leaned on one 
side while taking their food with the other hand. 

Use of the term apostles identified the people who were reclining with 
him at the table. This meal did not include the larger group of disciples who 
accompanied Jesus to Jerusalem. This Passover feast was limited to the 
Twelve and Jesus. 

Jesus’ statement to the apostles included several important aspects 
related to His knowledge of what was about to happen in the days ahead. 
First, He fervently desired to eat this Passover with them. It was not that 
He was eager to go to the cross. His prayers later in the garden show His 
determination to fulfill the Father’s plan despite the anguish it would involve.  

Second, the reason for Jesus’ emotions regarding this particular Passover 
can be found in the statement before I suffer. The phrase with you emphasized 
Jesus’ desire to share this ceremony with the ones who had been with Him 
from the beginning and who would take His mission to the world. He was 
about to suffer. The cross was just hours away. Before that hour, He wanted to 
spend this time with those closest to Him. Too, He would introduce them to 
the true meaning of the Passover and show them its fulfillment. 

A third reason for Jesus’ anticipation of this Passover was its finality. 
The phrase for I tell you emphasizes the importance of what He was 
saying. He would not eat it again until it is fulfilled in the kingdom of 
God. Some scholars believe this statement may refer to a future Passover 
during the Messianic age. However, the specific syntax focuses on the 
fulfillment of the Passover, not in the eating of the meal. The Passover 
represented Jesus’ sacrifice on behalf of the world. Through His blood, 
God’s judgment passes over anyone who has repented of sin and trusted 
in Christ for salvation. 

VERSES 14-16

14 When the hour came, 
he reclined at the table, 
and the apostles with 
him. 15 Then he said to 
them, “I have fervently 
desired to eat this 
Passover with you before 
I suffer. 16 For I tell you, I 
will not eat it again 
until it is fulfilled in the 
kingdom of God.”
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While the phrase kingdom of God can refer to the end of time or to 
the messianic era, it can also mean the reign of Jesus that results from 
His victory over sin and death. In this sense, Jesus was anticipating the 
fulfillment of the Passover through His crucifixion and resurrection. 

Verses 17-18
The term then does not mean Jesus’ giving of the cup took place immediately 
following His opening remarks. Other aspects of the event took place 
during the meal, including Jesus’ washing the disciples’ feet and making 
reference to the one who would betray Him (John 13:3-30).

Toward the end of the meal, Jesus took a cup. This cup was one of the 
series of four cups taken during the Passover meal. The apostles were to 
share this common cup among themselves. This detail does not mandate 
that churches should use a single cup for the entire church. Jesus handed 
the cup to the apostles after giving thanks. He knew the significance of 
what each element represented and, yet, thanked God for it.

We don’t know whether Jesus partook of this cup since He said from 
now on He would not drink of the fruit of the vine until the kingdom of 
God comes. It is much like His statement regarding not taking the Passover 
again until its fulfillment in the kingdom. 

Believers can look forward to joining Jesus for a great banquet in His 
kingdom (Rev. 19:9). It will be the marriage feast of the Lamb of God and 
His bride—the church. Together with Him forever, we will rejoice and 
praise the One who saved us and made us His own!

What makes you look forward to the Lord’s Supper? Why should we be 
especially thankful for this event?

LOOKING BACK (LUKE 22:19-20)

Verse 19
At the end of the supper, Jesus took bread. This bread was not the kind 
normally used in a meal but was unleavened bread prepared for Passover. He 
broke it, representing the breaking of His body which would take place on the 
cross in less than twenty-four hours. The apostles may not have understood 
when He said this is my body, but they would remember it after His death. 
Since Jesus was still present with them when He said this, He obviously was 
using symbolic language when He spoke of the bread being my body. 

Jesus’ body was to be given for you. His sacrifice provided atonement for 
human sin, without which no one could be saved (Rom. 5:11). By this time, 
Judas had left the room and was not included in Jesus’ pronouncement to 
the others (John 13:21-30). 

Jesus told the Eleven they should do this, that is partake of the 
unleavened bread in remembrance of Him. This action was not part of the 

VERSES 17-18

17 Then he took a cup, 
and after giving thanks, 
he said, “Take this 
and share it among 
yourselves. 18 For I tell 
you, from now on I will 
not drink of the fruit 
of the vine until the 
kingdom of God comes.”

VERSE 19

19 And he took bread, 
gave thanks, broke it, 
gave it to them, and said, 
“This is my body, which 
is given for you. Do this 
in remembrance of me.”
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Passover ritual. Jesus was instituting a new ordinance intended for His 
church after His resurrection. He did not mean the church should only take 
the bread once a year during Passover. In Paul’s instruction to the church, 
the apostle used the phrase “as often as you eat this bread and drink the 
cup” (1 Cor. 11:26). Each church can determine when and how often it will 
observe the Lord’s Supper. The more important factor is that in sharing the 
bread and cup, believers remember Jesus’ death until He returns.

Verse 20
Jesus’ initiation of the Lord’s Supper took place after supper, showing it 
was not part of the Passover meal but was something new. The phrase in 
the same way means that use of the bread and the cup took place following 
the Passover meal and that Jesus shared these elements with the apostles.  

Passover had been part of God’s covenant with Israel (2 Kings 23:21). 
The Lord’s Supper symbolized a new covenant. Covenants involved 
establishing special relationships with mutual responsibilities. Many 
covenants involved the shedding of blood. This new covenant required 
Jesus’ blood which would be poured out. The phrase for you emphasizes the 
personal nature of the covenant. It included persons who would place their 
faith in Christ even as these disciples had. It also relates to the vicarious 
sacrifice Jesus made by dying in our place. At this point, they had limited 
understanding. After Jesus’ crucifixion and resurrection, believers would 
comprehend Jesus’ nature as God’s Son who gave His body and blood in 
atonement for our sin.

Believers are to remember the sacrificial death of Jesus when observing 
the Lord’s Supper. By remembering, we look back to His death. We also look 
forward to His return.

What do you think about when you partake in the Lord’s Supper? How could 
you use this observance to share about Jesus’ sacrifice with someone else?

VERSE 20

20 In the same way he 
also took the cup after 
supper and said, “This 
cup is the new covenant 
in my blood, which is 
poured out for you.
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LEAD GROUP BIBLE STUDY

FOCUS ATTENTION
LIST: As the group arrives, direct them to 
identify ways people remember important 
events or tasks. Consider recruiting a 
volunteer to keep a list of the ideas named. 
Be prepared to share your own ideas, such 
as setting an alarm on your cell phone or 
electronic device or attaching a written 
note to a prominent place.

RESPOND: After most have arrived, 
invite volunteers to share responses 
about memory devices. Ask: Share about 
a time you forgot an important event or 
anniversary. What did you do afterward 
to make sure you didn’t forget that date 
again? (PSG, p. 73) Then call attention 
to the first paragraph on page 73 of the 
Personal Study Guide (PSG). 

TRANSITION: Luke 22 records Jesus’ 
instructions for the Lord’s Supper, which He 
commanded His followers to celebrate as an 
act of remembrance for His work on the cross 
and the inauguration of His eternal kingdom. 
Challenge the group to compare how Jesus 
instituted the Lord’s Supper with His 
disciples with their own remembrance  
of Jesus’ costly sacrifice.

EXPLORE THE TEXT
INTRODUCE: Lead the group to locate the 
Outline of Luke on page 9 of the Personal 
Study Guide. Direct attention to the 
point of the outline that connects with 
today’s study. Then point to Pack Item 1 
(Map: Jerusalem in Jesus’ Day), noting the 
traditional location of the upper room, 
where today’s events took place.  

SUMMARIZE: Briefly summarize the 
information under Understand the Context 
(PSG, p. 74) about the significance of the 
Lord’s Supper in the context of a meal. 

Highlight information in the last paragraph 
related to Revelation 19:6-10, the marriage 
supper of the Lamb, pointing out that the 
Lord’s table becomes the place where Jesus’ 
presence transforms the sad remembrance 
of things past into the glorious presence of 
things to come. 

READ: Invite a volunteer to read aloud 
Luke 22:7-13, as the group listens and 
identifies Jesus’ specific instructions.

ASK: What questions might come when 
a person is assigned the responsibility of 
a meal? How does Jesus address some of 
these questions?

PRESENT: Distribute copies of Pack Item 11  
(Handout: The Observance of Passover). Use 
the handouts and comments about verses 
7-8 (p. 85) to present a brief summary of 
the Passover. Discuss the symbolism of 
Jesus instituting the Lord’s Supper during 
the Passover Festival. 

HIGHLIGHT: As the disciples followed Jesus’ 
instructions, they found the way already 
prepared for them (v. 13). Lead the group to 
locate two ways of interpreting the phrase 
in the comments under verses 8-13 (PSG, 
pp. 76–77). 

SEARCH: Lead the group to search the 
paragraph that begins “However, the role 
of the disciples in making preparations 
cannot be overlooked,” on page 76 of the 
PSG, for Peter and John’s specific steps of 
preparation. Point out that the disciples 
would later realize that in preparation 
for this meal, which became the Lord’s 
Supper, they were being prepared for Jesus’ 
sacrificial death.  

DISCUSS: What actions might a person 
need to take when preparing to participate 
in the Lord’s Supper? (PSG, p. 77) 
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TRANSITION: It’s no coincidence that Jesus 
chose a meal to prepare the disciples for His 
death. When we sit down to eat, it’s a regular 
reminder that we aren’t self-sustaining but 
dependent beings. The Lord’s Supper is a 
reminder that we are dependent on the work of 
God through Christ for our salvation. 

READ: Direct the group to read silently 
Luke 22:14-18, locating Jesus’ promises.

EXAMINE: Direct the group to read the 
comments under Verses 14-18 in the PSG 
(p. 78) that describe the layout of the 
supper table and Jesus’ comments to His 
disciples. Invite volunteers to highlight 
the element in the passage that stands out 
most to them. Allow them to explain.

SEARCH: Using Pack Item 10 (Handout: 
Passages Unique to Luke), note that two 
verses in this passage are unique to the 
Book of Luke. Lead the group to identify 
what those verses are (vv. 15-16) and 
how Luke’s detail adds significance to 
the passage.

DISCUSS: State that Jesus longed to eat 
with the disciples, to fellowship around 
the table, because it was a foretaste of the 
coming kingdom of God. Through the 
Lord’s Supper, Jesus was able to frame the 
events of the cross before Him between 
two meals—one for remembrance and one 
for anticipation. Invite a volunteer to read 
aloud Revelation 19:7-9. Ask: How does our 
remembrance of Christ’s cross and hope for 
eternity with Christ encourage us to live 
for Him today? (PSG, p. 78)

READ: As you read Luke 22:19-20, invite 
the group to close their eyes and picture 
Jesus sharing the bread and cup with His 
disciples.

CLARIFY: Direct the group to scan the 
comments on verses 19-20 in the PSG  
(pp. 79–80), looking for information about 
the symbolism of the cup. Summarize the 

explanation of Jesus’ blood being “poured 
out” (v. 20) or invite a volunteer to read the 
comments. 

DISCUSS: How does observing the Lord’s 
Supper help a person identify with Jesus? 
(PSG, p. 79)

SEARCH: Create teams (two people can  
be a team). Instruct teams to search  
John 6:53-58 for references to the Lord’s 
Supper and Jesus’ promises. Invite 
volunteers to share insights gained. 

SUMMARIZE: Briefly summarize 
information about the threefold  
orientation of the Lord’s Supper  
(PSG, p. 80), focusing on remembrance, 
celebration, and anticipation. 

DISCUSS: How do the mixed emotions of 
sorrow and celebration impact how we 
observe the Lord’s Supper? (PSG, p. 80)

SUMMARIZE AND 
CHALLENGE
REVIEW: Call attention to the three 
statements under Apply the Text (PSG, 
p. 81). Lead the group to identify specific 
verses in today’s passage that support each 
statement, recording the passage reference 
next to each statement. 

RESPOND: Prior to the group time, reflect 
on the first question set under Apply the 
Text (PSG, p. 81). Share your reflections 
with the group and invite volunteers to 
share responses. 

PRAY: Conclude the group time with 
prayer, thanking Jesus for establishing 
the Lord’s Supper as a way to remember 
His death, burial, and resurrection. Ask 
that God help the group be faithful in 
remembering.  
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OPTIONS
Use these options to supplement and enhance the group plans on the 
previous pages.

MUSIC 

Secure a copy of “In Remembrance,” by 
Ragan Courtney and Buryl Red. Point out 
that the hymn is based on the memory 
verse (Luke 22:19). Before leading the 
group to sing the hymn, review the words. 
Lead the group to identify ways the 
lyrics are reflected in Luke 22. Distribute 
copies of Pack Item 8 (Handout: Memory 
Verses Bookmark) to those who need one, 
challenging the group to memorize verse 
19 this week.

PHYSICAL

Before the session, arrange chairs in a “U” 
shape to represent the setting of the Lord’s 
Supper. Use information from the PSG  
(p. 78) to briefly explain the arrangement. 
Consult a Bible commentary or study Bible 
for additional background. 

DRAMA 

Pre-enlist three people to read dramatically 
Luke 22:7-13, portraying Jesus, Peter, 
and John. Read the non-dialogue words 
yourself. Lead the group to discuss 
emotions the disciples might have felt and 
questions they might have asked Jesus 
after His instructions. Discuss: How might 
the Lord’s Supper have influenced the way 
the disciples’ experienced Christ’s death, 
burial, and resurrection?

ART

Gather art supplies.

Provide art supplies, and invite the group 
to create images that represent the Lord’s 
Supper as described in Luke 22. Invite 
volunteers to describe the details they 
included and why they are significant to 

them. Then display an image of “The Last 
Supper,” by Leonardo da Vinci, or invite 
the group to locate it on their electronic 
devices. If time permits, share brief facts 
about the art and compare the image to 
what they had pictured in their minds 
based on the Scripture passage.

RESEARCH

Pre-enlist a group member to prepare a 
presentation on the importance of blood 
in God’s covenant. Direct the volunteer 
to consult the Bible Skill on page 77 of 
the PSG and other sources. Call for the 
volunteer to present his or her findings to 
the group. Invite the group to respond to 
the questions in the Bible Skill. After the 
volunteer’s presentation, ask: Why was 
Jesus’ shed blood necessary to initiate the 
new covenant? What from the discussion 
today brought new insights to how you 
view the Lord’s Supper?

COMPARISON 

Direct the group to compare the way the 
Lord’s Supper was observed in Luke 22 
with the way your church observes it. Invite 
a church leader to provide insight into how 
your congregation prepares for it. Discuss 
the importance of individual (heart) 
preparation, as well as physical preparation 
for remembering Christ’s sacrifice.

BRAINSTORM

Say: When we as Christians partake of the 
Lord’s table, we must recognize that we are 
all there by grace. Discuss: What are some 
practical ways we can move toward 
reconciliation with others before we take 
part in the Lord’s Supper?
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9
Willing
Jesus willingly submitted to the Father’s redemptive plan. 

LUKE 22:41-53 
MEMORY VERSE: LUKE 22:42

S E S S I O N  9

STUDY Luke 22:41-53, noting the emotions 

expressed by Jesus. Prepare by asking yourself 

the following question: How do these emotions 

point to Jesus’ trust in the Father regardless of 

what Jesus faced? (PSG, p. 83) 

CREATE a teaching plan for your group 

using the ideas on pages 100–102. Focus on 

helping the group identify examples of Jesus’ 

willingness to submit to the Father’s redemptive 

plan. Consider using a teaching approach 

you have yet to use this quarter. (See p. 102 

for ideas.) 

GATHER the following items: 

   Personal Study Guides (PSGs) for each 
group member

Prepare to display:

   Pack Item 2 (Outline of Luke) 

   Pack Item 4 (Poster: Jesus’ Trials) 

Make copies of:

   Pack Item 7 (Handout: Luke Time Line)

   Pack Item 8 (Handout: Memory 
Verses Bookmark)

CONSULT QuickSource for additional questions 

to use during the group time and review 

the Explore the Bible Adult Commentary for 

additional biblical insights (available for 

purchase from LifeWay.com).

REINFORCE the session by sharing by email 

with the group when you trusted God during  

a challenging time. Reflect on how knowing  

God has a plan affected the way you faced  

your situation.  
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FIRST THOUGHTS
Life can be hard, even when we are doing what we are supposed to be 
doing. Job pressures, health issues, and dealing with family relationships 
can make life a challenge. Even representing Christ in this world can be a 
challenge when we are moved out of our comfort zones. In each of these 
situations we are called on to trust God, knowing He has a plan. In today’s 
lesson we see Jesus express trust in the Father while carrying out God’s 
redemptive plan.

(In PSG, p . 82) What situations challenge your willingness to trust God?

UNDERSTAND THE CONTEXT
LUKE 22:39-53

After observing the Passover meal and instituting the Lord’s Supper, Jesus 
spoke with the disciples at length and prayed for them (John 14–17). He 
led the group from the upper room and away from the city. They crossed 
the Kidron Valley and returned to the Mount of Olives, where Jesus spent 
several evenings during this week. The garden of Gethsemane was a special 
place where Jesus and the disciples often resorted for prayer (Mark 14:32). 

Jesus wanted to be alone while He prayed. Leaving the disciples to 
watch, He went a bit further to pray. Interestingly, He instructed them to 
pray so they might not enter temptation. He did not tell them to pray for 
Him but for themselves. Before the night was over, they would face severe 
testing. Not just once, but three times Jesus prayed and returned to find 
the disciples sleeping (Mark 14:33-42). He rebuked them for not being able 
to watch with Him during this critical hour. 

As He prayed, Jesus honestly expressed Himself to the Father 
concerning the ordeal that awaited Him. We need to remember that while 
Jesus was perfectly God, He was also perfectly human. He always was 
willing to follow the Father’s plan (Phil. 2:6-8).

Jesus’ prayer was so intense that great drops of sweat like blood dripped 
from His brow. Still, Jesus was willing to embrace the Father’s plan. It was 
not possible for Him to avoid the cross. He who was without sin was about 
to take our sin on Himself and die in our place (2 Cor. 5:21).

As Jesus woke the disciples, Judas arrived with a band of soldiers and 
authorities. Jesus had invited Judas into His inner circle even though 
He knew Judas would betray Him. Judas departed from the upper room 
after the Passover. Now he came to complete the conspiracy for which 
he received the price of a slave—30 pieces of silver—fulfilling prophecy 

KEY DOCTRINE

God
To God we owe the highest 
love, reverence, and obedience 
(Deut. 6:4-5).

BIBLE SKILL

Use a Bible concordance

Use a Bible concordance to 
identify passages that reference 
powers of darkness. Review 
some of the passages, including 
Colossians 1:13. Record insights 
gained by reviewing the passages 
identified. What are the limits of 
Satan’s dark rule? 
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(Matt. 26:15; Zech. 11:12). Kissing Jesus’ cheek in feigned greeting, Judas 
indicated which one the soldiers were to arrest. 

At first, the other disciples tried to defend Jesus. Peter drew a sword 
and cut an ear off of the servant of the high priest (John 18:10). Jesus 
healed the servant and then challenged the mob. As He was arrested, the 
disciples ran away (Matt. 26:56). Their professed loyalty vanished before 
the torches of the soldiers.

EXPLORE THE TEXT
IN PRAYER (LUKE 22:41-46)

Verses 41-42
On this night, ahead of His crucifixion, Jesus wanted to spend time with 
the Father. Gethsemane was a walled garden where He often went to pray 
and to meet with His disciples (John 18:1-2). Its quiet familiarity lent itself 
to focused time in prayer. After the Passover meal, Jesus led the disciples 
back to this retreat. Eight of the disciples sat in one place while Jesus took 
Peter, James, and John farther into the garden (Mark 14:33-35). Jesus told 
the disciples to pray as He went a short distance away and prayed.

Three aspects of this setting draw our attention. First, Jesus withdrew 
from them about a stone’s throw. The intensity of this moment required 
an element of solitude, but Jesus also wanted to be close to these men. 
They had been with Him through an amazing three years, and here, hours 
before the cross, Jesus desired their presence. Second, Jesus knelt down. 
The posture of prayer is important. By kneeling, Jesus took a position of 
submission before the Father. Third, Jesus began to pray. The verb tense 
indicates an ongoing prayer. He prayed at length with deep intensity.

Jesus addressed His prayers to the Father. Neither the form nor the 
fact of Jesus’ prayers should be understood in a way that subordinates Him. 
Although He and the Father are co-equal, co-existent, and co-eternal, in 
His humanity Jesus humbled Himself and became obedient in every way 
(Phil. 2:8).  

Jesus did not begin with His request, but with submission: if you are 
willing. This phrase does not mean Jesus did not already know the Father’s 
will. In their united omniscience, Jesus and the Father were in constant 
communication. Jesus embraced the Father’s will even before He offered 
His request. 

Two, we should understand Jesus’ prayer that the Father take this 
cup away. The cup was twofold. It certainly involved the suffering that lay 
before Him, but more importantly, it represented His taking on the sins 
of the world and dying for them. Scripture uses two theological terms to 
describe this act. Propitiation occurs when God’s righteousness is satisfied 
(1 John 2:2). Atonement refers to our reconciliation to God through the blood 
of Christ (Rom. 5:11). Both words portray how and why Jesus absorbed the 
wrath of God for our sin. 

VERSES 41-42

41 Then he withdrew 
from them about a 
stone’s throw, knelt 
down, and began to 
pray, 42 “Father, if you 
are willing, take this 
cup away from me—
nevertheless, not my 
will, but yours, be done.”
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Third, Jesus submitted to the Father’s will. The word nevertheless shows 
He offered His request while at the same time embracing the Father’s plan. 
We should not misunderstand the phrase not my will, but yours, be done. 
Jesus’ humanity was allowed complete expression in transparent, honest 
prayer. His final statement declared His acceptance of the Father’s will.

Verses 43-46
Jesus prayed so intensely that He became exhausted. As He prayed, an angel 
from heaven appeared to him, strengthening him. This was not the first 
time an angel supported Jesus during especially difficult circumstances. 
After Jesus’ temptation by Satan following forty days of fasting, He was 
strengthened by angels (Matt. 4:11). The term appeared could mean the 
angel was already present but took form and ministered to Jesus. 

It’s difficult for us to imagine Jesus being in anguish. It challenges our 
concept of Him as the omnipotent God. The term anguish translates a word 
from which we get “agony.” In this instance, Jesus’ emotional and mental 
faculties were under assault by the pending passion of the cross. This battle 
caused Him to pray more fervently. This word means “stretched out.” It not 
only speaks to the intensity of Jesus’ prayer but also to its persistence.  

Jesus’ concentration was so powerful that his sweat became like drops 
of blood falling to the ground. This phrase includes the word from which 
we get thrombosis—a reference to blood clots. We should not be surprised 
that Doctor Luke used medical terminology to describe Jesus’ experience. 
Some writers have tried to explain this phenomenon medically, arguing 
that under intense stress the capillaries in the brow could burst and mingle 
with the sweat. However, Luke did not say that Jesus actually sweated 
blood but that His sweat was like drops of blood as it fell from His head. The 
image portrays the fervor of Jesus’ prayer.

Luke focused primarily on the main issue at hand, which was Jesus’ 
interactions with the Father and with His sleeping disciples. Other Gospel 
accounts include three seasons of prayer (Mark 14:32-42; Matt. 26:44). 
Jesus was willing to accept the Father’s answer to His prayers. The phrase 
when he got up from prayer suggests more than merely rising from His 
kneeling position. It conveys the idea of finality. He had no more reason to 
wrestle in prayer. He had the Father’s answer and embraced it.

Jesus came to the disciples. Walking to where He had left them, Jesus 
found them sleeping. He had urged them to remain watchful but their 
bodies betrayed them. Jesus observed that their spirits were willing but 
their flesh was weak (Mark 14:38). They were exhausted from their grief. 
This refers to a mental and emotional state of distress. Emotional stress is 
more debilitating than physical exertion. They had heard Jesus speak of 
His impending suffering and their hearts were troubled (John 14:1). 

Waking the disciples, Jesus asked, Why are you sleeping? They must 
have still been lying on the ground since He told them to get up and pray. 
This was no time to slumber. Jesus did not tell them to pray for Him but 
for themselves, that they would not fall into temptation. He had given 
this same instruction when they first arrived at Gethsemane (Luke 22:40). 
Jesus reminded them why prayer was so important. Often, we only think 

VERSES 43-46

43 Then an angel from 
heaven appeared to him, 
strengthening him. 
44 Being in anguish, he 
prayed more fervently, 
and his sweat became 
like drops of blood 
falling to the ground. 
45 When he got up from 
prayer and came to the 
disciples, he found them 
sleeping, exhausted from 
their grief. 46 “Why are 
you sleeping?” he asked 
them. “Get up and pray, 
so that you won’t fall 
into temptation.”
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of temptations in terms of desires. In this instance, their temptation came 
upon the arrival of the force sent to arrest Jesus. 

Believers should willingly submit to God’s plans. In His omniscience, 
the Father knows what is best for us and what glorifies Himself. Because 
He is our heavenly Father, we can trust that He not only knows but desires 
what helps us fulfill His plans for our lives. We demonstrate our trust in 
Him by embracing His will in everything.

What causes you to struggle with God’s will? What aspects of God’s 
character encourage you to trust and obey Him?

IN BETRAYAL (LUKE 22:47-50)

Verses 47-48
Jesus was still speaking when a mob came. The group included chief 
priests and elders, along with temple guards since the Romans had not 
become involved yet (v. 52). The mob appeared suddenly. They must have 
stalked quietly through the garden, trying to catch Jesus unaware but not 
understanding that He knew exactly what was about to happen. 

With the mob was Judas. Luke specifically identified Judas as one 
of the Twelve. He was chosen to be part of Jesus’ apostles. Jesus had 
invested him with authority not only over the group’s small funds but 
with the gospel message. Judas shared the remarkable experience of 
preaching the good news and healing the sick (Luke 9:1-6). In spite of his 
privileged role, Judas had conspired with the chief priests to betray Jesus 
into their hands. 

Judas not only accompanied the mob but was leading them. Judas 
chose this place and time, knowing Jesus would be isolated. The Jewish 
authorities had not acted against Him previously because they feared the 
multitudes of people who were constantly around Jesus in the city (20:19). 
Here in the garden, removed from the crowds of supporters, Jesus could be 
taken with a minimum of difficulty.

As Jesus and the disciples watched the group approach, Judas came 
near Jesus to kiss him. In this culture, friends typically greeted one another 
with a kiss on one or both cheeks. Judas’ action not only identified Jesus to 
the soldiers who were to arrest Him but also fulfilled the prophecy that the 
Messiah would be betrayed by a friend (Zech. 13:6-8). 

Jesus understood exactly what was happening. He confronted Judas 
not only for the fact that he was betraying the Son of Man but that he was 
doing so with a kiss. Jesus employed the title Son of Man to emphasize 
that Judas was not just betraying someone who had befriended him. 
Judas was being disloyal to the Messiah, the promised and Anointed One. 
Jesus’ statement also revealed He knew exactly what Judas was doing. 

VERSES 47-48

47 While he was still 
speaking, suddenly a 
mob came, and one of 
the Twelve named Judas 
was leading them. He 
came near Jesus to kiss 
him, 48 but Jesus said 
to him, “Judas, are you 
betraying the Son of 
Man with a kiss?”
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Verses 49-50
The phrase those around him refer to the eleven disciples who had 
accompanied Jesus to the garden. They saw what was going to happen. 
Seeing the mob, along with the soldiers and authorities, they understood 
Jesus was in danger. Not knowing what to do, they asked Jesus if they 
should strike with the sword. 

In the upper room after the Passover meal, Jesus spoke about 
obtaining swords (Luke 22:35-38). His statement was not intended to 
send the disciples out to buy swords. He previously sent them out without 
extra clothes or money, but now the time had come when they needed to 
be prepared as He would be counted an outlaw. The disciples revealed they 
had swords. 

Obviously, two disciples brought the weapons with them to the garden. 
They did not understand Jesus’ purposes. Their response was fleshly 
because they had not spent the evening in prayer. Consequently, they failed 
in this hour of temptation. 

Jesus willingly submitted Himself to the Father, but the disciples were 
initially ready to fight. Luke did not specify which one of them struck the 
high priest’s servant, but John’s Gospel reveals Peter as the assailant. John 
also identified the name of the servant as Malchus (John 18:10). Earlier 
Peter boldly declared he would defend Jesus and even go to prison with 
Him (Luke 22:33). Ever the impulsive one, Peter did not wait to hear Jesus 
respond to the question about whether they should fight. He swung the 
sword and cut off the man’s right ear. Likely, Peter was not aiming for the 
ear but intended to take off the man’s head. If so and the man ducked, we 
can understand how the sword severed the ear. 

Believers can stand with confidence when following God’s will. We 
do not have to adopt the world’s pattern of response to challenges, nor 
should we crouch in fear of the future. God will strengthen us even when 
we encounter severe persecution for His sake. The Lord will reveal how we 
should respond (Mark 13:11).

What would have been your reaction if you had been present when Jesus 
was betrayed? How does Jesus’ example guide us when we feel betrayed? 

IN ACTION (LUKE 22:51-53)

Verse 51
An already chaotic scene could have become disastrous after Peter cut 
off the ear of the high priest’s servant. Although the mob arrived armed, 
Peter’s use of a sword normally would have led to his arrest, if not worse. 
The entire group of disciples might have been attacked. Jesus stepped in 
and stopped escalating reactions with a word and an act. Jesus responded 
to Peter’s actions: “No more of this!” He went further to rebuke Peter’s use 

VERSES 49-50

49 When those around 
him saw what was going 
to happen, they asked, 
“Lord, should we strike 
with the sword?” 50 Then 
one of them struck the 
high priest’s servant and 
cut off his right ear.

VERSE 51

51 But Jesus responded, 
“No more of this!” And 
touching his ear, he 
healed him.
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of the weapon, saying that people who take up the sword will die by the 
sword (Matt. 26:52). 

Words would not have stopped the authorities from retaliating against 
Peter. The servant was in pain as blood flowed from his wound. Jesus took 
action. He stepped forward and Stepping forward and touching his ear, he 
healed him. This dramatic miracle halted further action as everyone would 
have been amazed. 

Verses 52-53
Jesus addressed the chief priests, temple police, and the elders who had 
come for him. The term elders generally referred to the Sanhedrin, which 
was the ruling Jewish council that authorized Jesus’ arrest. The temple police 
were used because this matter had not been discussed with the Roman 
authorities yet, so regular soldiers would not have been authorized.

Jesus’ confrontation of these leaders revealed their cowardice. Why had 
they come out with swords and clubs? While Peter’s use of a weapon may 
have momentarily justified their action, they arrived fully armed as if to 
put down an insurrection. Jesus pointed out that their methods suggested 
that He was some sort of criminal.  

Jesus reminded them that they had plenty of opportunities to arrest 
Him. Every day He had been with them in the temple. They never laid a 
hand on Him in public. His statement impeached their honor and convicted 
them of cowardice.  

At this point, Jesus yielded Himself into their hands. If He had not 
been willing to accept the Father’s purpose, no force on earth could have 
compelled Him to the cross. Twelve legions (over 60,000) angels were 
poised at the edge of heaven to set Him free (Matt. 26:53). 

The statement this is your hour referred to the appointed time when 
the forces of evil appeared to prevail. Jesus’ comment about the dominion 
of darkness made it clear that He understood who was behind this atrocity. 
Satan had plotted against Him from the beginning. By all appearances, the 
devil was asserting his dominion yet was only deceiving himself. Satan had 
no authority over Christ. Nothing would happen here except by the will of 
God the Father. 

We may think that the enemy is winning at times. If we yield to 
emotions, we could become discouraged and defeated. Nevertheless, we 
can willingly accept God’s purpose knowing our heavenly Father loves us 
and will work all things for the good of those who love Him (Rom. 8:28).

What difficult action has God called you to undertake that would be 
impossible without Him? How do you demonstrate willingness to embrace 
God’s will?

VERSES 52-53

52 Then Jesus said to 
the chief priests, temple 
police, and the elders 
who had come for him, 
“Have you come out 
with swords and clubs 
as if I were a criminal? 
53 Every day while I was 
with you in the temple, 
you never laid a hand on 
me. But this is your hour 
—and the dominion 
of darkness.”
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LEAD GROUP BIBLE STUDY

FOCUS ATTENTION
RESPOND: Before the session, locate a large 
cup and small slips of paper and a pencil 
or pen. Begin the session by inviting the 
group to name life challenges (for example: 
illness, family issues, job pressures). As each 
challenge is listed, have a volunteer write it 
on a slip of paper and put it in the cup. Put 
the cup aside for use later in the session. 

TRANSITION: Summarize the first 
paragraph on page 82 of the Personal 
Study Guide (PSG). Ask: What situations 
challenge your willingness to trust 
God? (PSG, p. 82) Explain that during 
challenging situations, we are called to 
trust God, knowing He has a plan. Say: 
Today’s session shows how Jesus expressed 
trust in the Father while carrying out God’s 
redemptive plan. 

EXPLORE THE TEXT
SUMMARIZE: Recall last week’s study about 
the Lord’s Supper, during which Jesus 
discussed His impending death and warned 
that one of the disciples would betray Him. 
Use information from Pack Item 2 (Outline 
of Luke) and Pack Item 7 (Handout: Luke 
Time Line) to note that this session will 
cover the “Events of Jesus’ final Passover” 
and the estimated dates for these events.

INTRODUCE: Use information in the 
PSG (p. 83) to explain the setting in the 
garden of Gethsemane. Explain that the 
word Gethsemane means oil press, which 
is significant because there Jesus was 
pressed emotionally while anticipating the 
suffering He would endure. 

TRANSITION: In today’s Scripture, by 
acknowledging His requests before God, Jesus 
ultimately submits Himself to God’s will. 

READ: Encourage the group to close 
their eyes and picture the setting as you 
read aloud Luke 22:41-46.

IDENTIFY: Lead the group to locate specific 
characteristics of Jesus’ prayer practices 
in the passage. Use information from the 
PSG (pp. 84–85) to explain the physical 
characteristics, such as Jesus withdrawing 
and kneeling.  

EXPLAIN: Direct attention to the cup that 
contains the challenging life situations the 
group identified at the beginning of the 
session. Emphasize Jesus’ reference to “this 
cup” in verse 42. Explain that in the Old 
Testament, the “cup of wrath” is a common 
metaphor. (See Jer. 25:15.) Say: While Jesus 
made the desire of His heart known to God, His 
primary concern on earth was to do God’s will. 
Prayer does not make our will known to God. 
He knows before we even ask. Prayer often 
makes God’s will known to us.

HIGHLIGHT: Point to Pack Item 4 (Poster: 
Jesus’ Trials), displayed in the room. Note 
that Jesus was aware of what suffering lay 
ahead for Him, but He chose obedience to 
God’s will. 

CONNECT: Lead the group in reading or 
praying the Model Prayer as recorded in 
Matthew 6:9-13. Direct attention to “Your 
will be done” in verse 10. Ask: How does 
Jesus’ prayer in the garden reflect how 
Jesus taught others to pray in Matthew 
6:9-13? (PSG, p. 85) 

HIGHLIGHT: Distribute copies of Pack Item 8  
(Handout: Memory Verses Bookmark). As a 
group, read aloud verse 42. Encourage the 
group to memorize the verse this week. 

DISCUSS: How did Jesus’ daily prayer 
practice prepare Him to pray at this 
moment? How does a person’s past practices 
impact present disciplines? (PSG, p. 86)
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READ: Invite a volunteer to read  
aloud Luke 22:47-50 as the group listens 
for Judas’s action and the response of the 
disciples.

IDENTIFY: Direct the group to scan the 
comments on verses 47-48 in the PSG  
(p. 87), looking for background information 
about Judas. Point out the irony of Judas, 
the money handler, betraying Jesus for 
money, and the kiss being an enemy’s 
gesture of betrayal. Discuss: How did Jesus 
demonstrate confidence in the Father 
while facing His betrayer?

ANALYZE: Place the group into teams. 
Direct each team to review verses 49-50, 
paying particular attention to the disciples’ 
response. Guide each team to agree on 
a three-word-or-less descriptor that 
characterizes the disciples’ response. Point 
them to the PSG (p. 87) for assistance if 
needed. Invite representatives to share 
results of their discussion.

DISCUSS: What do the contrasting 
reactions of Jesus and His disciples  
reveal about their trust in God at that 
moment? How does a person’s reaction  
in a challenging time reveal the object of 
their trust? (PSG, p. 88)

TRANSITION: The disciples were on alert, 
ready to guard and defend Jesus. Jesus had a 
different reaction. 

READ: Direct the group to read silently 
Luke 22:51-53, looking for Jesus’ response 
to the violence. Say: Jesus did not want His 
disciples to defend Him with physical force. 
More importantly, He did not want to hinder 
what must take place. 

EXPLAIN: Use information in the PSG  
(p. 88) to explain that Jesus’ healing of the 
man’s ear was a sign of care and forgiveness 
to those who have come to take Him 
prisoner. Invite a volunteer to read aloud 
Romans 5:10. Note that Paul explained 
Jesus’ actions in terms of taking action 

to reconcile us to God even when we were 
enemies of God. 

DISCUSS: How did the healing of the 
servant’s ear demonstrate Jesus’ 
willingness to follow the Father’s plan? 
(PSG, p. 88)

IDENTIFY: Lead the group to identify the 
ways Jesus responded to His capturers, 
including His comment about “your 
hour” in verse 53. Suggest they refer to 
the information on page 89 of the PSG. 
Discuss: How does submitting to God’s 
will, even in the face of rejection, provide 
confidence and comfort? (PSG, p. 89)

TRANSITION: Darkness will have its brief 
hour, but the light of the resurrection will shine 
for all of eternity.

SUMMARIZE AND 
CHALLENGE
REVIEW: Call attention to the summary 
statement under the title for this session 
(PSG, p. 82): Jesus willingly submitted 
to the Father’s redemptive plan. Lead the 
group to identify how the three summary 
statements under Apply the Text (PSG,  
p. 90) relate to the summary statement for 
the session. 

RESPOND: Prior to the group time, select 
one or more of the question sets under 
Apply the Text. Lead the group to respond 
to the selected questions. You may choose 
to lead them to respond silently, suggesting 
they revisit this section later in the 
day or week. 

PRAY: Conclude the group time with 
prayer, thanking God for Jesus’ willingness 
to submit to His redemptive plan. Pray that 
Jesus’ example will encourage the group to 
be willing to trust God’s plan during life’s 
challenging times. 
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OPTIONS
Use these options to supplement and enhance the group plans on the 
previous pages.

MUSIC 

Lead the group to sing or listen to “Have 
Faith in God,” by B. B. McKinney. As they 
sing or listen, suggest they reflect on times 
they trusted God when they felt alone and/
or faced challenges. Invite volunteers to 
share which verse of the song speaks most 
to them and why.  

TESTIMONY

Pre-enlist a volunteer to share about an 
experience in which he or she trusted God 
during a challenging time or when you 
trusted God during a challenge. Focus 
on recognizing the situation as part of 
God’s plan.

MINI-LECTURE

Focus on verse 43, where an angel appeared 
to Jesus. Prepare a brief summary of the 
angelic manifestation referenced in the 
PSG (pp. 85–86), which took place during 
Jesus’ ministry. Use a concordance or Bible 
dictionary for additional information. 
Present your findings to the group, and 
invite volunteers to name other occasions 
of angelic visits in the Bible.

WORD STUDY

Collect Bible concordances or study Bibles 
with a concordance. 

Form teams (two people can be a team). 
Provide each team with a concordance or 
study Bible, or suggest references they can 
access on their electronic devices. Refer 
to the Bible Skill (PSG, p. 89), directing 
the teams to locate passages that refer to 
powers of darkness. Invite teams to share 
their findings, including Colossians 1:13.

Discuss: What are the limits of Satan’s 
dark rule? (PSG, p. 89) How does this 
knowledge encourage you when facing 
difficult or dark circumstances?

COMPARISON 

Review the comments about verses 51-53 
(PSG, pp. 88–89). Lead the group to 
discuss: Suppose this situation were to 
take place in today’s world. What might 
happen? How might it be communicated? 
Direct the group to compare those findings 
with Luke’s report in verses 49-53. 
Compare Jesus’ response to violence with 
the world’s response to violence today. 

MONOLOGUE 

Pre-enlist a volunteer to develop a 
monologue from the perspective of one of 
the disciples who fell asleep while Jesus 
was praying. Include how Jesus awakened 
the disciples, the appearance of the mob, 
and Jesus’ response. Invite the person to 
present the monologue prior to concluding 
the session.

PRAYER 

Discuss the example Jesus gave us in 
regularly going to His Father in prayer. 
Reuse the cup from the introductory 
remarks to the session, except this time 
have everyone write prayer requests on 
small slips of paper. They can choose 
whether to include their own names. 
Then pass the cup around, encouraging 
each person to take one of the prayer 
requests. Direct them to continue praying 
for the requests they drew from the cup 
throughout the week. 
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Denied
Denying Jesus leads to sorrow and guilt.

LUKE 22:54-62
MEMORY VERSE: LUKE 22:70

S E S S I O N  1 0

STUDY Luke 22:54-62, reflecting on Peter’s 

denials and his response after the third one. 

Read the memory verse (Luke 22:70) and 

consider its connection to Peter’s denials. 

CREATE a teaching plan using the ideas on 

pages 110–112. Focus on leading the group 

to recognize that, like us, Peter was a great 

sinner—but Christ is an even greater Savior. 

Consider ways of using the Bible Skill to add 

depth to the group time. 

GATHER the following items: 

   Personal Study Guides (PSGs) for each 
group member

Prepare to display:

   Pack Item 2 (Outline of Luke) 

   Pack Item 6 (Key Verse: Luke 20:17)

CONSULT the weekly Explore the Bible adult 

podcast to gain insights on the go about this 

week’s study on Ministry Grid, Apple Podcasts, 

Stitcher, Spotify, LifeWay’s Digital Pass, or at 

goExploreTheBible.com/adults-training.

REINFORCE the session by reflecting on 

pressures that might cause believers to 

attempt to blend into the crowd or deny they are 

followers of Christ. Identify ways to encourage 

believers to openly share the gospel (see Key 

Doctrine: Evangelism and Missions, PSG, p. 94).
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FIRST THOUGHTS
Some of the most haunting words Jesus ever uttered were about denying Him. 
He taught His disciples that whoever denied Him before men, He would deny 
before God the Father. With Jesus being our intercessor before the throne of 
God, these words are hard to forget. It is no surprise then that denying Jesus 
leads to sorrow and guilt. As Jesus faced the cross, Peter experienced the pain 
of denying Him. From Peter we learn about the heartbreak of denying Christ 
and the hope of forgiveness in the aftermath of doing so. 

(In PSG, p . 91) Reflect on a time you were abandoned by someone you 
considered a friend. What one word would you use to define the emotions 
you felt? 

UNDERSTAND THE CONTEXT
LUKE 22:54-71

When it became apparent Jesus was to be arrested, the disciples fled into 
the night (Matt. 26:56). However, Peter followed from a distance as the 
guards took Jesus to the palace of the high priest. John was also nearby 
and went in with Jesus. John was known at the palace and gave word to 
allow Peter into the courtyard (John 18:15-16).

The doorkeeper challenged Peter, saying he was one of Jesus’ disciples. 
Taken aback, Peter denied her claim. He went into the courtyard where the 
temple guards and servants made a fire to warm themselves (John 18:18). 
Ironically, having fled from the guards in the garden of Gethsemane, Peter 
joined them, alternating between standing with the guards and sitting by 
the fire (Luke 22:56; John 18:25). Another person accused Peter of being 
with Jesus. For the second time, Peter denied the allegation. 

An hour later, Peter was challenged again. The accuser said Peter was a 
Galilean. His accent gave him away (Matt. 26:73; Mark 14:70). This accuser 
was a relative of the servant whose ear Peter severed (John 18:26). The 
temple guards must have begun examining him more closely. Peter cursed 
and, for the third time, denied even knowing Jesus (Mark 14:71). 

Immediately, a rooster crowed (Luke 22:60). From across the courtyard, 
Jesus turned and looked at Peter. Peter recalled Jesus’ prediction that he 
would deny his Lord three times (Luke 22:31-34). Realizing the enormity 
of his action, Peter wept bitterly as he fled from the palace.

Jesus was questioned in Caiaphas’s residence during the night (Matt. 
26:57-68). His official trial before the Sanhedrin could not begin before 
daylight. Their interrogation focused on whether He claimed to be the Son 

KEY DOCTRINE

Evangelism and 
Missions
It is the duty of every child of 
God to seek constantly to win the 
lost to Christ by verbal witness 
undergirded by a Christian 
lifestyle, and by other methods in 
harmony with the gospel of Christ 
(2 Tim. 4:5).

BIBLE SKILL

Read, reflect on, and react 
emotionally to a Bible verse.

Imagine yourself in Peter’s 
place. Reflect on the passage 
again, using your name instead 
of Peter’s. How do you feel as 
you read these words? Create 
a two-column chart. Label one 
column: “Faithful.” Label the 
second column: “Failure.” List 
some situations in your life that 
would fit into each column. What 
emotions can you identify as you 
think of each item? 
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of God. False witnesses testified against Him but the Sanhedrin needed 
only His words to condemn Him (Mark 14:55-62). Enemies of the Lord 
don’t need evidence. Their minds are already set against Him.

EXPLORE THE TEXT
DISTANCE (LUKE 22:54-55)

Verse 54
The darkness of the evening was not as sinister as the hearts of the mob 
that seized Jesus and led him away. The words for seized and led away 
convey the sense that the guards used force. Seized translates a technical 
term for arresting someone.  

As the authorities closed in on Jesus, the disciples ran away. After 
Peter’s attack on the high priest’s servant, they feared the worst. The temple 
guards could have taken them into custody and charged them before the 
Romans. Despite their professed allegiance to Jesus, they deserted Him 
when their freedom was jeopardized. 

Jesus offered no resistance as they brought him into the high priest’s 
house. This place included extensive rooms and a large courtyard around 
which was a protective wall. Caiaphas was the high priest that year. Annas 
was Caiaphas’s father-in-law and had been high priest during the time of 
John the Baptist, prior to Caiaphas’s assuming the role. The home of the 
high priest was the official residence of Caiaphas. Jesus was brought first 
to Annas and then was led before Caiaphas for questioning (John 18:13; 
Matt. 26:57). Annas may have maintained rooms in the complex, or he 
might have come to the place knowing Jesus would be arrested that night.

As the authorities led Jesus away, Peter was following at a distance. He 
must have hidden in the trees of the garden until the group passed down 
the pathway toward Jerusalem. The fact that Peter remained a distance 
away is understandable since he was the one who assaulted the high priest’s 
servant with the sword. It also conveys an aspect of Peter’s character. 
He was willing to follow Jesus but not so close as to endanger himself. 
Unfortunately, that description could apply to many believers today.

Verse 55
The night must have been cold because they lit a fire in the middle of the 
courtyard. The pronoun they refers to the main body of temple guards and 
servants who brought Jesus to the high priest’s complex. Most homes of the 
wealthy and powerful maintained courtyards adjacent to the structures. 
Surrounded by a wall, entrance was achieved through a large door tended by 
servants. Since the group with Jesus had already entered, Peter needed help 
getting past the doorkeeper. Another disciple, whom most scholars identify 
as John, was known to the high priest and came in with Jesus. Seeing Peter 
standing outside the door, John spoke to the female slave who kept the door 
and brought Peter into the courtyard (John 18:15-16).

VERSE 54

54 They seized him, led 
him away, and brought 
him into the high priest’s 
house. Meanwhile 
Peter was following at 
a distance.

VERSE 55

55 They lit a fire in 
the middle of the 
courtyard and sat down 
together, and Peter sat 
among them.
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The authorities and perhaps two or three guards took Jesus further 
into the complex to meet Annas and then Caiaphas. The other members 
of the mob sat down together around the fire. They must have not noticed 
Peter as he sat among them. Likely, the group also included other servants 
from the household. At first, being with the crowd helped Peter avoid 
being recognized. 

Believers must be careful not to distance themselves from Jesus. People 
may attack us because of our association with Christ, but we must remain 
faithful regardless of the price.  

What risks are involved in following Jesus closely and unreservedly? When 
have you felt tempted to keep your Christianity “under the radar?” 

DENIAL (LUKE 22:56-60a)

Verses 56-57
As long as Peter lingered in the darkness, he was somewhat safe. But 
sitting in the light of the fire, he was exposed to the scrutiny of others. A 
servant saw him. This term for servant is feminine, indicating the slave was 
a female. She was the same servant who served as doorkeeper and let Peter 
inside at the request of John (John 18:16-17). As Peter entered, he may 
have been somewhat hidden by his cloak and the darkness. As he sat near 
the firelight, she looked closely at him.

Peter must have become nervous as she said, “This man was with him 
too.” The word too must have indicated John, who did not try to hide but 
used his acquaintance with the household to gain entrance. She addressed 
her comments to the people around the fire, referring to Peter as this man. 

Peter denied it. He may have pulled his garments more closely around 
his head and turned away from her. The term translated denied is a fairly 
mild word that could be rendered as not knowing what someone is talking 
about. Peter followed up by saying, “Woman, I don’t know him.” 

Notice Peter’s progression so far. At first, he followed Jesus and the 
authorities but at a distance. Then he came into the courtyard only after 
John vouched for him. Next, he mingled quietly with the crowd around the 
fire before sitting down with them. Finally, Peter tried to distance himself 
from Jesus by denying he knew Him. When we choose not to commit 
ourselves totally to follow Jesus regardless of the cost, we end up paying a 
much dearer price.

Verses 58-60a
The phrase after a little while tells us that Peter got by with his deception 
for a short time. However, attention had been drawn to him. Perhaps as he 
sat fidgeting by the fire, the others in the group began whispering about 
what the maid had said. Peter moved away from the fire and onto the porch 

VERSES 56-57

56 When a servant saw 
him sitting in the light, 
and looked closely at 
him, she said, “This man 
was with him too.” 57 But 
he denied it: “Woman,  
I don’t know him.”
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(Matt. 26:71). Still, someone else saw him. This phrasing doesn’t mean the 
others around the fire did not see Peter, but someone else recognized him 
on the porch. The new accuser said, “You’re one of them too.” The female 
servant had spoken to the group and referred to Peter as “this man.” This 
challenger addressed Peter directly.  

The syntax of the statement makes the accusation emphatic. The 
person’s use of the word them goes beyond identifying Peter with the other 
disciple who had entered with Jesus. Since Peter and John were the only 
two disciples present, this reference included the larger group of disciples. 
The accuser may have been with the people who arrested Jesus in the 
garden and identified Peter as being one of them, meaning the disciples 
in Gethsemane.

Peter must have become fearful at this point. Luke may not have 
considered the contrast between Peter’s response I am not and Jesus’ oft 
repeated phrase “I am.” Still, we must recognize that Jesus was always 
confident with His identity. At this moment, Peter wanted to be anything 
other than who he was. Peter accompanied his denial with an oath that he 
was not the man they thought him to be (Matt. 26:72).

More time passed. During Peter’s crisis in the courtyard, Jesus was 
being questioned by Annas and ridiculed by the others. Peter had not been 
struck in the face like Jesus was. He had not suffered at the hands of his 
enemies, but he was afraid of what might happen to him if the guards 
believed he was one of Jesus’ followers.

Peter got by with his denials for a while, but about an hour later he faced 
another who incriminated him more fervently. The man kept insisting. 
This verb tense connotes continuous action, meaning the man repeatedly 
challenged Peter. The accuser was not deterred by Peter’s previous denials. 
He said, “This man was certainly with him.”  

As proof, the man noted that Peter was also a Galilean. Peter’s accent 
revealed his homeland just as people from the south, New York, or other 
places can be identified by their manner of speech. It is doubtful that Peter 
had been conversing with the people around the fire, but they heard his 
previous responses (Matt. 26:73; Mark 14:70). The word also means they 
placed Peter with Jesus, who was known to be from Galilee.  

At this point, whether he knew it or not, Peter’s danger level soared 
because his accuser was a relative of the servant whose ear Peter severed in 
the garden (John 18:26). Peter declared he didn’t know what the man was 
talking about. 

Peter cursed and swore with an oath as he responded (Mark 14:71; 
Matt. 26:74). Perhaps he thought these people would not imagine that 
someone who followed Jesus would speak so crudely. More likely, 
Peter was so frightened that he reverted to the salty language of his 
fisherman’s days. 

All believers should be recognized as followers of Jesus. Like Peter, the 
way we speak ought to reveal we have been with Jesus because we don’t 
use the language of the world. Rather than trying to fit into the secular 
culture around us, believers should live boldly for Christ and be unafraid of 
identifying with Him.

VERSES 58-60a

58 After a little while, 
someone else saw him 
and said, “You’re one 
of them too.” “Man, 
I am not!” Peter said. 
59 About an hour later, 
another kept insisting, 
“This man was certainly 
with him, since he’s 
also a Galilean.” 60a But 
Peter said, “Man, I don’t 
know what you’re 
talking about!”
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How can you see Peter’s fear reflected in some believers today? What is the 
danger of being afraid to identify with Christ? 

DEFEAT (LUKE 22:60b-62)

Verses 60b-61
Timing is important. A rooster crowed after Peter denied Jesus for the 
third time. This took place immediately. If it happened half an hour later, 
Peter might not have made the connection between the rooster and Jesus’ 
warning. The fact that it occurred while he was still speaking left no doubt 
as to what was happening. 

God often works that way in our lives. Parents’ discipline needs to occur 
in a timely fashion so children understand the link between misbehavior 
and the discipline. In the same way, God brings both discipline and blessing 
into our lives at just the right time so we can be aware that He is at work. 

The word then in verse 61 means at the moment of the rooster’s 
crowing. Jesus must have been brought out of the high priest’s residence 
and was standing across the courtyard from Peter. Some commentators 
describe two courts—an inner court where Jesus was confronted by the 
high priest and an outer court where the guards and servants gathered. If 
so, from His position in the inner court, Jesus was able to look through a 
doorway and see Peter in the outer court. 

As the sound of the rooster was heard in the early morning hour, the 
Lord turned and looked at Peter. The term turned is a participle, leaving the 
phrase to read “turning, the Lord looked.” Jesus’ act of turning shows He 
was engaged with the authorities and guards. He knew what was happening 
with Peter, so He physically turned toward him. The term looked conveys 
the idea of looking directly and intently. Though more than a glance, Jesus’ 
look was not characterized as a glare or scowl. His eyes likely conveyed 
more sadness than accusation. 

As Peter made eye contact with Jesus, he remembered the word of the 
Lord. What had taken place only a few hours earlier had been forgotten. 
Peter was traumatized by the events of the arrest in the garden, his stealthy 
shadowing of the mob, and the frightening accusations by the people 
around the fire. As Peter saw the Lord looking at him, Jesus’ saying came 
flooding back: “Before the rooster crows today, you will deny me three 
times.” Although fulfillment of Jesus’ prediction took place around 3:00 
a.m., in Jewish reckoning it was the same day (today) as when Jesus made 
His statement the previous evening. 

Commentators often make a point about the difference between 
Judas’ betrayal and Peter’s denial. Judas had an evil intent prompted by 
greed, seeking gain from Jesus’ arrest just as he pilfered from the disciples’ 
money bag which he held (John 12:6). On the other hand, the fact that 
Peter followed Jesus into the residence of the high priest speaks to his 

VERSES 60b-61

60b Immediately, while 
he was still speaking, 
a rooster crowed. 
61 Then the Lord turned 
and looked at Peter. So 
Peter remembered the 
word of the Lord, how 
he had said to him, 
“Before the rooster crows 
today, you will deny me 
three times.”
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good intentions. He failed in these moments of testing due to fear, not 
wickedness. Had Peter been faithful in prayer during the garden watch, he 
may have been stronger in the hour of temptation.

Looking back as distant observers, we might wonder why Peter did 
not have some internal sense of the situation after he responded to the 
first accuser. We might wonder whether Peter would have failed if he had 
looked to Jesus instead of waiting for Jesus to look at him in his failure. 
If we had been in his sandals that night, having experienced the shock of 
Jesus’ arrest, we might not have acted any differently. As it was, only after 
the third denial did the crowing rooster and the Master’s look bring Jesus’ 
warning to Peter’s recollection.

Verse 62
As the realization of his failure flooded over Peter, he broke away from 
Jesus’ gaze and fled from the courtyard. Technically, in the courtyard he 
was already outside the housing. The phrase he went outside means he 
left the high priest’s compound. This term translates a participle better 
rendered “going outside.” Use of the participle focuses the emphasis not on 
the manner of his leaving but on the fact that, as he went, he wept bitterly. 
The term describes someone so overwhelmed that he could not contain 
his emotions.  

Going out the door, Peter must have passed by the same female 
doorkeeper whose challenge led to his first denial. Remorse filled Peter’s 
heart, but no amount of tears could undo what he had done. His professed 
courage and loyalty had disappeared. Boldly he had declared he would go 
to prison or die for Jesus (Luke 22:33). The other disciples made the same 
pledge and they ran away in the garden (Matt. 26:35). At least Peter had 
come this far. Yet, nothing mattered but his guilty heart.

We should consider the costly nature of discipleship before being put 
into situations where we are challenged by unbelievers. By maintaining a 
constant communion with Christ and depending on the empowerment of 
His Spirit, we can remain faithful whenever tests come our way. 

What do you think was on Jesus’ mind when He looked at Peter? Why do you 
suppose Peter’s accusers did not stop him as he left the courtyard?

VERSE 62

62 And he went outside 
and wept bitterly.
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LEAD GROUP BIBLE STUDY

FOCUS ATTENTION
BEGIN: As the group arrives, invite them 
to reflect on the person they consider 
their closest friend and what makes this 
relationship so special.

RESPOND: After most have arrived, ask 
them to consider silently: How would you 
feel if that person abandoned you?  From 
the PSG (p. 91): What one word would 
you use to define the emotions you felt (or 
would feel)? 

TRANSITION: Call attention to the first 
paragraph on page 91 of the Personal Study 
Guide (PSG). Point out today’s session will 
examine the heartbreak Peter experienced 
when he denied Christ and the hope of 
forgiveness in the aftermath of doing so.

EXPLORE THE TEXT
INTRODUCE: Call attention to the outline 
on page 9 of the PSG. You may also want 
to refer to Pack Item 2 (Poster: Outline 
of Luke). Highlight the section of the 
outline that applies to today’s session. Use 
information from the first paragraph of 
Understand the Context (p. 92) to give 
more details. 

SUMMARIZE: Provide a brief biography 
of Peter by summarizing the second 
paragraph under Understand the Context. 
Read or invite a volunteer to read Luke 
22:31-34, where Peter said he would not 
forsake Jesus.

READ: Call for a volunteer to read aloud 
Luke 22:54-55, while the rest of the 
group listens for Peter’s position during 
the events. 

CLARIFY: Explain that at this point, 
Jesus was being prepared to be taken to 
the Roman governor Pilate with a charge 
of blasphemy. Read aloud Luke 22:33, 
and then direct attention to Luke 22:54. 
Discuss: How does distancing oneself 
from Jesus increase the probability of 
unfaithfulness? (PSG, p. 94)

IDENTIFY: Direct the group to read the 
comments in the second paragraph under 
verses 54-55 in the PSG (pp. 93–94). 
Invite volunteers to share insight gained 
about Peter. Point out that Peter was in the 
middle of Jesus’ captors, hoping to remain 
unnoticed. Ask: What are the dangers of 
Christians attempting to blend in to an 
unbelieving crowd? (PSG, p. 94)

TRANSITION: Peter didn’t remain unnoticed 
for long; the light of the fire exposed him in this 
darkest hour.

READ: Invite the group to read silently 
Luke 22:56-60a, locating the three 
instances where Peter denied Christ.  

STUDY: Form three teams. Assign each 
team one of Peter’s denials. Instruct the 
teams to search the PSG (pp. 95–96) 
for information about the denial. Invite 
them to share responses with the rest of 
the group. 

HIGHLIGHT: Point out the progression of 
Peter’s denials. He moves from denying 
he knows Christ (“him,” v. 57) to denying 
his association with the disciples (“them,” 
v. 58), to claiming the accusations are 
ungrounded (“don’t know what you’re 
talking about,” v. 60). Discuss: How do the 
people with whom one associates impact 
how others might view that person? 
(PSG, p. 96)

PROPOSE: Call attention to the Key 
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Doctrine (Evangelism and Missions; 
PSG, p. 94), which emphasizes the 
importance of verbal witness. Lead the 
group to identify pressures that might 
cause a believer today to deny he or she 
is a follower of Jesus. Ask: How do the 
pressures compare to what Peter faced? 

TRANSITION: The pressure of the moment 
cracked Peter. The three-stage denial had now 
occurred. He walked away in shame. 

READ: Read Luke 22:34, and ask the 
group to reflect on that verse as you read 
aloud Luke 22:60b-62.  

CLARIFY: Observe that other Gospel 
accounts indicate this would have been an 
odd time to hear a rooster crow. To make 
matters worse, Jesus and Peter made 
eye contact. 

REACTION: Invite the group to locate 
Peter’s response in verse 62. Guide them 
to compare his emotions here with those 
earlier in the passage. Point out that the 
language used to describe Peter’s bitter 
weeping is used elsewhere in the Bible to 
refer to the grief over someone’s death. 
Essentially, Peter was dying on the inside. 

HIGHLIGHT: Summarize the last paragraph 
under the comments about verse 62  
(PSG, p. 98) that includes Jesus’ forgiveness 
and restoration of Peter. Discuss: What 
role does accountability play in receiving 
grace? How is accountability a function of 
God’s love? (PSG, p. 98)

GUIDE: Point out from the PSG (p. 98): 
Peter’s failure and subsequent restoration 
through repentance and grace reminds us that 
the victorious Christian life isn’t the sinless life; 
it’s the repentant life.

TRANSITION: In spite of Peter’s denial, Jesus 
remains the Lord. 

SUMMARIZE AND 
CHALLENGE
REVIEW: Direct the group to review  
Luke 22:54-62, looking for how the passage 
relates to the session Summary Statement: 
Denying Jesus leads to sorrow and guilt.  
Call attention to Pack Item 6 (Key Verse: 
Luke 20:17). Read the verse, acknowledging 
that all must make the decision whether to 
reject or accept the Cornerstone.

RESPOND: Prior to the group time, reflect 
on your response to the first question set 
under Apply the Text (PSG, p. 99). Share 
insight gleaned from your reflection with 
the group. Invite volunteers to share 
responses. As a group, commit to pray 
for each other and to hold each other 
accountable as you develop spiritual 
disciplines. Encourage the group to read 
and respond to other question sets later in 
the day or week. 

PRAY: Conclude the group time with 
prayer, thanking God for Peter’s example 
that the victorious Christian life is the 
repentant life. Ask God to hold the group 
accountable when repentance is necessary, 
and thank Him for His forgiveness and 
restoration. 
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OPTIONS
Use these options to supplement and enhance the group plans on the 
previous pages.

MUSIC

Play a recording or video of the song  
“I’ll Tell the World That I’m a Christian,” 
by Baynard L. Fox. Before beginning the 
session, explain that the study will focus 
on three specific times one of Jesus’ 
closest disciples refused to tell others he 
knew Christ. 

REFLECTIVE 

Prior to the group time, develop a case 
study that portrays a person whom 
someone considered to be a friend 
abandoning him or her. When the group 
arrives, provide copies of the case study 
and direct them to discuss how they might 
advise the person who feels he or she has 
been abandoned. If time permits, discuss 
how they might advise the person who 
abandoned his or her friend. 

NATURAL

Display a photo of a campfire. Invite 
volunteers to share experiences of being 
around a campfire. Discuss how campfire 
experiences often are used for a time of 
sharing or unity. Contrast those with 
Peter’s campfire experience in Luke 22.  

VISUAL 

Gather art supplies. 

Provide art supplies, and invite the group 
to design masks people might wear to 
conceal that they are followers of Christ. 
Say: We have moments when we try to hide our 
Christian identity in an effort to blend into the 
world. If we are truly believers, then we cannot 
wear the mask too long. The Spirit of God calls 
His children out into the light. 

RESEARCH 

Pre-enlist a volunteer to prepare a “rest 
of the story” presentation on Peter’s life. 
Help the person discover resources for 
the research, such as commentaries, Bible 
dictionaries, and study Bibles. Call for the 
volunteer to present his or her findings 
to the group, as well as share information 
about the resources used for research.

COMPARISON 

Direct the group to compare Peter’s denial 
in today’s Scripture with John 21:15-17. 
Point out that Peter had denied Jesus 
three times; Jesus asked Peter three 
times to reaffirm his love for Jesus before 
Jesus re-commissioned him for gospel 
service. Use information about verse 62 
(PSG, pp. 97–98) to discuss Peter’s failure 
and subsequent restoration through 
repentance and grace. Lead the group 
to discuss: What do these verses reveal 
about the actions one needs to take to  
be restored? 

LOGIC

Point out the Did You Know? box on page 
96 of the PSG: According to John 18:26, the 
third accusation against Peter (Luke 22:59) 
came from a relative of the man whose ear 
Peter had cut off. Using logic, allow small 
teams of people to discuss how the soldier’s 
encounter with Jesus may have affected 
his family , leading to a family member 
checking Peter’s faithfulness to Jesus. 
Discuss how small acts of obedience have 
resulted in increasing the faith of people in 
your life.
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11
Sacrificed
Jesus’ death provides salvation to all who trust in Him. 

LUKE 23:33-46 
MEMORY VERSE: LUKE 23:43

S E S S I O N  1 1

STUDY Luke 23:33-46, noting the different 

titles and names used when addressing Jesus. 

Note the way each name points to Jesus as the 

provider of our salvation. 

CREATE a teaching plan for your group using 

the ideas on pages 120–122. Focus on leading 

the group to view the familiar passage in terms 

of Jesus dying in our place. Look for ways of 

using the Key Doctrine (God the Son; PSG, 

p. 107) to help the group understand Jesus’ 

substitutionary death on the cross.

GATHER the following items: 

   Personal Study Guides (PSGs) for each 
group member

Prepare to display:

   Pack Item 1 (Map: Jerusalem in Jesus’ Day) 

   Pack Item 4 (Poster: Jesus’ Trials)

Make copies of:

   Pack Item 8 (Handout: Memory Verses 
Bookmark) 

   Pack Item 10 (Handout: Passages 
Unique to Luke) 

CONSULT the Explore the Bible website for 

ways of using a current news event to start and 

conclude the session (goExploreTheBible.com/ 

LeaderExtras).

REINFORCE the session by creating an email 

string encouraging the group to use “reply 

to all” to add a hymn or worship song that 

emphasizes Jesus offers salvation to all who 

trust Him. 
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FIRST THOUGHTS
The book Lives Given, Not Taken details the sacrifices of eight missionary 
martyrs. These missionaries went to potentially dangerous places because 
they believed God called them to serve people in hard-to-reach areas of the 
world. They took serious risks so others might know Jesus. From medical 
workers slain at a clinic to relief personnel assassinated by gunmen on 
motorcycles, they gave their lives because Jesus first sacrificed Himself 
for them.  

(In PSG, p . 100) How does Jesus’ sacrifice on the cross motivate you?

UNDERSTAND THE CONTEXT
LUKE 23:1-49

Jesus endured several trials, beginning with His interrogation before the 
high priests during the night of His arrest. Each trial emphasized a different 
accusation. At daylight, the Sanhedrin convened a formal hearing. False 
witnesses accused Jesus of blasphemy, but their contradictory testimony 
was inadequate. The Jewish elders condemned Him on the accusation that 
Jesus made Himself to be equal with God by claiming to be God’s Son.

The second formal trial was a brief indictment by the Sanhedrin 
before Pilate. The chief priests and elders brought Jesus before the Roman 
governor because only the Romans could sentence a man to death. The 
charge centered on false claims that Jesus encouraged the people not to 
pay taxes to Caesar. They also said He wanted to be king. 

Jesus’ third trial happened before Herod Antipas, who inherited the 
throne of his father, Herod the Great. When Pilate heard Jesus was from 
Galilee, he thought he could rid himself of the situation by sending Him 
to Herod, who ruled the region that included Galilee. This trial focused on 
Jesus’ miracles. At first, Herod was glad to see Jesus because he wanted 
to see Jesus do a miracle as if performing a trick. Jesus’ silence fulfilled 
Isaiah’s prophecy: “He was oppressed and afflicted, yet he did not open his 
mouth. Like a lamb led to the slaughter and like a sheep silent before her 
shearers, he did not open his mouth” (Isa. 53:7).

The fourth trial was really a continuation of the second as Herod sent 
Jesus back to Pilate. Recognizing that none of the charges against Jesus 
were valid, Pilate tried several times to release Jesus, but the religious 
leaders continually provoked the people to cry for Jesus’ crucifixion. Finally, 
when Pilate’s position with Caesar was threatened, he yielded Jesus into 
their hands. 

KEY DOCTRINE

God the Son
In His substitutionary death on 
the cross, Jesus made provision 
for the redemption of men from 
sin (Rom. 3:23-26).

BIBLE SKILL

Use other Scripture to help 
understand a Bible passage.

Review passages from Hebrews 
about the temple veil. Read 
Hebrews 6:19-20; 9:1-26; 10:10. 
What was the spiritual meaning 
of the torn curtain? How is Jesus 
described as He entered the Most 
Holy Place? What effect does 
Jesus’ offering have for believers?
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After being scourged, Jesus was in such a weakened condition that 
Simon of Cyrene was compelled to carry Jesus’ cross as he followed Him 
to Golgotha. Women wept for Jesus, but He urged them to weep for 
themselves and their children because of worse conditions to come. 

Jesus was crucified between two thieves. One thief defended Jesus 
against the mockery of the other criminal and asked Jesus to remember 
him in His kingdom. Jesus accepted his dying words of faith and promised 
he would join Him in Paradise.

EXPLORE THE TEXT
FOCUSED (LUKE 23:33-34)

Verses 33-34
After the painful trek from Pilate’s palace, past the city gates, and up a 
nearby hill, the execution party arrived at the place called the Skull. The 
reference to they included the Jewish leaders, Roman soldiers, Jesus, and 
two criminals who would also be executed that day. Along the way, weak 
from blood loss after the cruel scourging, Jesus struggled with the weight 
of the cross. The Romans forced Simon of Cyrene to carry Jesus’ cross to 
Calvary. Cyrene was located in North Africa and was home to many who 
embraced Judaism. Simon likely had come to Jerusalem for Passover 
(Mark 15:21). 

Our word Calvary translates a term literally meaning “skull,” a Greek 
word from which we get “cranium.” The Aramaic word (Gulgaltha) used by 
the other Gospel writers is rendered as Golgotha (Matt. 27:33; Mark 15:22; 
John 19:17). The simple phrase they crucified him there does not begin to 
convey the horror of the deed. The condemned man was stretched across 
the rough frame as the executioner drove nails through his hands. The 
Romans may have used a location in the wrist which allows for piercing 
without breaking a bone, fulfilling prophecy (Ps. 34:20; John 19:36). A nail 
also pierced His feet, fixing them to the vertical beam of the cross, again 
fulfilling Scripture (Ps. 22:16). These nails were larger than carpentry nails, 
but smaller than the railroad spikes depicted in some paintings. 

Another prophecy foretold the Messiah would be killed along with 
the criminals (Isa. 53:12). One thief was placed on the right and another 
on the left of Jesus. There was nothing special about that center cross. It 
was not higher than the other two, despite typical depictions of the scene. 
The only distinguishing characteristic of the center cross was the One who 
hung on it.

Jesus was focused on His purpose of providing for the forgiveness of 
sin. Verse 34 highlights Jesus’ relationship with the Father and His mercy. 
Impaled on the cross, He experienced excruciating pain. Yet, when He 
prayed to the Father, He did not seek relief but asked God to forgive them. 
Some scholars debate which persons were included in Jesus’ prayer. The 
next sentence uses the pronoun they to describe the soldiers who divided 

VERSES 33-34

33 When they arrived 
at the place called The 
Skull, they crucified 
him there, along with 
the criminals, one on 
the right and one on 
the left. 34 Then Jesus 
said, “Father, forgive 
them, because they do 
not know what they are 
doing.” And they divided 
his clothes and cast lots.
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his clothes. In addition, they cast lots for His robe which was woven as a 
single garment, thus fulfilling Scripture (Ps. 22:18). We can safely assume 
Jesus was praying for the execution squad that crucified Him. Jesus said, 
they do not know what they are doing. They certainly did not understand 
they were executing the Son of God. Other scholars argue His prayer of 
forgiveness applied to everyone—Jew and Roman—who participated in 
His death. 

Jesus’ purpose of providing forgiveness of sin must remain central to 
our understanding of the cross. He was no victim. If He had not embraced 
the Father’s will in the garden, these men would have had no power over 
Him. He knew His atoning sacrifice was the only way we can be forgiven. 
We cannot offer the excuse that we don’t know what we are doing. Each of 
us is guilty and stands condemned unless we receive Jesus and the merit 
of His shed blood.

How did the soldiers respond to Jesus’ prayer for their forgiveness? What 
emotions do you feel if you read the phrase “forgive them” as it applies to you? 

MOCKED (LUKE 23:35-39)

Verse 35
As Jesus hung on the cross, the people stood watching. The watchers 
included some supporters. At least one of Jesus’ disciples (John) was present, 
along with Jesus’ mother and other women. However, this reference to 
the people primarily referred to the crowds that had cried, “Crucify him.” 
Because this place was on a byway near the city, many people who came for 
the Passover passed by, shaking their heads as they watched the spectacle, 
again fulfilling Scripture (Ps. 22:7; Mark 15:29).

Some of them waited to see if the Miracle Worker would wondrously 
remove Himself from the cross. Others looked at the sign above His head 
that read “King of the Jews” and simply shook their heads. The fact that 
even the leaders were scoffing indicates that these people participated in 
mocking Jesus. Thus was the Scripture fulfilled: “He was despised and 
rejected by men” (Isa. 53:3).

Their disdain centered on His claim to be God’s Messiah, the Chosen 
One. On numerous occasions, Jesus made statements that affirmed His 
identity as God’s Son, which was tantamount to being the Messiah. The 
Jews believed their Messiah would appear in power to set them free 
from Roman rule. They could not accept a bleeding Messiah hanging on a 
Roman cross. 

They ridiculed the idea that he saved others but could not save himself. 
They did not understand the word saved in terms of spiritual salvation. 

VERSE 35

35 The people stood 
watching, and even the 
leaders were scoffing: 
“He saved others; let 
him save himself if this 
is God’s Messiah, the 
Chosen One!”
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They likely referred to His healing the sick and raising the dead. Such a 
mighty reputation bore little truth when His life was ebbing away before 
them. Their statement employed the conditional statement: “If you are ….” 
This phrase did not carry the idea “since you are” but implied the negative. 
They dared Jesus to prove He was the Messiah. 

Verses 36-39
The soldiers also mocked him. Some of them may have participated in His 
scourging. Now, they laughed scornfully as His body reacted to the pain. 
They returned His compassionate prayer of forgiveness with cruelty. 

Luke does not record Jesus’ statement: “I thirst,” but mentions how the 
soldiers offered Him sour wine. Dipping a sponge into some vinegar, they 
put it on a long reed and held it up to His mouth (John 19:28).

The soldier’s mockery focused on the primary accusation against 
Jesus—that He supposedly claimed to be the king of the Jews. Jesus told 
Pilate that His kingdom was not of this world, but the guilty verdict did 
not depend on facts. They yelled, save yourself! If Jesus were the king, why 
couldn’t He call on the populous to rescue Him? If He were truly a miracle 
worker, let Him come down from the cross. Their snide rebuke did not 
move Jesus to respond. In order to provide forgiveness and salvation for 
humankind, He could not save Himself.

One of the reasons the soldiers seized on the accusation of Jesus’ 
being the King of the Jews was the inscription placed above Him on the 
cross. Typically, the crime for which a person was executed was written on 
a placard and nailed above him. In this case, Pilate caused to be written: 
This is the King of the Jews. The Jewish leaders asked that the wording be 
changed to read that Jesus claimed to be the King of the Jews, but Pilate 
refused them (John 19:21). 

Even one of the criminals began to yell insults at him. The tense of this 
verb conveys continuous action. Over and over, he goaded Jesus. He was 
not so interested in Jesus’ saving Himself but tauntingly asked, if Jesus 
were the Messiah, why didn’t He save them along with Himself? At first, 
both of the thieves spoke against Jesus (Matt. 27:44). Although they were 
hanging there, also being crucified, they had no sympathy for the One 
between them. As the hours passed, one changed his attitude. 

Jesus is the Christ regardless of what others may say. He didn’t have 
anything to prove to the crowds, to the soldiers, or even to the men being 
executed alongside Him. His proof would come on the morning of the 
third day. They couldn’t understand it, but He did. For the joy set before 
Him—the salvation of all believers—He endured the cross, despising 
the shame.

What are some ways people mock Jesus today? How should we respond 
when we hear people ridicule Christ?

VERSES 36-39

36 The soldiers also 
mocked him. They came 
offering him sour wine 
37 and said, “If you are 
the king of the Jews, 
save yourself!” 38 An 
inscription was above 
him: This Is the King of 
the Jews. 39 Then one of 
the criminals hanging 
there began to yell 
insults at him: “Aren’t 
you the Messiah? Save 
yourself and us!”
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TRUSTED (LUKE 23:40-43)

Verses 40-43
After some time passed, the second criminal answered the ridicule of the 
other thief, rebuking him. Perhaps he was sobered by his impending death. 
His statement to the other criminal suggests he began to fear God. Both of 
them were undergoing the same punishment.

The second man understood that they were being punished justly. They 
had not been condemned without a fair trial. They were merely getting back 
what they deserved. Without detailing their crimes, he acknowledged the 
things they did as being wrong. 

On the other hand, he understood that Jesus had done nothing wrong. 
The criminal’s statement and his words to Jesus indicate he had some 
knowledge of Jesus. 

The criminal’s appeal reflects genuine repentance and faith. He pleaded, 
Jesus, remember me. What an extraordinary statement! How could a man 
who was about to die remember someone? This appeal would be insane 
except for the man’s confident faith that Jesus was indeed the Messiah and 
could overcome death. 

Further proof of the man’s faith in Jesus lies in the phrase when you 
come into your kingdom. He believed Jesus not only would be victorious 
over death but would enter His kingdom. The criminal did not say “the 
kingdom,” but your kingdom. 

Jesus’ reply was not merely a statement but an affirmation of the man’s 
faith. The word truly strongly affirms what He was about to say. Combined 
with the phrase I tell you, Jesus emphasized His promise even more firmly. 
His declaration included three important truths. First, Jesus’ kingdom was a 
present reality. They would experience it today. At the tomb of Lazarus, Martha 
thought the resurrection was some distant future event. Jesus corrected her 
belief and declared that He was the resurrection and the life (John 11:25). 
The kingdom was not a place on the horizon, it was wherever He was. 

Second, Jesus confirmed the man would be with him. Jesus’ kingdom 
involves communion with Him. He conveyed the idea that the man would 
not merely be forgiven and received into heaven, but he would enjoy Jesus’ 
presence forever.

Finally, the place they would share that same day was paradise. 
Generally, the terms paradise and heaven apply to the dwelling place of 
persons who receive God’s righteousness. These words came to be used 
synonymously. In the Book of Revelation, John used this idea to describe 
the paradise of God as being the eternal dwelling place of God where 
believers enjoy eternal life (Rev. 2:7). 

Jesus can be trusted as the way to the Father. The criminal did not 
continually plead for mercy. Jesus’ promise was enough. Believers should 
have confidence that Jesus has saved them as they repent of sin and receive 
Him by faith as Savior and Lord.

VERSES 40-43

40 But the other 
answered, rebuking 
him: “Don’t you even 
fear God, since you are 
undergoing the same 
punishment? 41 We are 
punished justly, because 
we’re getting back what 
we deserve for the 
things we did, but this 
man has done nothing 
wrong.” 42 Then he said, 
“Jesus, remember me 
when you come into your 
kingdom.” 43 And he said 
to him, “Truly I tell you, 
today you will be with 
me in paradise.”
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How does your confession of faith compare with that of this criminal? 
Why are you able to rest in Jesus’ promise of eternal life?

SACRIFICED (LUKE 23:44-46)

Verses 44-45
Jesus was crucified around 9:00 in the morning (Mark 15:25). He had 
already suffered for three hours when darkness came over the whole land. 
This phenomenon began about noon and lasted until three. Some scholars 
debate whether the phrase whole land involved the entire world or just the 
area of Palestine. In either case, it could not merely have been an eclipse to 
last three hours. 

Luke described the darkness happening because the sun’s light failed. 
Since we are dealing with a supernatural event controlled by the Creator, 
we do not have to look for a scientific explanation for this miracle. It could 
mean that God stopped the sun altogether, but that is not what Luke says. 
The sun’s light failed, which means God caused the light of the sun not to 
shine on the land for three hours. 

During a battle against the Amorites, Joshua asked God to aid Israel by 
causing the sun to stand still. God answered Joshua’s prayer and the sun 
remained stationary for nearly a day (Josh. 10:12-13). A greater matter was 
happening on Calvary’s hill than Joshua had encountered. As His Son was 
dying, the Father intervened again in His creation and darkness filled the 
land. Some scholars think the darkness expressed God’s displeasure with 
human wickedness involved in the crucifixion. 

As Jesus died, the curtain of the sanctuary was split. The curtain 
separated the holy place from the holy of holies which represented the 
presence of God. The curtain was torn from top to bottom, indicating 
it was an act of God (Matt. 27:51). The tearing of the temple curtain 
represented the rending of Jesus’ flesh to provide access to God and make 
salvation available. 

Verse 46
At that moment, Jesus called out with a loud voice. He cried out with 
passion that everyone could hear. First, He maintained His relationship 
with the Father. Second, because of that bond He could entrust His spirit 
into the Father’s hands. Third, saying this, he breathed His last. While 
Jesus’ body remained on the cross, His spirit left His body and passed into 
the care of the Father. The soldiers did not need to break His legs to hasten 
His death. He yielded His spirit and died.

Jesus’ death removes the barrier between holy God and sinful 
humanity. We do not need any other intermediary. Through Jesus, we 
have access to the Father and receive forgiveness of sin and eternal life 
(Rom. 5:2; Eph. 2:18).

VERSES 44-45

44 It was now about 
noon, and darkness 
came over the whole 
land until three, 
45 because the sun’s light 
failed. The curtain of 
the sanctuary was split 
down the middle.

VERSE 46

46 And Jesus called 
out with a loud voice, 
“Father, into your hands 
I entrust my spirit.” 
Saying this, he breathed 
his last.
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LEAD GROUP BIBLE STUDY

FOCUS ATTENTION
BEGIN: As the group arrives, direct them to 
write words they associate with Easter on a 
board. After most have arrived, review the 
words. Direct attention to the session title: 
Sacrificed. Comment that while Easter was 
observed last month, Jesus’ sacrifice on 
the cross affects all people every minute of 
every day of the year. 

RESPOND: Call attention to the first 
paragraph on page 100 of the Personal 
Study Guide (PSG). Ask: How does Jesus’ 
sacrifice on the cross motivate you? 
(PSG, p. 100) 

EXPLORE THE TEXT
INTRODUCE: Use Pack Item 4 (Poster: 
Jesus’ Trials) to help summarize the events 
between last week’s session (Peter’s denial 
of Christ) and this week’s session about the 
crucifixion.

TRANSITION: After the trials, Jesus was 
scourged. He was in such a weakened condition 
that Simon of Cyrene carried Jesus’ cross to 
where Jesus was to be crucified.  

READ: Call for a volunteer to read aloud 
Luke 23:33-34, while the group listens for 
details about Jesus’ crucifixion.

MINI-LECTURE: Present a brief summary 
of the comments on verse 33 (PSG, 
p. 102). Note that Jesus was crucified with 
criminals. Point out that it was prophesied 
in Isaiah 53 that the Suffering Servant, 
or Jesus, would be numbered with the 
transgressors. Read Isaiah 53:12 and Jesus’ 
own words in Luke 22:37. 

HIGHLIGHT: Lead the group to locate Jesus’ 
words in verse 34. Point out that of all the 
comments Jesus could have made after 
His ordeal, His concern was for others. He 
experienced excruciating pain on the cross, 
but He did not pray for personal relief.

DISCUSS: How does Jesus’ declaration 
in verse 34 point to His purpose? 
(PSG, p. 103)

DISPLAY: Call attention to Pack Item 1 
(Map: Jerusalem in Jesus’ Day) to identify the 
location of Golgotha, or “the place called 
The Skull” (v. 33), noting the elevation of 
the land where Jesus’ cross would be raised. 
Point to the “Did You Know?” box on page 
102 of the PSG: Luke is the only Gospel writer 
to use the Greek term for Skull (kranion) 
instead of the Aramaic term, “Golgotha.” (See 
Matt. 27:33; Mark 15:22; and John 19:17.) 
The word “Calvary” comes from the Latin 
translation of “Skull.” 

TRANSITION: Jesus was no victim. If He had 
not embraced the Father’s will in the garden, 
these men would have had no power over Him. 
He knew His atoning sacrifice was the only way 
we can be forgiven (PSG, p. 103).

READ: Invite volunteers to reflect on 
reactions they might have expected from 
those who were around Jesus when He was 
crucified. Lead them to compare their 
thoughts with Luke 23:35-39, as you 
read the passage aloud.

RESPOND: Invite volunteers to highlight 
the element in the passage that stands 
out most to them. Allow them to explain. 
Enrich the discussion with information 
from the commentary (pp. 116–118) and 
your personal study. 
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CLARIFY: Point the group to comments 
about verses 35-39 (PSG, pp. 103–105) for 
insight into Jesus’ mocking. 

DISCUSS: What do the statements 
of the mockers reveal about their 
misunderstanding of the Messiah? 
What elements of truth are found in the 
statements? (PSG, p. 104) 

TRANSITION: Jesus is the Christ, regardless of 
what others may say.

READ: Direct the group to read silently 
Luke 23:40-43, noticing the attitude of 
one of the criminals toward Jesus. 

IDENTIFY: Lead the group to locate the 
criminal’s comments in verses 40-43. 
Compare those with the other criminal’s 
insults in verse 39. Refer to information 
about the comments under verses 40-43 
(PSG, pp. 105–106). Discuss: Why might 
people choose to mock Jesus than turn to 
Him? What happens when we ignore the 
reality of our sin? (PSG, p. 105)

HIGHLIGHT: Point to Pack Item 10 
(Handout: Passages Unique to Luke), 
referencing that verses 39-43 are unique 
to the Book of Luke. Lead the group to 
identify how Luke’s details add significance 
to our understanding of the crucifixion 
events. After discussion, explain that verse 
43 is the memory verse for this week. 
Distribute copies of Pack Item 8 (Handout: 
Memory Verses Bookmark), challenging the 
group to memorize verse 43 this week. 

DISCUSS: How does the promise Jesus 
made on the cross define our salvation 
through faith in Jesus? (PSG, p. 106)

READ: Before you read aloud Luke 23:44-46,  
turn out the lights in the room. Read  
Luke 23:44-46 from an electronic device 
or with a flashlight. 

EXAMINE: Form two teams, and instruct 
each team to review comments about verses 
44-45 (PSG, pp. 106–107). Instruct one 
team to locate information and related 
Scripture passages about the darkness, and 
the other team to focus on the splitting of 
the sanctuary curtain. Also refer the second 
team to the Bible Skill (PSG, p. 106) that 
includes additional Scripture passages about 
the temple veil. Invite teams to share reports 
with the group. Ask: How does Jesus’ 
death remove the barrier between sinful 
humanity and the holy God? (PSG, p. 107)

FOCUS: Direct attention to verse 46. 
Explain that Jesus quoted Psalm 31, 
which was often used as a bedtime prayer 
with children in ancient Israel. Lead the 
group to read the verse silently, like one 
would during a bedtime prayer. Say: Jesus 
closed His eyes like a child in the darkness 
of night, with the confidence and assurance 
that He would be awakened by the brightness 
of morning. 

SUMMARIZE AND 
CHALLENGE
REVIEW: Call attention to the four 
statements under Apply the Text  
(PSG, p. 108). Lead the group to identify 
specific verses in today’s passage that 
support each statement, recording the 
passage reference next to each statement. 
Allow the group to offer other summary 
statements to add if they desire and a 
Scripture reference that supports their 
added statement(s). 

RESPOND: Prior to the group time, select 
one or more of the question sets under 
Apply the Text (PSG, p. 108). Lead the 
group to respond silently to the selected 
questions. 

PRAY: Conclude the group time with 
prayer, thanking God for sacrificing 
His Son to provide salvation for all who 
trust in Him.
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OPTIONS
Use these options to supplement and enhance the group plans on the 
previous pages.

MUSIC

Locate a copy of “The Old Rugged Cross,” 
by George Bennard. Sing or read the words 
as a springboard for recalling other songs 
about Jesus’ sacrifice on the cross. Invite 
volunteers to name their favorite hymns  
or praise songs about His sacrifice.

RESEARCH 

Pre-enlist someone to provide a mini-
lecture about splitting the sanctuary 
curtain in Luke 23:45. In addition to the 
Bible Skill (PSG, p. 106), point the person  
to resources, such as Bible dictionaries, 
study Bibles, or commentaries. Discuss: 
What was the spiritual meaning of the 
torn curtain? How is Jesus described as  
He entered the Most Holy Place? What 
effect does Jesus’ offering have for 
believers? (PSG, p. 106)

ART 

Gather paper and acrylic paints. 

After the first passage is read, call attention 
to the paper and paints. Invite a volunteer 
to select a paint color and add images to 
the painting to express the mood reflected 
in that passage. Encourage others to add to 
the painting after each passage section is 
read, noting the escalating emotion with 
the angry mob and darkness over the land. 
At the conclusion, note the different colors 
and imagery included. Lead the group to 
discuss how the final art expresses the 
point of today’s session: Jesus’ death provides 
salvation to all who trust in Him. 

COMPARISON 

Direct the group to compare Luke’s 
description of the crucifixion with the 
accounts of Matthew, Mark, and John 
(Matt. 27; Mark 15; John 19). Lead the 
group to discuss: How are the accounts 
similar? How are they different? How  
does one Gospel writer’s encounter help  
us understand the others?

NATURE 

Lead the group to reflect on the passage 
from the perspective of nature. Look for 
evidence of the created world, such as the 
hill of crucifixion and darkness descending. 
Invite volunteers to recall other details of 
the crucifixion that are related to nature, 
such as the wooden cross and the crown of 
thorns. Discuss: How do these details help 
us relate to Jesus’ crucifixion as a real, 
actual event? 

DRAMA 

Gather paper and pencils. 

Pre-enlist a person to create a dramatic 
reading of Isaiah 53. Provide paper and 
pencils for the group, and instruct them 
to listen for references to Jesus during the 
reading of the passage from Isaiah. Use 
information about verse 33 (PSG, p. 102) to 
connect the passage with Jesus.

REFLECT

Luke 23:4; John 19:4-6; 1 Peter 2:22 each 
support the criminal’s declaration about 
Jesus in Luke 23:41. Lead the group to 
reflect on what it means to them that 
Jesus’ innocence and bloodshed led to our 
ability to stand welcomed before Almighty 
God one day.
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Revealed
Jesus reveals His identity to those seeking Him.

LUKE 24:18-31 
MEMORY VERSE: LUKE 24:26

S E S S I O N  1 2

STUDY Luke 24:18-31, noticing the progression 

of the two disciples’ understanding of Jesus. 

Reflect on how the review of Scripture helps the 

two men gain a clearer understanding of Jesus 

(PSG, p. 110).

CREATE a teaching plan for your group using 

the ideas on pages 130–132. Focus on helping 

the group recognize that all people should be 

encouraged to discover the truth about Jesus 

and that Jesus reveals His identity to those 

seeking Him. Consider ways of using the Music 

Idea (p. 132) in the group time. 

GATHER the following items: 

   Personal Study Guides (PSGs) for each 
group member

Prepare to display:

   Pack Item 3 (Map: Jesus’ Travels) 

   Pack Item 5 (Poster: Remember) 

Make copies of:

   Pack Item 8 (Handout: Memory Verses 
Bookmark) 

   Pack Item 10 (Handout: Passages 
Unique to Luke) 

   Pack Item 12 (Handout: Jesus’ Post-
Resurrection Appearances) 

   Pack Item 13 (Handout: Proof of the 
Resurrection) 

CONSULT QuickSource for additional questions 

to use during the group time and review the 

Explore the Bible Adult Commentary for more 

biblical insights (available for purchase from 

LifeWay.com).

REINFORCE the session by encouraging  

the group to look for people not involved  

in a Bible study group. Challenge them  

to invite the people they find to your group.
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FIRST THOUGHTS
Math can be frustrating until something finally clicks and it all makes sense. 
We may have difficulty figuring out how to use a tool and then suddenly 
we get it. We may even have trouble remembering how we know someone 
until they do or say something that triggers our memory. Some people have 
a hard time understanding Jesus’ death, burial, and resurrection. Jesus is 
ready to reveal the truth to those who seek Him.  

(In PSG, p . 109) What is something that you had difficulty doing or understanding, 
and then after several attempts suddenly everything made sense? 

UNDERSTAND THE CONTEXT
LUKE 24:13-35

One of Jesus’ post-resurrection appearances took place on the road to 
Emmaus. Several aspects of the story help build a three-dimensional view 
of the incident. First, the text identifies its location to be about seven miles 
from Jerusalem. The distance would have required a walk of about three to 
four hours over uneven terrain. 

Second, the participants included Cleopas and an unknown disciple. 
They may have lived in Emmaus since they invited Jesus to spend the 
evening. While they could have stayed at an inn, the description of their 
shared meal suggests this place was more than a temporary accommodation. 
Their eyes were prevented from recognizing Jesus, so they thought they 
were bringing a stranger into their home. 

A third point involves where they had been. They were with the larger 
group when Mary and the other women reported the empty tomb. These 
two disciples must have been part of the close-knit followers of Jesus to be 
allowed into the place where the disciples hid themselves. Yet they were not 
members of the Eleven surviving apostles.

The fourth aspect of the narrative reveals the belief that the Messiah 
would deliver Israel from oppression. In spite of His teachings, they did not 
comprehend the full meaning of His kingdom. Their despair at His death was 
matched by their disappointment that He had not fulfilled their expectations.

Into this scene, Jesus joined them and began to teach the Scriptures. 
He explained how the Messiah had to die for the sins of the world and then 
rise again. Jesus used the Old Testament, beginning with the five books 
of Moses. The Scriptures are full of prophecies about the Messiah. Jesus 
had shown them these teachings in the past, but the reality of the cross 
overwhelmed their understanding.

KEY DOCTRINE

Scripture
All Scripture is a testimony to 
Christ, who is Himself the focus 
of divine revelation (Heb. 1:1-2).

BIBLE SKILL

Use a Bible atlas and Bible 
dictionary to locate and 
learn about places mentioned 
in Scripture. 

Use a Bible atlas and a Bible 
dictionary to learn more about 
Emmaus. Find Emmaus on the map. 
Consider the distance between 
Jerusalem and Emmaus. Read the 
entry in a Bible dictionary about 
Emmaus. How does knowing more 
about Emmaus and the topography 
help you appreciate the response 
of the two disciples after they 
realized who Jesus was? 
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Jesus finally revealed Himself following His blessing of the bread at 
dinner. The two disciples were amazed—not only by the fact Jesus had 
been with them, but by the way He had opened the Scriptures to them. 
Without delay, they rushed back to Jerusalem to tell the other disciples 
what they had seen and heard. 

EXPLORE THE TEXT
QUESTIONS (LUKE 24:18-24)

Verses 18-21
We can only imagine the discouragement these two disciples felt as they 
walked from Jerusalem to Emmaus. They were confused by the conflicting 
realities of the deadly cross and reports that His tomb was empty. Instead 
of staying in Jerusalem with the other disciples and the eleven apostles, 
Cleopas and a second disciple decided to go home to Emmaus. 

Jesus joined the two disciples along the way but prevented them from 
recognizing Him. Asked what they were discussing, Cleopas answered. 
The term answered introduced a question by way of response. The disciple 
had difficulty believing this stranger had been a visitor in Jerusalem and 
did not know the things that happened there. His reference to these days 
indicates Cleopas had been with Jesus and His followers throughout the 
week from the triumphant entry to the crucifixion. If Emmaus were his 
home, Cleopas may have joined the disciples as Jesus arrived in Jerusalem.

Jesus did not deny knowing what Cleopas meant, but to draw him out 
He asked: “What things?” The two disciples’ description of Jesus in these 
verses offer insight into their conceptions of who Jesus was.

By identifying Him as Jesus of Nazareth, they focused on Jesus’ 
human identity. They did not yet understand His divine role as Messiah. 
They believed Him to be a prophet. Many people today would agree that 
Jesus was a great teacher—and even a prophet—but stop short of seeing 
Him as the Son of God. These disciples agreed Jesus was powerful in action 
and speech. His deeds and the power of His words were validated before 
God and all the people. The multitudes not only witnessed Jesus’ miracles 
but responded to His words as authoritative as opposed to the empty 
teachings of the scribes (Mark 1:22).

The two disciples sadly identified with the people who handed him over 
to be sentenced to death. They referred to them as our chief priests and 
leaders. They may have sensed some vicarious guilt because the persons 
responsible for Jesus’ death were leaders of their nation. These leaders 
could not condemn Jesus with the death penalty; they could only put Him 
into the hands of the Roman authorities. Although the Roman soldiers 
executed the order, the disciples knew their chief priests and leaders were 
actually the ones who crucified him (Luke 23:24-25).

Another indication of their misunderstanding of Jesus’ identity and 
mission was revealed in the source of their disappointment. The disciples’ 

VERSES 18-21

18 The one named 
Cleopas answered him, 
“Are you the only visitor 
in Jerusalem who 
doesn’t know the things 
that happened there in 
these days?” 19 “What 
things?” he asked them. 
So they said to him, 
“The things concerning 
Jesus of Nazareth, who 
was a prophet powerful 
in action and speech 
before God and all the 
people, 20 and how our 
chief priests and leaders 
handed him over to 
be sentenced to death, 
and they crucified him. 
21 But we were hoping 
that he was the one who 
was about to redeem 
Israel. Besides all this, it’s 
the third day since these 
things happened.
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hope was built on an inadequate concept of the Messiah. They believed 
Christ would redeem Israel. Most Israelites thought the Promised One 
would free their nation from captivity and restore the kingdom to the glory 
days of David. Even on the day of His ascension, the apostles wondered if 
Jesus was ready to restore the kingdom to Israel (Acts 1:6).

These two disciples did not realize their misunderstanding of the 
Messiah. They thought the problem was with Jesus. They hoped He was 
the one. In their view, if Jesus died at the hands of the Romans instead of 
conquering them, then He must not be the Messiah.

They may have made some connection to Jesus’ predictions of rising 
again from the dead on the third day. Again, they were impatient and 
unbelieving. It was already the third day since these things happened yet 
He had not appeared. 

Verses 22-24
The term moreover translates two words meaning “but also.” It conveys the 
idea that not only were the previous statements important, but additional 
information made the situation even more puzzling. They did not name 
the women from our group, but obviously referred to Mary and the other 
women who arrived early at the tomb that very morning. The women’s 
report astounded the disciples. They could not accept the implications of 
the women’s statements. 

These disciples focused on the fact that the women didn’t find his body. 
Cleopas and his companion apparently had not accepted the reality of Jesus’ 
resurrection. The women came and reported—meaning they returned to the 
room where the larger group of disciples were concealed for fear of the Jews. 
Instead of believing that Mary and the others had actually seen angels, they 
said the women had seen a vision of angels who said he was alive. Cleopas 
could not accept the reality of the angels’ appearance or the reality that Jesus 
was indeed alive. He focused on the vision of angels and their supposed 
statement. 

Further indication of their lack of faith involves the fact that Peter and 
John found it (the tomb) just as the women had said. So far, the women’s 
testimony was verified. Then, Cleopas used the contrastive conjunction but (v. 
24). At that moment, he betrayed his vanishing hope. They (Peter and John) 
didn’t see him. These men had wanted proof positive. Anything less than an 
eyewitness of the resurrected Christ would not be enough for them to believe.

The evidence of Jesus’ death and resurrection is overwhelming. Many 
skeptics have endeavored to disprove the empty tomb but failed. Instead, 
many inquirers have been convinced by the facts of history and the 
testimony of countless believers. Jesus is alive!

What questions did you have before trusting Christ? How could you respond 
to honest inquiry about Jesus’ resurrection?” 

VERSES 22-24

22 Moreover, some 
women from our group 
astounded us. They 
arrived early at the tomb,  
23 and when they didn’t 
find his body, they came 
and reported that they 
had seen a vision of 
angels who said he was 
alive. 24 Some of those 
who were with us went 
to the tomb and found 
it just as the women 
had said, but they didn’t 
see him.”
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ANSWERS (LUKE 24:25-27)

Verses 25-26
Jesus marveled at how foolish they were. The term foolish does not mean silly 
or even unintelligent. It refers to being unable or unwilling to understand 
something that should be obvious. Jesus did not say they were unbelievers 
but rather that they were slow to believe all that the prophets have spoken. 
The word slow translates a phrase meaning “slow in heart.” Theirs was not 
a problem of the head but of the heart. Certainly people do not think with 
their hearts, but this term denotes the totality of emotions, intellect, and 
inner being. 

As disciples, they should have paid attention when Jesus told them 
about the necessity of His death and resurrection. Instead of reminding 
them of these occasions, Jesus reminded them about the words of the 
prophets. As usual, He appealed to the Scripture as the basis for truth. Like 
others, these two disciples needed to consider how Jesus’ life, death, and 
resurrection fit into the various prophecies throughout the Scriptures. 

Jesus asked if they did not understand why it was necessary for the 
Messiah to suffer these things. Christ’s suffering and crucifixion was where 
these and other disciples struggled. They could not imagine the Messiah 
could suffer like Jesus. Humbled before the Roman governor, Jesus did 
not fit the model of the Messiah most Jews envisioned. They had read 
Isaiah, but could not identify the Messiah with the prophet’s description 
of God’s Suffering Servant (Isa. 53). They certainly couldn’t accept that His 
crucifixion was somehow necessary.

Jesus went further. He wanted them to know that the suffering and 
death (these things) were necessary for the Messiah to enter into his glory. If 
Jesus had taken Satan’s shortcut (Luke 4:6-7), He could have sidestepped 
the cross but could not have entered into His glory. Jesus’ glory includes His 
return to heaven where He reigns with God the Father (Luke 9:26). It also 
referred to His second coming when He returns in power and glory (Luke 
21:27). Some scholars identify Christ’s glory with the salvation of believers, 
which could not have been possible apart from His atoning suffering and 
death on their behalf. 

Verse 27
Jesus took His companions on a tour of Scripture, beginning with Moses 
and all the Prophets. He did not limit His discourse to these portions 
but showed how all the Scriptures pointed to Him. They had heard these 
passages in the synagogue but the texts needed to be interpreted for them. 
They understood the words but did not comprehend their meaning.

Moses said God would raise up One like himself, but this One would have 
grander status and be received as the Anointed One of God (Deut. 18:15-
19). The psalmist described His suffering, death, and resurrection (Pss. 22; 
16:8-11). Isaiah predicted the Messiah would be born of a virgin and later die 
painfully for others (Isa. 7:14; 53:4-6). Zechariah foretold how Jesus would 
enter Jerusalem on a donkey before being pierced for the transgressions of 
others (Zech. 9:9; 12:10). From Genesis through Malachi, the story of the 

VERSES 25-26

25 He said to them, 
“How foolish you are, 
and how slow to believe 
all that the prophets 
have spoken! 26 Wasn’t 
it necessary for the 
Messiah to suffer these 
things and enter into 
his glory?”

VERSE 27

27 Then beginning 
with Moses and all the 
Prophets, he interpreted 
for them the things 
concerning himself in all 
the Scriptures.
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Messiah is laid out, culminating in the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus.
God reveals His truth through His Word. Jesus’ miracles certainly 

attest to His deity, but our basis of belief rests in Scripture. Even if we 
did not have any of Jesus’ wondrous works, the fulfillment of scores of 
prophecies over thousands of years points to one undeniable truth—Jesus 
is the Messiah.

How do most people seek answers about Jesus? Why should we simply rely 
on the Bible when sharing about Jesus? 

RECOGNIZED (LUKE 24:28-31)

Verses 28-29
As the trio walked, they came near the village where the two disciples 
had been going. Having identified Emmaus earlier, Luke did not specify 
the name of the village again. The more important detail was this place 
was their destination. They arrived at their home but apparently had not 
yet comprehended all Jesus had been teaching them. They later remarked 
about how Jesus’ words affected them but offered no indication that they 
understood His nature as Messiah.

The road wound past the village, and Jesus gave the impression that he 
was going farther. The word impression suggests pretending, but in Jesus 
was no pretense. He knew what was about to happen but did not wish to 
appear presumptuous. He wanted these two to initiate further engagement.

Seeing Jesus was about to depart, the two disciples urged him to remain. 
Theirs was more than a casual invitation. To urge suggests compelling 
someone vigorously. Their invitation to stay with us translates a word 
meaning “to abide.” It involved accepting accommodations overnight. 
Their reason was timing: it was almost evening. The day was almost over. 
In Hebrew custom, a day began at sunset and continued to the following 
sunset. This statement could imply the previous day was nearly ended, or it 
could simply refer to daylight in a more common use. In either case, the sun 
was setting. Their traveling companion obviously had no place to spend 
the night. 

Hospitality would have been a strong motivator for the two disciples 
to invite Jesus to come to their home for a meal and a place to sleep. 
However, the urgency of their invitation suggests they were being more 
than courteous. Jesus’ explanation of Scripture had moved them deeply, 
and they wanted to hear more. The word so in verse 29 could be translated 
“accordingly” and links their offer with Jesus’ response. He went in to stay 
with them. Jesus planned to leave soon but before doing so wanted them 
to see Him clearly.

VERSES 28-29

28 They came near the 
village where they were 
going, and he gave the 
impression that he was 
going farther. 29 But they 
urged him, “Stay with 
us, because it’s almost 
evening, and now the 
day is almost over.” So 
he went in to stay with 
them.
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Verses 30-31
In this culture, people did not sit in chairs but reclined on low couches or 
pillows at the table. After their long and dusty journey, the two disciples 
would have offered Jesus the opportunity to wash and relax. Too, a little 
time would pass in preparation of the meal. This picture is important lest we 
see the following events as rushed. They came into the home and conversed 
as they got ready for supper.

Although Jesus was the guest, he took the bread, blessed and broke 
it, and gave it to them. This day occurred within the seven days following 
Passover, known as the Feast of Unleavened Bread. During this week-long 
observance, Jews ate the same kind of unleavened bread that accompanied 
the Passover.  

Jesus assumed an unusual role when He blessed and broke it. This 
act was usually done by the host of the home. Jesus was not re-enacting 
the Lord’s Supper, although some scholars point out the similarity and 
symbolism. These two disciples were not in the upper room with the 
apostles at the Passover meal. Unless the apostles had discussed it with the 
other disciples, they may not have understood how the bread represented 
His body that was broken for them. 

Their eyes, which had been prevented from recognizing Jesus earlier in 
the evening, were opened. This phrase reminds us of other occasions when 
people were prevented from seeing spiritual matters until God opened 
their eyes (Num. 22:31; 2 Kings 6:17).

Instantly, they recognized him. Imagine their wonder as to how they 
didn’t know Him until this moment! Immediately, Jesus disappeared 
from their sight. This incident involves two important issues. First, after 
the resurrection Jesus had a glorified body that was no longer limited 
by time and space. It was a physical body that could be touched and take 
nourishment (Luke 24:39-43). At the same time, He could appear in a room 
even though the door was locked (John 20:19).

Second, if Jesus had not left them, they would have stayed with Him 
in Emmaus. Instead, they quickly returned to the gathering of the Eleven 
and other disciples in Jerusalem. While they were there, Jesus appeared 
in their midst and revealed Himself (Luke 24:36). At first, the other 
disciples thought they were seeing a ghost, but these two saw and knew 
this was Jesus.

The Holy Spirit helps people understand the truth about Jesus. The 
Spirit never draws attention to Himself but is the Spirit of truth who 
magnifies Christ. Like the two in Emmaus, we need our eyes opened by the 
Holy Spirit so we can see Jesus in His glorified reality and worship Him.

When did you first recognize Jesus as more than a historical figure? How 
could the Holy Spirit use you to reveal Jesus to someone else?

VERSES 30-31

30 It was as he reclined 
at the table with them 
that he took the bread, 
blessed and broke it, and 
gave it to them. 31 Then 
their eyes were opened, 
and they recognized 
him, but he disappeared 
from their sight.
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LEAD GROUP BIBLE STUDY

FOCUS ATTENTION
RESPOND: Prior to the group’s arrival, 
write several math problems on the 
board. After most have arrived, note that 
solving math problems sometimes takes 
persistence. Ask: What is something 
that you had difficulty doing or 
understanding, and then after several 
attempts suddenly everything made 
sense? (PSG, p. 109) Other responses 
may include learning foreign languages 
or text-message abbreviations or utilizing 
electronic devices.

TRANSITION: Summarize the information 
found in the first paragraph on page 109 of 
the Personal Study Guide (PSG). Say: Some 
people have a tough time understanding Jesus’ 
death, burial, and resurrection. Last week’s 
session ended with Jesus’ death, but today’s 
session will focus on how Jesus is ready to 
reveal the truth to people seeking Him. 

HIGHLIGHT: Using Pack Item 10 (Handout: 
Passages Unique to Luke), point out that 
today’s entire Scripture passage is unique to 
the Book of Luke.  

EXPLORE THE TEXT
SUMMARIZE: Briefly summarize Luke 
23:50–24:17, which records Jesus’ burial 
and discovery of the empty tomb. Use 
information from Understand the Context 
(p. 110) to give more details, including the 
significance of the days of the week.

LOCATE: Direct attention to Pack Item 3 
(Map: Jesus’ Travels). Locate Emmaus. Point 
out today’s session will focus on Jesus’ 
appearance on the road to Emmaus, the 
first of His three resurrection appearances 
in Luke. Invite a volunteer to summarize 
Luke 24:13-17. 

READ: Invite a volunteer to read 
Luke 24:18-24, as the group listens for 
information about Jesus the disciples 
shared with the mysterious visitor. Ask: 
How do these details give insight into the 
depth of the disciples’ ponderings about 
Jesus’ death? 

EXAMINE: Direct the group to read the 
comments under verses 18-24 in the PSG 
(pp. 111–113). Guide them to discuss with 
a partner the comments read, especially 
those that apply to what the disciples were 
expecting as compared with what they 
were experiencing. 

DISCUSS: Invite partners to share their 
response to the question at the end of 
verses 22-24: What questions do people 
have about Jesus? What questions do you 
have about Him? (PSG, p. 113) 

TRANSITION: All people should be encouraged 
to discover the truth about Jesus. God reveals 
His truth through His Word. 

READ: Read aloud Luke 24:25-27, asking 
the group to notice how Jesus responded to 
the disciples with Scripture.

CLARIFY: These disciples were initially 
unwilling to believe the report of Jesus’ 
resurrection, so the traveler (Jesus) rebuked 
them. They had failed to understand that 
Jesus came to fulfill all that the Old Testament 
pointed toward. 

MINI-LECTURE: Use information under 
verses 25-26 (PSG, pp. 113–114) to explain 
how the disciples did not identify Jesus 
with the prophet Isaiah’s description of 
the Suffering Servant—they couldn’t 
accept that His crucifixion was somehow 
necessary. Note that Jesus’ comments 
to them included His return and 
second coming. 
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HIGHLIGHT: Explain that verse 26 is the 
memory verse for this week. Distribute 
copies of Pack Item 8 (Handout: Memory 
Verses Bookmark). Lead the group to re-state 
the verse as a declaration rather than a 
question, and write the new statement on 
their handout. 

DISCUSS: Direct attention to verse 27.  
Point out that Jesus used the Old 
Testament to reveal God’s truth about  
Him. Ask: What role should the Bible play 
in us helping people understand Jesus? 
(PSG, p. 114). Use Pack Item 13 (Handout: 
Proof of the Resurrection) to show how 
biblical and historical data work together to 
support Jesus’ literal, physical resurrection. 
Then emphasize: God reveals His truth 
through Scripture—the basis of our belief. 
The fulfillment of scores of prophecies over 
thousands of years points to one undeniable 
truth—Jesus is the Messiah (PSG, p. 114). 

TRANSITION: God reveals His truth through 
His Word, and the Holy Spirit helps people 
understand the truth about Jesus. 

READ: Direct the group to read silently 
Luke 24:28-31, noting the instant when 
the disciples recognized Jesus. 

DISCUSS: Use comments under verses  
28-29 (PSG, p. 115) to explain the use 
of the word “urged.” Point out that the 
urgency of the disciples’ invitation suggests 
it was more than hospitality; the Scripture 
had moved them deeply and they wanted 
to hear more. Ask: How does spending 
time with God open the door for greater 
understanding of Him and His truth? 
(PSG, p. 115)

HIGHLIGHT: Explain that Jesus was not 
re-enacting the Lord’s Supper, although 
some scholars point out the similarity and 
symbolism. Note the timing of the disciples’ 
awareness of Jesus, or when “their eyes 
were opened” (v. 31). Invite volunteers to 
read aloud Numbers 22:31 and 2 Kings 6:17, 

which describe other occasions when people 
were prevented from seeing spiritual matters 
until God opened their eyes. Connect the 
work of God in those passages with the work 
of the Holy Spirit in the New Testament. 
Ask: What is the role of the Holy Spirit in 
helping people understand the truth about 
Jesus? (PSG, p. 116)

HIGHLIGHT: Distribute copies of Pack 
Item 12 (Handout: Jesus’ Post-Resurrection 
Appearances). Review the list of people and 
Jesus’ encounter with each. Ask: While we 
can’t physically see Jesus the way these 
people did, what are some ways we can 
regularly encounter Him in our daily lives?

TRANSITION: Only when we sit with Jesus, 
experience His presence, and have our eyes 
opened to see who He is by the Spirit, do we 
then understand who He is.

SUMMARIZE AND 
CHALLENGE
RESPOND: Point to the second question 
set under Apply the Text (PSG, p. 117): 
As a group, share about your Bible 
reading practices. What can the group 
do to encourage each other to be more 
disciplined in regularly reading the Bible? 
Invite volunteers to share with the group 
their responses. Then consider a time of 
“popcorn testimonies,” in which volunteers 
“pop up” and praise Jesus for revealing 
Himself to them.

REINFORCE: Invite the group to select one 
of the three summary statements under 
Apply the Text (PSG, p. 117) for focus this 
week. Direct them to record in the margin 
their reasons for selecting that statement, 
assuring them they won’t be asked to share 
aloud. Encourage them to reflect each day 
this week on that statement. 

PRAY: Conclude the group time with 
prayer, thanking Jesus for revealing  
His identity to those who seek Him. 
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OPTIONS
Use these options to supplement and enhance the group plans on the 
previous pages.

MUSIC

Lead the group to sing or listen to “Surely 
the Presence (of the Lord Is in This 
Place),” by Lanny Wolfe. Use the song to 
introduce the study about the disciples who 
experienced Jesus’ presence, beginning 
with an encounter on the road to Emmaus. 

OBJECTS 

Gather objects that represent “reveal” 
shows on television (a mask, costumes, 
and tools for home improvement). 

Lead the group to brainstorm a television 
series that involves a reveal. These can 
include reality shows that conceal a famous 
person’s identity or home renovations that 
conclude with a big reveal. Direct attention 
to the session title (PSG, p. 109): Revealed. 
Introduce the study by emphasizing that 
Jesus’ resurrection was the greatest reveal 
that ever occurred: Jesus reveals His identity 
to those seeking Him. 

RECORD

Point out Pack Item 5 (Poster: Remember). 
Read the passage, guiding the group 
to share ways they’ve marked special 
occasions in their faith. Discuss the 
importance of remembering what God has 
faithfully brought us through as a way to 
prepare for the future.  

MONOLOGUE 

Pre-enlist a volunteer to develop a 
monologue from one of the disciples based 
on Luke 24:18-24. Encourage the volunteer 
to use information from the PSG as well as 
commentaries to convey how the disciples 
grappled with Jesus’ crucifixion and death.

VISUAL 

Gather art supplies. 

Provide art supplies, and invite the group 
to create images that represent Luke 24:31, 
which records when the disciples recognized 
Jesus. Allow volunteers to explain their 
image and the symbolism they included. 

PHYSICAL

Set up a section of the room as if it were a 
road. Make two road signs: one that points 
to Emmaus and another that points to 
Jerusalem. Refer to Pack Item 3 (Map: 
Jesus’ Travels). As the group arrives, greet 
them and welcome them to the road to 
Emmaus. Begin the session by reading Luke 
24:18-24 as you “walk” along the road. Invite 
the group to follow physically or listen and 
envision themselves along the road. 

PRESENTATION

Prepare a presentation about Emmaus 
using the Bible Skill (PSG, p. 111). During 
the session, direct attention to Pack Item 3  
(Map: Jesus’ Travels). Lead the group to 
consider the distance between Jerusalem 
and Emmaus. Ask: How does knowing 
more about Emmaus and the topography 
help you appreciate the response of the 
two disciples after they realized who Jesus 
was? (PSG, p. 111)

TESTIMONY 

Prepare a testimony about an experience 
when Jesus revealed Himself to you. 
Include the context. (Was it during 
worship, Bible study, prayer, or another 
time?) Include how you felt before and how 
you were changed by the experience. Invite 
volunteers to share similar testimonies. 
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Commissions
Jesus commissioned His followers to proclaim the gospel.

LUKE 24:36-49 
MEMORY VERSE: LUKE 24:48

S E S S I O N  1 3

STUDY Luke 24:36-49, noting the scenes in  

the story. Observe how Jesus’ appearance and 

His pointing to Scripture gave the disciples 

confidence for their future task.

CREATE a teaching plan for your group using  

the ideas on pages 140–142. Look for ways of 

using the Key Doctrine (God the Son, PSG,  

p. 122) to help the group understand God the Son. 

Consider using a teaching approach you have yet 

to use this quarter. See page 142 for ideas. 

GATHER the following items: 

   Personal Study Guides (PSGs) for each 
group member

Prepare to display:

   Pack Item 2 (Outline of Luke) 

   Pack Item 6 (Key Verse: Luke 20:17) 

Make copies of:

   Pack Item 8 (Handout: Memory Verses 
Bookmark) 

   Pack Item 12 (Handout: Jesus’ Post-
Resurrection Appearances) 

   Pack Item 13 (Handout: Proof of the 
Resurrection) 

CONSULT the weekly Explore the Bible adult 

podcast to gain insights on the go about this 

week’s study on Ministry Grid, Apple Podcasts, 

Stitcher, Spotify, LifeWay’s Digital Pass, or at 

goExploreTheBible.com/adults-training.

REINFORCE the session by directing the group 

to resources that may help them become more 

comfortable or prepared to share the gospel.
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FIRST THOUGHTS
Military personnel do not debate orders to report for duty or to undertake 
a mission. They carry out their commission; that’s what they signed up to 
do. Christians also have a commission—a Great Commission. After the 
resurrection and before ascending again to heaven, Jesus gave His followers 
their marching orders—to take the good news of salvation to all the world. 
He wants all people to know Him and how they can be saved through Him.

(In PSG, p . 118) Do you view your daily activities as a commission, duty, 
or something else? How do these duties compare to the commission of 
carrying the gospel to others?

UNDERSTAND THE CONTEXT
LUKE 24:36-53

Some of the women had visited the tomb, found it empty, and reported 
angelic pronouncements that Jesus was alive. Yet, the disciples doubted. 
Peter and John also went to the tomb and likewise found it empty. The other 
disciples questioned their testimonies. Jesus appeared to Mary Magdalene 
and later to Peter, both of whom reported their experiences to the larger 
group. While more open to this news, the disciples wondered what it 
meant. Just before Jesus’ appearance to the larger group of followers, the 
two disciples from Emmaus excitedly shared their visit with Jesus. Yet, the 
disciples had locked the door for fear of the Jews.

More incredulously, when Jesus suddenly appeared in their midst, the 
disciples were frightened, thinking they were seeing a ghost or spirit. Luke 
says they were amazed and experienced disbelief because of their joy (Luke 
24:41). They were so overwhelmed by His presence that they were afraid to 
believe their own eyes.

Jesus spoke peace to them and showed them His hands and feet. They 
witnessed the nail prints and saw the place where a Roman spear pierced 
Jesus’ side. To prove He was flesh and blood, Jesus let them touch Him. He 
demonstrated His bodily presence by eating a piece of fish with them. Jesus 
was alive and had returned to them. 

Jesus took time to re-instruct the disciples about the Scriptures that 
foretold His death and resurrection. He showed how the Law, the Prophets, 
and the Psalms revealed many prophecies that were fulfilled in Him. 
They needed the biblical foundation for their commission to proclaim His 
gospel throughout the world. Jesus sent them to proclaim His message 
everywhere, starting in Jerusalem.

KEY DOCTRINE

God the Son
Jesus was raised from the 
dead with a glorified body and 
appeared to His disciples as the 
person who was with them before 
His crucifixion (Matt. 28:9).

BIBLE SKILL

Use multiple Scripture passages to 
understand a major doctrine.

Review Romans 8:11; Philippians 
3:21; 2 Corinthians 5:6-8; and 
1 Thessalonians 4:16-17. Consider 
how Jesus’ bodily resurrection 
gives believers hope. How does 
Jesus’ bodily resurrection offer 
hope for Christians? 
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EXPLORE THE TEXT
ASSURES (LUKE 24:36-43)

Verses 36-40
Jesus’ disciples had experienced quite a day. From the despair of darkness, 
morning dawned to an empty tomb. The testimony of a group of women 
and the witness of Peter and John should have been enough for the larger 
company of disciples, but they remained confused. Eyewitnesses gave 
further credence to the report that Jesus was alive. He appeared earlier 
in the morning to Mary Magdalene and then to the other women. Jesus 
also appeared to Peter (1 Cor. 15:5). Finally, two disciples returned from 
Emmaus, excitedly sharing about their long walk and dinner with Jesus. 
Their testimony was affirmed by the other disciples who said it was true—
Jesus was alive! 

The disciples were saying these things when Jesus himself stood in 
their midst. The group may have been meeting in the large room where 
Jesus shared the Last Supper with the apostles. Just as the tombstone was 
not enough to keep Jesus in the grave, a door could not prevent His joining 
them. The phrase in their midst means He was not standing off to one side or 
near the door as if He had entered by it. The description of His appearance 
portrays a sudden occurrence. Although His glorified body was definitely 
physical, Jesus was no longer subject to the normal laws of physics. 

Anticipating their fright, Jesus reassured them with a greeting of “Peace 
to you.” His statement was more than a salutation. He wanted them to 
experience the inner peace only He could give (John 14:27). He understood 
they were confused and disturbed. His appearance was intended to settle 
their hearts and prepare them for the next phase of discipleship.

In spite of Jesus’ reassurance, they were startled and terrified. The 
use of the collective pronoun they suggests even Peter and those disciples 
who saw Jesus in Emmaus were affected by His unexpected appearance. 
The term startled is a participle while terrified is an adjective. Together, they 
could read as “being startled, they were terrified.” This rendering helps 
us connect their fright with the unexpected nature of Jesus’ appearance. 
Because it happened so suddenly, they thought they were seeing a ghost. 
How else could He have joined them behind locked doors? This statement 
does not support the idea that ghosts are real. It merely demonstrates they 
momentarily thought He was a bodiless spirit as opposed to a physical being.

Jesus’ two questions were not designed to discover unknown 
information but to help them understand themselves. He asked “Why are 
you troubled?” in the way of challenging their fear. He used a different 
word from the two terms for startled or terrified in verse 37. This participle 
conveys the idea of being shaken up or stirred. Because of their fear, 
their previous excitement over the new witnesses degenerated into 
trembling uncertainty. 

Similarly, Jesus questioned why doubts arose in their hearts. The 
term doubts describes a struggle as if two parties were debating. Before His 

VERSES 36-40

36 As they were saying 
these things, he himself 
stood in their midst. He 
said to them, “Peace to 
you!” 37 But they were 
startled and terrified 
and thought they were 
seeing a ghost. 38 “Why 
are you troubled?” he 
asked them. “And why 
do doubts arise in your 
hearts? 39 Look at my 
hands and my feet, that 
it is I myself! Touch me 
and see, because a ghost 
does not have flesh and 
bones as you can see I 
have.” 40 Having said 
this, he showed them his 
hands and feet.
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appearance, they testified to one another about their experiences. Excitement 
and joy filled the room, but now they began to be double-minded.

Jesus’ patience and loving-kindness stepped in to settle the disciples’ 
vacillation. He wanted them to calm down and believe. He encouraged 
them to look and to touch His hands and feet. The term see in verse 39 
comes from the same root word as look, but in this instance He meant that 
by touching Him, they could understand and prove His bodily reality. 

A ghost does not have flesh and bones. They did not have to verbalize 
what they were thinking. Jesus’ omniscience revealed their thoughts as if 
they had shouted them aloud. He was no spirit but had a tangible body. As 
Jesus said this, he showed them his hands and feet. They could see where 
the nails pierced Him. Even in His glorified body, He bore the marks of 
the cross. 

Verses 41-43
Even though Jesus demonstrated His physical presence, the disciples 
still were amazed and in disbelief. Both terms are participles, indicating 
ongoing action. They were marveling at what they were seeing and 
hearing. Because of their joy these disciples could only stand and watch 
incredulously. Some commentators suggest the disciples thought this was 
just too good to be true. 

As further proof they were encountering a physical person and not a 
spirit, Jesus asked if they had anything to eat. The disciples must have 
had an earlier meal, probably about the same time as Jesus’ meal with the 
two disciples in Emmaus. This evening was within the week-long Feast of 
Unleavened Bread that followed Passover. Their supper probably included 
unleavened bread, fish, and other food. Since the dinner took place at least 
two or three hours earlier, they only had a piece of broiled fish remaining. 
They gave Him what they had.

Jesus took it and ate it, not so much to satisfy His hunger but to 
demonstrate His physical nature. What further proof did they need? Jesus 
was in their presence. Not only had multiple eye-witnesses seen Him at 
various times during the day, but the entire group watched as His wounded 
hands held food and He ate. This was no apparition. Jesus was alive!

Believers can be assured of Jesus’ physical resurrection. His bodily 
resurrection is fundamental to our faith. Eyewitnesses included the 
women, Peter, the two disciples from Emmaus, the larger group of disciples 
in Jerusalem, and over five hundred people at one time (1 Cor. 15:6). These 
people not only risked their lives for this message, many of them died 
because of their testimony to a living Christ.

What assurances do unbelievers need to accept the risen Jesus? How does 
our testimony demonstrate that while we have not physically seen Him, we 
believe and know He is alive?  

VERSES 41-43

41 But while they still 
were amazed and in 
disbelief because of their 
joy, he asked them, “Do 
you have anything here 
to eat?” 42 So they gave 
him a piece of a broiled 
fish, 43 and he took it and 
ate in their presence.
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OPENS (LUKE 24:44-46)

Verses 44-46
On several occasions before His crucifixion, Jesus told His followers about 
His impending death and resurrection. He referred to these teachings as 
my words that I spoke to you. The phrase while I was still with you sounds 
unusual since He was speaking with them at the time. Jesus was talking 
about prior to the crucifixion. Luke recorded at least three of those occasions. 
After Peter acknowledged Jesus was the Messiah, Jesus warned He would be 
rejected and suffer before rising the third day (Luke 9:21-22). After casting a 
demon out of a child, Jesus told the disciples He would be betrayed (9:42-44). 
As Jesus led His followers toward Jerusalem that final time, He described 
how the prophets wrote in detail about His being mocked, insulted, spit on, 
flogged, and killed before rising on the third day (18:31-33).

He reminded them once more of what was written about Him in the Law 
of Moses, the Prophets, and the Psalms. These prophecies were more than 
ancient writings, they were spiritual truths that must be fulfilled. Without 
His death and resurrection, centuries of prophetic utterance would be in 
vain. Even more importantly, without His death and resurrection, Jesus’ 
life would have been a lie and we would remain in our sins (1 Cor. 15:17).

Just like Jesus opened two disciples’ eyes in Emmaus, he opened 
the disciples’ minds so they could understand the Scriptures. They had 
learned these Scriptures from their childhood onward but failed to grasp 
the meaning as applied to the Messiah. More personally, when they heard 
His earlier warnings, they could not bring themselves to imagine their Lord 
experiencing such horrific suffering and death. These matters cannot be 
understood by mere human understanding; they are spiritually discerned 
(1 Cor. 2:14). The disciples needed Jesus to open their spiritual eyes so they 
could comprehend the truths of God’s Word. In the same way, today we 
need the Holy Spirit to help us see how Jesus fulfilled the Scriptures.

He told them once more, this is what is written. Jesus often quoted 
Scripture. As He was tempted by the devil, He responded with Scripture 
(Luke 4:1-12). When He sat in His home synagogue, He taught fulfillment 
of Scripture (4:16-21). When questioned about spiritual truth, He relied 
on Scriptures (10:25-28). In His great sermons, He clarified application of 
Scripture (Matt. 5–7). Quietly opening the Scriptures again, Jesus showed 
His followers that the Messiah would suffer and rise from the dead the 
third day. Jesus was not the victim of the Jews’ conspiracy or the Romans’ 
complicity. His death was determined by the Father before the world was 
created (Rev. 13:8). Everything that happened in Jesus’ life, death, and 
resurrection was intentionally brought about by the Father so you and I 
might be saved.

Believers can know that God has an eternal plan to redeem His creation. 
He did not reverse-engineer salvation’s plan as an afterthought to Jesus’ 
crucifixion. From the beginning of Genesis, God revealed that one day the 
serpent would bruise the heel of the woman’s seed, but He would crush the 
devil’s head. Satan thought he won when Jesus cried, “It is finished,” but 
the only thing finished was Christ’s victory over sin and Satan. 

VERSES 44-46

44 He told them, “These 
are my words that I 
spoke to you while I was 
still with you—that 
everything written 
about me in the Law of 
Moses, the Prophets, 
and the Psalms must 
be fulfilled.” 45 Then 
he opened their minds 
to understand the 
Scriptures. 46 He also 
said to them, “This is 
what is written: The 
Messiah will suffer and 
rise from the dead the 
third day,
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Why did the disciples have such difficulty understanding Jesus’ teachings? 
How can we help people understand Jesus’ death and resurrection? 

 

SENDS (LUKE 24:47-49)

Verse 47
The fact of Jesus’ death and resurrection would have been mere local news 
if the story stopped with these disciples. Their lives were forever changed 
as the living Lord spoke to them. They no longer would hide behind locked 
doors, but by the power of God’s Spirit they would proclaim His message to 
all the nations. The good news contained several important aspects. 

First, salvation begins its transformative work when people turn from 
their sins and toward God. The disciples’ message emphasized the priority of 
repentance. Repentance is more than feeling sorry. The word repent means a 
change of mind that results in a change of purpose, attitude, and behavior. It 
begins with a new view of God and oneself. We understand we have sinned 
against a Holy God and stand condemned (John 3:18). We desperately need 
forgiveness of sins. Jesus’ death provided atonement for our sins (Rom. 3:26). 

Second, forgiveness is proclaimed in his name. Jesus is the only name 
given among men whereby we might be saved (Acts 4:12). If Jesus had 
remained in the tomb, His name would have been forgotten in the halls 
of history. Only through Jesus’ victory over death and hell could He have a 
name that makes the forgiveness of sins possible.

Third, this good news is so vital it must be proclaimed to all the nations. 
The Jews misunderstood their purpose. They thought God’s kingdom was 
exclusively theirs. In cleansing the temple, Jesus declared that God’s house 
was intended for all people (Isa. 56:7; Mark 11:17). His disciples would start 
at Jerusalem, for salvation should first be offered to the Jews as God’s 
special people, and then to the Gentiles (Rom. 1:16). They must take the 
gospel to all people of every nation (Matt. 28:19-20). 

Verses 48-49
Jesus reminded them that they were witnesses of these things. They did 
not have second-hand information. Luke began this letter to Theophilus 
with the promise that his narrative depended on people who had actually 
observed these matters (Luke 1:2). John later wrote that they declared 
what they had seen, heard, and felt (1 John 1:1). When Peter preached the 
powerful sermon at Pentecost, he claimed that he and the other disciples 
were witnesses to Jesus’ resurrection (Acts 2:32). 

Personal knowledge is a powerful motivator. For over three years, these 
disciples had walked with Jesus. They heard the authority of His voice 
as He taught. They watched the lame walk, the deaf hear, the blind see, 
the lepers cleansed, and the dead raised. Now they were conversing with 
the One who had died on a cross just three days earlier. They didn’t fully 

VERSE 47

47 and repentance for 
forgiveness of sins will 
be proclaimed in his 
name to all the nations, 
beginning at Jerusalem.

VERSES 48-49

48 You are witnesses of 
these things. 49 And look, 
I am sending you what 
my Father promised. As 
for you, stay in the city 
until you are empowered 
from on high.”
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understand it, but they knew it to be true. Jesus was alive, and they had the 
most important message a lost world could desire.

Jesus’ statement in verse 49 included two important components. 
He not only was sending them to the world, but He was sending to them 
what the Father promised. They would not be going in their own power 
but would be empowered from on high. Knowing they could not succeed 
without the Holy Spirit, Jesus told them to stay in the city (Jerusalem) 
until the Spirit empowered them. They would need the Spirit’s person, 
presence, and power. 

This statement sounds much like Jesus’ commission in Acts 1:4-5. The 
end of Luke’s narrative includes Jesus’ ascension from the Mount of Olives 
near Bethany, so he could have telescoped the events into two scenes (Luke 
24:50-53). However, Jesus also might have reiterated His commission for 
emphasis. Since Luke wrote Acts as well as his Gospel, he already had the 
information for both texts in mind. The important aspect of this passage 
involves the promise of the Spirit’s power for all believers as we carry Jesus’ 
good news to the world.

Believers are sent to tell all people about the forgiveness found in Jesus. 
Everyone desperately needs the message entrusted to us. Ours is not a duty 
but a privilege to be heralds of salvation through Jesus Christ. Nor do we 
have to depend on our own resources, but we share the gospel in the power 
of the Holy Spirit. The result rests between the individual and God.

To whom has God sent you? How does the Holy Spirit give you confidence to 
share about Jesus?
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LEAD GROUP BIBLE STUDY

FOCUS ATTENTION
BEGIN: As the group arrives, invite them 
to share a word they would use to describe 
their daily activities. Record responses 
on a board. 

RESPOND: After most have arrived, review 
the responses listed on the board. Call 
attention to the first paragraph on page 118 
of the Personal Study Guide (PSG) and the 
questions included. Discuss: Do you view 
your daily activities as a commission, duty, 
or something else? How do these duties 
compare to the commission of carrying the 
gospel to others? (PSG, p. 118) 

TRANSITION: Christians have a commission—
the Great Commission. Today’s session focuses 
on how Jesus sent and empowered His disciples 
to witness. He does the same for believers today.  

EXPLORE THE TEXT
INTRODUCE: Explain that this session 
concludes the series of studies on the 
Gospel of Luke. Lead the group to locate 
the Outline of Luke (PSG, p. 9) or point to 
Pack Item 2 (Outline of Luke). Note how the 
studies have progressed from Jesus’ birth 
through His ministry, death, resurrection, 
and now commissioning of disciples. 

SUMMARIZE: Summarize the information 
from Understand the Context about Jesus’ 
appearances after His resurrection (PSG, 
p. 119) or refer to Pack Item 12 (Handout: 
Jesus’ Post-Resurrection Appearances). Note 
that today’s session focuses on Jesus’ last 
appearance to His disciples, when He 
commissioned them to take the good news 
of salvation to the world. 

TRANSITION: We are saved to be sent. Jesus’ 
presence not only gives us courage but also 
empowers us for the task. 

READ: Call for a volunteer to read aloud 
Luke 24:36-43, as the group listens for 
ways Jesus assures the disciples.  

EXPLAIN: Jesus appeared to the disciples 
when they were behind a locked door. Use 
information from the second paragraph 
under information about verses 36-37 
(PSG, p. 120) to explain why the door 
was locked. 

SEARCH: Form two teams. Invite one 
team to search comments under verses 
36-43 (PSG, pp. 120–122) to discover 
the disciples’ reaction to Jesus. Guide the 
second team to search the information 
for how Jesus assured the disciples. 
Invite a spokesperson from each team to 
summarize their findings. 

DISCUSS: What assurances might a person 
desire or need to accept the resurrection of 
Jesus? (PSG, p. 122)

HIGHLIGHT: Distribute copies of Pack 
Item 13 (Handout: Proof of the Resurrection). 
Briefly overview the theories of the 
resurrection. Focus on evidence for the 
literal, bodily resurrection of Christ. Ask: 
What is the significance of Jesus’ being 
physically resurrected? How does Him 
being physically resurrected impact 
how we view our own resurrection? 
(PSG, p. 121)

READ: Read aloud Luke 24:44-46, asking 
the group to listen for how Jesus opened 
the minds of His followers so they could 
understand the truths about Him. 

HIGHLIGHT: Direct attention to the phrase 
“while I was still with you” (v. 44). Note that 
Jesus was talking about the time prior to 
the crucifixion. Use information on verse 
44 (PSG, pp. 122–123) to discuss how 
Jesus fulfilled Old Testament prophecy. 
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DISCUSS: How do fulfilled prophecies 
concerning Christ provide us with 
assurance in the providential plans  
of God? (PSG, p. 123)

EXAMINE: Direct the group to read the 
comments on verses 45-46 in the PSG  
(pp. 123–124). Guide them to discuss with 
a partner the comments read. Encourage 
them to identify the concept that best helps 
them understand Christ’s fulfillment of the 
Old Testament. Direct partners to discuss 
their responses to the questions at the end 
of the comments for verses 45-46. Ask: 
How has your understanding of our minds 
being opened to Scripture changed as a 
result of this study? 

TRANSITION: Now that Jesus Christ has 
shown His disciples that He suffered and rose 
from the dead for the salvation of all who 
believe, He sent them to proclaim that message 
to others. 

READ: Direct the group to read silently 
Luke 24:47-49, locating Jesus’ promise 
and empowerment to the disciples.

RESPOND: Invite volunteers to highlight 
the element in the passage that stands out 
most to them. Allow them to explain. 

IDENTIFY: Direct attention to the comments 
about verse 47 (PSG, pp. 124–125). Lead the 
group to locate the definition of repentance 
and the significance of the phrases “in His 
name” and “to all thenations.” Ask: What 
was the significance of Jesus identifying 
Jerusalem when He had already pointed 
out that they were to tell “all the nations,” 
which included Jerusalem? 

CONTRAST: Recall the description of the 
disciples at the beginning of the session 
(vv. 36-43). They were in a locked room, 
startled, and terrified when they saw 
Jesus because they thought He was a 
ghost. Lead the group to contrast this with 
the disciples as described in verses 48-49.  

DISCUSS: How does this passage give 
us courage to fulfill the responsibility of 
sharing Jesus with others? (PSG, p. 125)

SUMMARIZE AND 
CHALLENGE
REVIEW: Call attention to the session 
summary statement under the title for this 
session (PSG, p. 118): Jesus commissioned 
His followers to proclaim the gospel. Lead the 
group to identify how the three summary 
statements under Apply the Text (PSG,  
p. 126) relate to the summary statement. 

REINFORCE: Call attention to the third 
question set under Apply the Text (PSG,  
p. 126): As a group, identify practical ways 
that you can help your church in taking the 
gospel to the nations. What actions need to be 
taken in the next week to help this happen? 
Encourage the group to commit to taking 
at least one action as individuals in the 
coming week.  

REVIEW: Direct attention to Pack Item 6 
(Key Verse: Luke 20:17). Lead the group to 
reflect on their study of the Gospel of Luke. 
Ask: What’s one thing you’ll use from our 
studies to help you stay focused on Jesus in 
the coming days? 

PRAY: Conclude the group time with 
prayer, thanking Jesus for commissioning 
His followers to proclaim the gospel. Praise 
Him for the power of the Holy Spirit, 
which enables believers to do His work 
throughout the world. 
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OPTIONS
Use these options to supplement and enhance the group plans on the 
previous pages.

MUSIC

As this is the last session in this unit, use 
“Tell the Good News,” by Gene Bartlett to 
review. Sing or read aloud the words to the 
song. Then call attention to the outline on 
page 9 of the PSG. Discuss how the song 
lyrics connect with sessions in the unit. 
Lead the group to write an additional verse 
based on the passage in this session about 
Jesus’ commissioning of His followers to 
proclaim the gospel. 

CHART

Gather paper and markers.

Lead the group to name reasons people give 
for being reluctant to proclaim the gospel. 
Invite volunteers to restate Jesus’ promise to 
empower believers, based on Luke 24:48-49.  
Suggest that they refer to page 125  
of the PSG for additional information. 
Ask: How can Jesus’ promise and power 
help you overcome any reluctance to share 
the gospel? 

PRESENTATION 

Pre-enlist a volunteer to give a brief 
overview of  the various views of Jesus’ 
resurrection based on Pack Item 13 
(Handout: Proof of the Resurrection). Call 
attention to the Bible Skill (PSG, p. 121). 
Invite volunteers to look up the passages 
listed. Discuss: How does Jesus’ bodily 
resurrection offer hope for Christians? 

CREATIVE WRITING  

Gather paper and pencils. 

To summarize the Bible passage, provide 
paper and pencils to the group. Form two 
teams. Instruct teams to write a journal 
entry from the perspective of Jesus’ 
disciples based on interactions with Him 
in this passage. Ask one group to write as 
disciples in Luke 24:36-43 and the other  
to write as disciples in Luke 24:44-49. Call 
for volunteers to share their journal entries. 
Contrast the emotions between the two 
experiences. 

VISUAL 

Gather art supplies. 

Provide art supplies. Direct the group to 
illustrate each scene in today’s passage. 
Encourage them to include how each 
statement under Apply the Text (PSG,  
p. 126) is seen in each scene. 

ILLUSTRATION 

Gather colored pencils or pencils 
and paper. 

Distribute copies of Pack Item 8 (Handout: 
Memory Verses Bookmark). Provide a piece 
of paper and pencils to each person in the 
group. Suggest that they use the paper and 
pencils to illustrate the memory verse—
what it means to them to be witnesses.  
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These items are available on the Explore 
the Bible Leader Pack digital download file 
as PDFs to create your own handouts or 
media presentations for your group. Items 
marked as handouts are also available 
as reproducible masters included in the 
Explore the Bible Leader Pack digital files.

PACK ITEM 1

Map: Jerusalem in Jesus’ Day

Sessions 1,8,11

Use the map on page 155 or locate a map 
in a Bible atlas that shows the layout of the 
city of Jerusalem in the first century BC. 

PACK ITEM 2

Outline of Luke

Sessions 1-13

Refer to the outline for Luke in the  
CSB Study Bible or on page 9 of the PSG.

LEADER PACK IDEAS
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PACK ITEM 3

Map: Jesus’ Travels 

Sessions 4,6,12,13

Locate a map in a Bible atlas that identifies 
the locations of Bethphage, Bethany, and 
the Mount of Olives. 

PACK ITEM 4

Poster: Jesus’ Trials

Sessions 9,11

Create a poster that highlights the Jewish 
religious trials and Roman civil trials 
of Jesus and His accusers. Also include 
Scripture verses that provide details for 
each accuser and trial.

PACK ITEM 5

Poster: Remember 

Sessions 5,12

Create a poster that lists Luke 24:6-7: 
“He is not here, but he has risen! 
Remember how he spoke to you when he 
was still in Galilee, saying, ‘It is necessary 
that the Son of Man be betrayed into the 
hands of sinful men, be crucified, and rise 
on the third day’?”

PACK ITEM 6

Key Verse: Luke 20:17

Sessions 7,10,13

Create a poster that lists Luke 20:17:  
“But he looked at them and said, ‘Then  
what is the meaning of this Scripture:  
The stone that the builders rejected has 
become the cornerstone?’”

PACK ITEM 7

Handout: Luke Time Line

Sessions 1,6,9

Locate a study Bible with a time line of the 
major people and events leading up to and 
during Jesus’ life (from 50 BC–AD 33). Use 
it as a reference during this study.

PACK ITEM 8

Handout: Memory Verses Bookmark

Sessions 1-13

Make a list of these suggested memory 
verses to distribute to your group:

• Luke 10:27

• Luke 15:17

• Luke 18:17

• Luke 19:40

• Luke 24:3

• Luke 19:10

• Luke 20:17

• Luke 22:19

• Luke 22:42

• Luke 22:70

• Luke 23:43

• Luke 24:26

• Luke 24:48

PACK ITEM 9

Handout: Parables of Jesus in Luke

Sessions 3,7

Use a Bible dictionary or commentary to 
create a handout that lists all of Jesus’ 
parables in the Gospel of Luke. Be sure to 
include the parable of the good Samaritan 
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(Luke 10:25-37), the parable of the  
lost son (Luke 15:20-32), the parable  
of the Pharisee and the tax collector  
(Luke 18:9-17), and the parable of the 
vineyard owner (Luke 20:9-19).

PACK ITEM 10

Handout: Passages Unique to Luke

Sessions 2,3,5,6,8,11,12

Create a handout that highlights the Bible 
passages that are unique to the Gospel 
of Luke. Note that some 500 verses are 
exclusive to Luke’s Gospel, including the 
132 verses of Luke 1 and 2.

PACK ITEM 11

Handout: The Observance of Passover

Session 8

Use a Bible dictionary to create a  
handout that explains the meaning  
and history of the Feast of Passover.

PACK ITEM 12

Handout: Jesus’ Post-Resurrection 
Appearances

Sessions 5,12,13

Use a Bible dictionary to create a chart 
of Jesus’ post-resurrection appearances 
according to each Bible chapter listed: 
Matthew 28; Mark 16; Luke 24; John 20; 
Acts 1; 9; 22; and 1 Corinthians 15. Next  
to each Scripture reference include those  
to whom He appeared.

PACK ITEM 13

Handout: Proof of the Resurrection

Sessions 5,12,13

Using a Bible handbook, create a handout 
that explains the evidence behind Jesus’ 
bodily resurrection. 

PACK ITEM 14

Handout: Prodigal Bookmark

Session 2

Create bookmarks out of slips of paper that 
say, “I would love to celebrate the salvation 
of ...” Prepare copies for each group member 
to distribute during the session.

Examples from Explore the Bible 

Leader Pack. The Pack is available for 

purchase at goExploreTheBible.com.
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by R. D. Fowler 

“Pilate asked them, ‘What should I do then with 
Jesus, who is called Christ’ They all answered, 
‘Crucify him!’ Then he said, ‘Why? What has 
he done wrong?’ But they kept shouting all the 
more, ‘Crucify him!’” (Matt. 27:22-23).

When I read or hear those words, I get 
emotional. Watching a reenactment brings 
tears to my eyes. Yet what I hear or envision 
does not sufficiently reflect the horror of what 
really happened. What I hear, and what you 
likely hear as well, is an angry crowd yelling, 
“Put Him to death!” When we consider Jesus 
was not a criminal and that Pilate admitted 
he could not find Him guilty of any crime, we 
conclude the act was a travesty. 

Crucifixion was the most cruel, inhumane 
form of execution ever conceived. By design, 
crucifixion inflicted on the condemned 
person the harshest and greatest amount of 
suffering imaginable—prior to his death. 
It also exposed the person to the greatest 
possible degree of indignity after his death. 

The Practice of Roman Crucifixion
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History 

The precursor to crucifixion was 
impalement. The Greek word translated 
“cross” in the New Testament, stauros, 
originally referred to a pointed wooden 
stake or pole firmly fixed in the ground. 
Walls of these stakes formed protective 
palisade fortifications around settlements. 
Eastern countries, particularly Assyria, 
developed the practice of publicly displaying 
the corpses or heads of criminals, traitors, 
and enemies on these walls as a means of 
humiliation and intimidation.1 This practice 
led to people using the stakes themselves 
as a means of torture and execution—by 
impaling offenders on the stake and leaving 
them to die. 

History does not indicate when 
impalement ceased and crucifixion 
began, but historians generally agree that 
crucifixion began among the Persians.2 

The Romans likely adopted it from the 
Carthaginians.3 Many ancient texts refer 
to both impalement and crucifixion but 
often fail to distinguish between the 
two and provide little descriptive detail 
of crucifixion. 

The Greeks and Romans used crucifixion 
well before the time of Christ. Alexander 
the Great used it in the fourth century 
BC. As early as 250 BC the Romans were 
crucifying those they considered deserving. 
The ancient Romans generally thought of 
crucifixion as “the slave’s punishment.” 
Over time, however, the Romans used it for 
slaves, thieves, insurgents, and enemies of 
the Empire in general. 

People never considered crucifixion 
to be a Jewish form of punishment; yet 
Alexander Janneus, a Jewish high priest and 
king who crucified 800 Pharisees in one day, 
used it in the first century BC as an act of 
revenge for the Pharisees’ rebellion against 
him. By the first century AD, Rome used 

crucifixion extensively in the pacification 
of Judea. Romans also used it throughout 
the Empire as a means of maintaining 
order and suppressing insurrection. While 
crucifixion was primarily limited to non-
citizens, Roman citizens were not totally 
free from its terrible shadow. In certain 
cases, particularly treason, Caesar would 
issue an edict allowing authorities to crucify 
even Roman citizens. 

Crucifixion took place in public areas 
outside the city walls—where the bodies 
were clearly visible. Crucifixion thus 
punished offenders and intimidated one’s 
enemies. Bodies on crosses were a common 
sight in the first century AD. The excessive 
usage along with its barbaric nature and 
the religious idea of being cursed made 
crucifixion particularly offensive to the 
Jews. (See Deut. 21:22-23.)

Method

Martin Hengel, professor of New Testament 
and early Judaism, explained, “crucifixion 
was a punishment in which the caprice 
and sadism of the executioners was given 
full rein.”4 Scourging was the first brutal 
act related to crucifixion. Roman citizens, 
though, were exempt from this part of 
the punishment. The condemned person 
was stripped of clothing, tied to a post, 
and beaten with the dreaded Roman 
flagellum, a whip consisting of leather 
straps embedded with metal, bone, or rock. 
Scourging was designed to shred flesh, 
in some cases exposing both bones and 
internal organs. Roman law, unlike Jewish 
law, set no limits on the number of lashes 
a person could receive. The severity of the 
scourging was completely at the discretion 
of the person administering it. In some 
cases, the scourging caused death; in others, 
it expedited death. In most cases, though, 
the scourging merely increased the agony 
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the condemned person experienced on 
the cross. 

Following scourging, the condemned 
person was clothed and then forced to carry 
the horizontal beam (Latin, patibulum) to 
the crucifixion site.5 Typically the Romans 
hung a sign around the criminal’s neck, 
specifying his offense. 

At the crucifixion site the person was 
again stripped of their clothing and placed 
on the cross. The sign was then placed on 
the cross. Scripture does not mention Jesus 
wearing the sign Pilate made; however, 
custom dictated that He likely did. 

Upon arrival at the site, the authorities 
would secure the person to the cross using 
ropes, nails—or both. We know Jesus was 
nailed to His cross. At this point in the 
process, details vary about how the actual 
crucifixion took place. Some believe the 
person was secured to the cross as it lay 
on the ground; the entire cross was then 
lifted up and dropped into a hole prepared 
for it. Others suggest the vertical beam (the 
stipes) was already in the ground; soldiers 
attached the person to the patibulum and 
hoisted both up the vertical beam. 

Although the Romans had no standard 
form for the crosses they used, at least four 
variations were prominent. The Latin cross, 
likely the form on which Jesus died, had a 
cross beam that attached a little below the 
top of the vertical beam. The second form, 
a St. Anthony’s cross, looked like a capital T. 
The third design, the Greek cross, had equal 
beams and looked like a plus sign. The fourth 
configuration, the St. Andrews cross, looked 
like the letter X. The variation in crosses, 
the possibility that crosses could be reused, 
and the absence of specific details mean 

that the method of crucifixion could vary—
depending on the circumstances and the 
type of cross. The Latin, the St. Anthony’s, 
and the Greek cross each had a small 
wooden block or seat. This supported the 
body and prolonged death. Later, after the 
first century, a footrest was added.

After death, bodies were, as a rule, left 
on the cross to be exposed to the elements 
and to decay. We know from Scripture this 
was not the case with Jesus. 

This barbaric punishment method 
continued until the fourth century. 
Emperor Constantine, who had converted 
to Christianity, abolished crucifixion 
during the later years of his reign. While 
many details are unclear, one detail is 
indisputable; crucifixion brought extreme 
suffering. The tremendous loss of blood, 
the excruciating pain from the nails, the 
stretched position, and the exposure to 
the elements all contributed to extreme 
suffering prior to death.6 

1. The Philistines did this with King Saul’s body (1 Sam. 31:8-15). 
2.  See D. G. Burke, “Cross” in The International Standard Bible Encyclopedia, gen. ed. Geoffrey 

W. Bromiley, rev. ed. (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1979), 828. 
3.  Martin Hengel, Crucifixion, trans. John Bowden (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1977), 23. Many 

consider Hengel’s book to be the most authoritative on the subject. 
4. Ibid., 25. 
5. I mages often depict Jesus carrying the entire cross; however, the weight of both beams 

would have been close to 300 pounds, making this highly unlikely. The cross beam itself 
was quite heavy; carrying it would have been difficult, especially for someone who had been 
scourged (see Matt. 27:32). 

6.  For a more detailed description of crucifixion, including a medical explanation of Jesus’ 
suffering and death, see William D. Edwards, Wesley J. Gabel, and Floyd E. Hosmer, “On the 
Physical Death of Jesus Christ,” Journal of the American Medical Association vol. 255, no. 11 
(March 21, 1986):1455-63.

R. D. Fowler is pastor of Bethel Baptist Church, Lincoln, Nebraska. This article appeared 
originally in the Spring 2015 issue of Biblical Illustrator.  

“Crucifixion was the most cruel, inhumane 
form of execution ever conceived .”

ILLUSTRATOR PHOTO/ BOB SCHATZ (9/23/15)
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by Justin Langford

Almost daily, news brings yet another tragic 
report of civil wars, uprisings, or acts of 
terrorism somewhere in the world. Often 
the root of these hostilities is deep-seated 
and long-held ethnic and religious hatred. 
This backdrop may help us better understand 
the animosity between the ancient Jews and 
Samaritans. By the time of the New Testament, 
this tension had long been in place. 

Origin of the Samaritans 

Constructing a precise account of the origin 
and history of the Samaritans is difficult 
at best since evidence is sparse and often 
ambiguous. A radical difference between 
them and the Jews was that they had their 
own version of authoritative Scriptures 
known as the Samaritan Pentateuch (the 
first five books of Moses). Additionally, their 
sacred site of temple worship was not on the 
Temple Mount in Jerusalem but on Mount 
Gerizim in Samaria. 

The Samaritans were those who 
remained in the land after the Assyrians 
carried the Northern Kingdom into 

Jews and Samaritans:  
Why the Tensions?

A close-up of the ruins of the Samaritan temple on Mount Gerizim that John Hyrcanus the Hasmonean king destroyed in 128 B.C.

ILLUSTRATOR PHOTO/ BOB SCHATZ (9/23/15)
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exile (722 BC). Known as the “people of the 
land,” the Samaritans intermarried with the 
foreigners. Jews thus saw them as violators 
of the Law. 

The Rise of Tension 

Perhaps not one but a series of events 
marked the decisive break between Jews and 
Samaritans. Under Antiochus IV, the Syrian 
ruler (175–164 BC) whose actions catalyzed 
the Maccabean revolt, the Jews became the 
target of persecution. While the Jews opposed 
the Hellenistic worship that Antiochus tried 
to force on them, the Samaritans proved 
their willingness to conform by worshiping 
the Greek god Zeus Xenios (the protector 
of strangers) in their temple at Gerizim. 
Consequently, the Samaritans avoided harsh 
persecution, which only intensified the Jews’ 
hatred of them. 

Another development came in 128 BC. 
In that year John Hyrcanus I, the Maccabean 
ruler with his eyes set on expansion, 
captured Shechem and destroyed the 
Samaritan temple on Mount Gerizim. The 
actions of Hyrcanus I could have served 
as the breaking point after a long string of 
tumultuous events. 

In the New Testament 

Looking to the time of the New Testament, 
we can see why encounters with the 
Samaritans always involved controversy. 
The woman at the well episode in John 4 
brings up the issues of social contact and 
worship location, but even more striking 
was the clash between the disciples and 
a Samaritan village in Luke 9. Jesus was 
making His way to Jerusalem and had 
to pass through Samaria. He sent some 
disciples into the village ahead to make 
preparations, but the Samaritans there 
refused to welcome them. Then, in what was 
a surprising remark, even for the disciples, 
James and John asked Jesus, “Lord, do you 

want us to call down fire from heaven to 
consume them?” (Luke 9:54). 

The animosity between Jew and 
Samaritan is on full display in this text. 
Further, this account is connected to the 
literary context of the parable of the good 
Samaritan (Luke 10). In order to experience 
Jesus’ parable the same way the disciples 
did, we must remember their hatred toward 
the Samaritans. As a result, we can grasp 
how radical Jesus’ statements were—that 
the Samaritan man was a “neighbor” and 
the expert in the Jewish Law was to “go 
and do the same” as a Samaritan—a reviled 
Samaritan had done (10:36-37). 

So what is the lesson for believers today? 
Simply put, the gospel, genuinely applied, 
breaks down barriers, even deep-seated 
racial barriers. Knowing the background 
of the Jews and Samaritans is crucial to 
understanding both the Old Testament 
story and the impact of Jesus’ ministry. 
We would do well to remember the words 
of Paul to the Ephesians, who were dealing 
with their own racial issues between Jews 
and Greeks: “For he [Jesus] is our peace, 
who made both groups one and tore down 
the dividing wall of hostility. In his flesh, 
he made of no effect the law consisting of 
commands and expressed in regulations, 
so that he might create in himself one 
new man from the two, resulting in peace” 
(Eph. 2:14-15). 

Justin Langford is professor of New Testament and Greek at Louisiana College, Pineville, 
Louisiana. This article originally appeared in the Spring 2017 issue of Biblical Illustrator.
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by Mike Livingstone

As a Bible teacher, the hardest lessons for 
me to teach are the Christmas and Easter 
lessons. These are especially challenging 
because my group members are so 
familiar with them. What new thing can I 
possibly say? 

As teachers, we often feel the pressure to 
teach our group members something new—
to tell them something they don’t know. 
That’s what teaching is, right? So how do you 
teach the familiar and well-known passages 
of the Bible? More specifically, how will you 
approach the Easter lesson this year?

1.  Who says you have to say 
anything new?

When it comes to teaching the events 
surrounding the crucifixion, remembering 
the old is more necessary than finding 
something new. 

On the night before Jesus died, His 
concern was that His disciples would 
remember (“Do this in remembrance of me,” 
Luke 22:19). On resurrection morning, the 

angel addressed the women’s fear with a call 
to remember: “Remember how he spoke to 
you when he was still in Galilee, saying ‘It is 
necessary that the Son of Man be betrayed 
… crucified, and rise on the third day’? And 
they remembered his words” (Luke 24:6-8). 
Before Jesus ascended into heaven He 
commissioned His disciples and told them: 
“And remember, I am with you always, to 
the end of the age” (Matt. 28:20). Remember 
is a fitting conclusion to Matthew’s Gospel.

“Lest I forget Gethsemane; Lest I forget 
Thine agony; 
Lest I forget Thy love for me, Lead me to Calvary.”

This quarter’s familiar lessons from 
the events surrounding the cross are 
opportunities to lead your group members 
to the cross so that they might not forget 
what Jesus did for them.

2.  What happens during our Bible 
study group time is less about 
imparting information and more 
about life transformation. 

There’s an old adage that says, “We don’t 
teach the Bible; we teach people.” This is 

Three Keys to Teaching  
Familiar Bible Passages 
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true but a half-truth. We teach both—the 
Bible and the people. It’s important we keep 
the two in proper tension. What happens 
when we lose our balance? William Yount 
summed it up: “Too much emphasis on Bible 
content, without consideration for learner 
needs, results in ‘unrelated history’: Bible 
study that never touches learners where 
they live. Too much emphasis on learner 
needs, without commitment to letting 
God’s Word speak, results in group therapy; 
sharing our opinions and experiences but 
never learning what God has said.”1 We 
need an abundance of both. 

Some Bible lessons, however, need 
a greater emphasis on content. This 
is particularly true of less familiar or 
difficult passages. In other lessons, more 
emphasis needs to put on application and 
appropriation of truth. This might need to 
be one of those lessons. Therefore, as you 
teach on the crucifixion, aim for the heart 
not the head.

3.  Don’t focus only on the “it”;  
focus on the “He.”

In teaching on crucifixion and resurrection, 
it’s not the events themselves that should 
be our primary focus, but He who died and 
rose again.

Paul did not say, “we preach the 
crucifixion.” He said, “we preach Christ 
crucified” (1 Cor. 1:23).  

Remember Martha, who believed in the 
resurrection—“I know that he [Lazarus] 
will rise again in the resurrection at the last 
day.” Jesus moved her from the doctrinal to 
the personal: “I am the resurrection and the 
life” (John 11:24-25). 

You’ll likely have members who are well 
versed in the methods of Roman crucifixion 
and evidences of Jesus’ resurrection. They 
too need to be led to the cross, for it is the 
message of the cross that moves our hearts 
to conformity to Christ.

How did Paul deal with the Philippian 
believers’ selfish pride and church 
conflicts? He led them to the cross: 
 
Adopt the same attitude as that of Christ Jesus, 
who, existing in the form of God, did not consider 
equality with God as something to be exploited. 

Instead he emptied himself 
by assuming the form of a servant, 
taking on the likeness of humanity.  ... 
he humbled himself by becoming obedient to the 
point of death—
even to death on a cross (Phil. 2:5-8).

Concerning himself Paul said, “My 
goal is to know him and the power of his 
resurrection and the fellowship of his 
sufferings, being conformed to his death” 
(Phil. 3:10). Paul had been a believer and 
apostle for around 25 years when he wrote 
those words. But he had not outgrown 
the cross. His goal was (1) to have an 
ever-increasing knowledge of the power 
of Christ’s resurrection in his daily life 
(appropriate the truth) (2) and to share 
Christ’s sufferings by dying to the self-
centered life (live the truth). The cross, then, 
is not for beginners only. It is not simply the 
way into salvation—it is the way of life for 
all who confess Christ. 

Lastly, how do you know there won’t 
be someone sitting in your group who has 
never personally accepted the forgiveness 
available through Christ’s death on the 
cross? Let’s not make assumptions about 
the people sitting in our groups. 

What a wonderful opportunity we have 
this quarter to present the gospel story!

1. William R. Yount, Created to Learn (Broadman & Holman Publishers, 1996). 8.

Mike Livingstone serves as content editor of LifeWay’s Explore the Bible materials. 
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SOCIAL MEDIA

Connect with a community of Explore the Bible users on Facebook.  

Post responses to questions, share ideas, and link to great blog content.  

Connect with us at Facebook.com/ExploreTheBible.

Get quotes, instant updates about new articles, giveaways, and more  

on Twitter. Follow us: @ExploreTheBible.

BLOG

Discover useful articles and blog posts for leading and strengthening your  

Bible study group. You’ll find additional teaching ideas from Explore the Bible  

leaders, video intros, and much more. Subscribe to the blog at  

goExploreTheBible.com/Leader-Helps. 
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JOB/ECC

COMING NEXT QUARTER

JOB; ECCLESIASTES

Session 1 Faith Tested  •  Job 1:8-22 

Session 2 Hope Defined  •  Job 14:1-14 

Session 3 Redemption Found  •  Job 19:19-29

Session 4 Wisdom Gained  •  Job 28:12-28 

Session 5 Justice Sought  •  Job 36:8-23

Session 6 Power Displayed  •  Job 40:1-14

Session 7 Dependence Declared  •  Job 42:1-11 

Session 8 What’s the Use?  •  Ecclesiastes 2:12-26 

Session 9 What Time Is It?  •  Ecclesiastes 3:1-15

Session 10 Why Listen?  •  Ecclesiastes 4:13–5:7 

Session 11 Where Is the Balance?  •  Ecclesiastes 7:11-22 

Session 12 Facing Death?  •  Ecclesiastes 9:1-10

Session 13 What Is Life About?  •  Ecclesiastes 12:1-14 
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